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INTRODUCTION

In response to a decision by the Ninth World Meteorological Congress
(1983), and at the kind invitation of the Government of Saudi Arabia, the
RA II/RA I Seminar on Local Weather Systems Prediction for the Red Sea
Countries was held at the Faculty of Meteorology, Environment and Arid Land
Agriculture CFMEi\LA) of the King Abdul Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia, from 19 to 22 January 1986.
The seminar was organized as part of
activities within the WMO Tropical Meteorology Research Programme, especially
the rain-producing tropical disturbance component.
The seminar was attended by 45 participants from seven Red Sea and
neighbouring countries of RA II and RA I. The main aim of the seminar was to
exchange information on the state-of-the-art concerning weather systems
affecting the Red Sea areas, whose development was influenced by the
interaction between the tropical disturbances and mid-latitude cyclones moving
over the Mediterranean and North Africa.
The seminar had seven sessions covering various aspects of weather
systems over the Red Sea area with the presentation of papers by participants,
followed by discussions.
Dr. Omar Sabbak, Dean of the Faculty of FMEALA of
the
King
Abdul
Aziz
University
and
Mr. Hussein Zohdy
(the
Egyptian
Meteorological Department), served as Chairman and Vice-chairman of the
seminar.
At the concluding session, the seminar formulated a number of
recommendations to further encourage Members in strengthening their research
efforts in this field.
The participants at the seminar recommended that a collection of
papers presented at the seminar should be published under the Tropical
Meteorology Research Programme (TMRP) report series and be distributed to the
RA II/RA I countries around the Red Sea area. The present report contains the
full text of papers received from the authors (abstracts and papers not
presented inclusive) and a summary of discussions held and recommendations
formulated at the seminar.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SEMINAR
The last session of the seminar was devoted to a broad discussion of
the results and recommendations for future action.
It was stressed that, in planning for the future, attention should
always be concentrated on the relevance of the research results to the
improvement of the services offered by the meteorological agencies of the
countries and ultimately to the economic and social benefit to be derived from
the improved services.
Along these lines, a strong emphasis was put on the studies of short
term climatic variations, including drought, and their impact, and on the
several applications aspects of climate studies.
The specific recommendations made by the participants were
consolidated into three groups:

1.
Recommendations of a programmatic nature, oriented towards increasing
the capacity established within the region to analyse the meteorological data
and generate products which can be used for economic benefit:
(a)

Institutions in RA II/RA I countries around the Red Sea should
establish or strengthen their research programmes on local weather
systems;

(b)

RA II/RA I countries around the Red Sea should consider designating
national institutions to serve as activity centres for research in
tropical meteorology;

(c)

The scope of research programmes should be broad; it should include a
larger geographical area and the respective interactions with the
local systems, as well as a longer time-scale.

2.
Recommendations of a scientific nature, oriented towards _developing
regional expertise in understanding the local systems and improving the
weather prediction methods:

Ca)

A fine-mesh limited-area model should be developed for numerical
weather prediction in the region;

(b)

Dynamical and physical factors determining the location of the ITCZ
and seasonal variation of rainfall (drought) with a view to predicting
it;

Cc)

Convergence over Yemen;

(d)

Large-scale vertical motion over the region cyclogenesis in the
Mediterranean;

(e)

Stability indices as predictors of convective activity interactions
between local disturbances and the general circulation;

(f)

Generation and movement of sand storms.
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3.
Reconunendations of a supporting nature, oriented towards increasing
the availa bility and density of meteorolog i cal data for operational and
research purposes:
(a)

The meteorological data collection and transmission in the Red Sea
area should be improved, especially the data transmission between the
West and East banks of the Red sea;

(b)

Climatological data should be systematically processed and organized
in the form of regional data sets;

(c)

Increased use should be made of satellite data, both in the form of
images and wind and sounding retrievals;

(d)

Increased use should be made of processed information generated by the
European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting, with a feedback
to that Centre on the accuracy of the forecasts;

(e)

Numerical objective analysis procedures should be introduced;

(f)

The access to processed information from advanced forecasting centres
should be improved.

4.
The participants at the seminar recommended that a collection of
papers presented at the seminar should be published under the Tropical
Meteorology Research Programme Report Series and distributed to the RA II/RA I
countries around the Red Sea. The authors were requested to submit the full
text of their papers for review and editing as necessary and subsequently for
approval by the Chairman and the Vice-chairman of the seminar.
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PAPER # 1
LOCAL WEATHER SYSTEMS OVER THE
RED SEA AREA

by
Bekuretsion Kasahun
National Meteorological Services Agency
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
1.

INTRODUCTION

In this article the Red Sea area comprises the horn of Africa, Sudan
and Egypt on the west, the Arabian peninsula and the Arabian Sea on the east.
The weather system of the area arises as a result of the influence of tropical
weather systems like the ITCZ, the monsoon, easterly wave, etc., the
quasi-stationary subtropical anticyclones, the extratropical weather systems
and the interaction of all these.
The fact that there is an oceanic area on one side of the equator and
a continental region on the other side, over the Indian Ocean results in a
large meridional variation in the radiation balance. This is linked to the
large annual meridional variation of the ITCZ over the Indian Ocean and East
Africa following the apparent movement of the sun. During the northern summer
(July) the surface position of the ITCZ is near 20°N extending across the
continents of Africa, the Arabian peninsula and Asia, whereas its surface
position is near 15°S - 20°S during the winter (January).
The subtropical
anticyclones of both hemispheres, over the regions also show seasonal
fluctuations in intensity and position resulting in a cross-equatorial
meridional pressure gradient from the winter hemisphere to the summer
hemisphere. Thus the cross-equatorial flow pattern of the south-easterlies
and
south westerlies,
of
the
northern
hemisphere
summer
and the
north-easterlies of the winter are generated.
This monsoonal flow pattern
makes the major synoptic weather systems of the area.
The other important mechanism that makes the weather system of the
area is the interaction between the tropical and extratropical systems of both
hemispheres.
Specially during the transitional seasons of autumn and spring
the extratropical weather systems frequently penetrate into the subtropics and
interact with the tropical systems.
The penetrations of the extratropical
frontal systems and associated jet streams result in inducing bad weather over
the area.
Likewise the intrusion of transient anticyclones and associated
ridges into the tropics gives subsidence and fair weather over the area.
In this article an attempt is made to discuss the climatology of
Ethiopia, and the weather systems that affect the country during the different
seasons of the year. The occurrence and development of the systems and the
problems encountered in forecasting them will be given.
2.

GENERAL CLIMATOLOGY OF WEATHER SYSTEMS OVER ETHIOPIA

In Ethiopia, generally there are two rainy periods. The period from
mid-February to May is the short rainy period and June to September the long
rainy period. From October to mid-February dry and cool period dominates over
most of the country except for some insignificant occasional isolated rain.
During the dry months most of the country is under the influence of
dry north-westerly flow from the anticyclone over the Sahara and dry and cool
north-easterly flow from the anticyclones over the Arabian peninsula.
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Sometimes, when the Siberian anticyclone intensifies and is centered over the
lower latitudes of central Asia, its ridge extends along the Arabian peninsula
to the horn of Africa. This is assoc iated with advection of dry, cool and
subsiding air mass of the pol ar origin. On such occasions, the weather over
most of the northern and central regions of the country is characterized by
cold nights , sunny with strong winds during the day .
The only exceptions are the Red Sea coast , the southern and
south-eastern low lands. The Red Sea coast, especially the slopes of the
escarpments of Eritrea get rainfall from the Red Sea Convergence Zone, a
feature common in the months of October to May.
The highlands of Ethiopia extending from north to south over west of
the rift valley and the east-west hi ghlands of the southeast play an important
role in the weather pattern of the country. The annual rainfall distribution
over the country shows that the greater amount of rain falls on the high
grounds. The year-to-year variability of rain over these regions is less than
the lowlands (Figs. l, 2 and 3) .
The southern and south-eastern low lands of Ethiopia are in their
short rainy period in the months of October and November. The main cause of
the rainfall to these regions is the southward migrating ITCZ and westward
propagating disturbance from the Indian Ocean.
The short rainy period gradually starts around the middle of February,
attains its maximum peak in distribution and intensity in late March and early
April over most of the western, northern and central parts of the country.
However, the rainfall starts late March over the south-eastern parts of the
country extending up to the end of May.
This period is characterized by
alternating wet and dry periods.
On some occasions, depending upon the
presence and position of a blocking high over the Atlantic or Western Europe,
a continuous rainfall or a continuous dry sunny weather may extend for about
two to three weeks. This pattern of weather occurs mostly during April.
The short rains normally stop the second week of May over the central
and northern regions. Whereas over the southwestern parts they continue until
Octobet (Fig. 4).
The long rains start the first week of June over the Southern parts of
Central Ethiopia and gradually progress northward along with the northward
migration of the ITCZ.
Over the western and southwestern parts of the
country, the rainfall which starts in March continues until October without a
break. But the · intensity and pattern of rainfall is different from that of
March to May.
That is, the intensity of rainfall increases drastically and
nearly every day there is a continuous thundery shower.
The sources of
moisture during this period are the southeasterlies of the southern Indian
Ocean and southwesterlies of the Congo basin. The moist southeasterlies from
the mascariene anticyclone, after crossing the equator penetrate into Ethiopia
as southwesterlies (Figs. 5 and 6) .
In what follows, a discussion of the synoptic and local weather
systems that produce the characteristic weather of the above three periods
will be given.
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2.1

Dominant synoptic systems of the dry period

In this period October to early February the northern hemisphere
anticyclones are intense and well organized. The Azores anticyclone extends
towards the Sahara and northeast Africa covering Eastern Atlantic and the
Mediterranean with west-east axis.
Over the Asian continent the seasonal
shallow Siberian anticyclone intensifies and dominates most of Central Asia
and occasionally its ridge extends along the Arabian peninsula to the horn of
Africa.
Depending upon the orientation of the ridge axis, different weather
activities are observed over the horn of Africa.
When the ridge has a
continental axis and entirely lies over the horn, dry, cool and subsiding air
dominates the region. Below zero degrees centigrade minimum temperatures are
commonly recorded over the rift valley and northern parts of Ethiopia.
Moreover, above normal wind speeds and clear sky situation are observed. On
the other hand, when the ridge has a maritime axis and lies over the Arabian
Sea, there is a drift of moisture into the horn of Africa. This may result in
relatively mild temperatures and some patches of fair weather cumulus are
formed.
In rare cases in the presence of an upper air trough in the
easterlies shallow convective developments are observed, which may give
isolated rain of small amount.
The most interesting features on the middle and upper-air charts of
the period are:
(a)

The upper-air easterlies which dominate most of the tropics as far
north as the Indian sub-continent during the northern hemisphere
summer gradually weaken and westerlies start to penetrate into the
region;

(b)

The planatory mid-latitude longwaves have small amplitude and longer
wave length. The west-east propagation speed of these waves is very
small. Winds associated with these waves are nearly zonal;

(c)

The transient extratropical disturbances are in their extreme poleward
position with less influence into the tropics;

(d)

The subtropical anticyclones
(Northern Hemisphere).

are

intense

with

an

east-west

axis

The dominant flow patterns over the region are northwesterly
continental dry air from the Sahara and northeasterly monsoon from the Arabian
ridge. As both of them originate from a continental surface they are cool and
dry.
Therefore, dew point depression is very large and the atmosphere is
dry. A layer of upper-air inversion is also frequent. This gives rise to a
thick layer of haze, especially over the western and northern parts of the
country.
The east-west orientation of the subtropical anticyclones hinders the
interaction be~ween the tropical and extratropical systems.
During this period, disturbances associated with the easterly wave are
frequently observed over the North Indian Ocean or the Arabian Sea.
Occasionally the disturbances develop into a tropical cyclone or depression.
These disturbances usually move westward or in the northwest direction and hit
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In both instances
they give rain and weather activity to the lowlands east of the rift valley.
In some cases their influence extends to the highlands of the west and give
untimely rainfall to the region.
The track of these westward moving disturbances is influenced by deep
upper tropospheric westerly troughs penetrating into the lower latitudes west
of
the
disturbance.
It
has
been noted that the
recurvature
into
west-north-west is associated with:
(a)

The large amplitude slow moving trough extending southward from the
westerlies and located within few hundred kilometers to the west of
the center;

(b)

Well marked low latitude trough building northward into the westerlies;

(c)

Weak trough between two separate subtropical high pressure cells.

Late in the period the subtropical anticyclones gradually start to
weaken and disintegrate into separate cells. A series of midlatitude frontal
depression/cyclones develops over Southern Europe and the Mediterranean Sea.
These eastward propagating systems start to penetrate through these separated
high pressure cells into the lower latitudes (Figs. 7a, 7b).
Another condition which gives untimely rain and weather activity over
the region is the penetration of the subtropical westerly jet stream into the
lower latitudes . Occasionally the jet stream in association with a westerly
trough interacts with the southward migrating ITCZ. As a result a stratiform
type of cloud covers most of the country along the line of interaction.
In
some cases they develop into cumulus which penetrates the inversion in the
middle levels. This normally occurs in the afternoon when insolation greatly
assists the mixing and overturning of the inversion layer.
Another important feature of the period is a series of tropical
disturbances generating tropical cyclones originating
around the ITCZ over
the Southern Indian Ocean east of the Madagascar.
They are very frequent
during the period late December to February when the ITCZ is in its extreme
south position.
These west/southwest propagating cyclones induce a strong northerly
cross equatorial flow across the East African coasts at the lower and middle
troposphere.
These northerlies carry moisture off the Arabian Sea/north of
the Indian Ocean into the cyclones. As a result the moisture flux into the
horn of Africa greatly decreases. Hence formation of a tropical cyclone over
the Southern Indian Ocean around Malagasy indicates a decrease in weather
activity over Ethiopia.
2.2

Red Sea Convergence Zone

From October to May, there is an interesting convergence zone of two
air streams over the southern Red Sea.
Coming across the Red Sea from the
Mediterranean there is a stream blowing from the northwest, whereas coming
from the Gulf of Aden through the narrow southern entrance to the Red Sea,
there is a stream blowing from the southeast.
The two streams meet in a
region of calm or light and variable winds known as the Red Sea Convergence
Zone ( RSCZ) .
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'A study made by Pedgley (Nov. 1966) shows that apart from relatively
few occasions, the surface wind over the sea has a very strong tendency to
blow along the length of the Red Sea. This uniformity of flow is due to the
fact that both streams have very stable vertical temperature structures so
that they have little chance of climbing the high mountain walls that bound
the Red Sea. In fact the southern part of the sea lies in a deep trench that
passes between the high mountains of Ethiopia on the west and of Yemen and
Saudi 'Arabia on the east. The walls of these mountains form an elevation
between 2 and 3 km above sea level continuously for about 1 km on both sides.
Therefore the direction of flow is very much controlled by orientation of the
rift.
Day-to-day variations in the position of the RSCZ are much in the
north-south direction.
This may be accounted for the pulses in both the
south-easterly and north-westerly air streams. Pulses in the south-easterly
air stream appear first in the Bab-el-Mandeb and advance northwards into
regions previously occupied by light winds. They are associated with easterly
waves and westward propagating disturbances in the Arabian Sea.
Pulses in the north-westerlies associated with eastward movement of
cold fronts accompanying disturbances crossing the near east are common. When
such a cold front has advanced far to the east a ridge of high pressure builds
over Saudi Arabia.
The east-north-easterlies over the Gulf of Aden are
strengthened leading to a northward shift on the position of the RSCZ.
Similarly with the coming of a cold front into the Red Sea from the west, the
north-westerlies are strengthened leading to a southward shift of the
convergence zone.
The absence of an adequate number of surface stations or ship reports
around the Red Sea hinders a detailed study of the character and position of
the RSCZ.
From sounding made by aircrafts in different positions from the RSCZ,
Pedgley found remarkable similar vertical structures, that there are two air
masses separated by an inversion. The air above has a potential temperature
over 40°C, while that below is 25-30°C with a small difference between the
north-westerly and the south-westerly flows in the sub-inversion air. The
lower, cooler and moist layer is a product of the open sea. When either of
the two streams remains in contact with the sea for at least a few hours,
turbulence tends to produce a maritime layer of a considerable depth.
The
south easterly flow which is slightly warmer seems to have a maritime layer.
When the two streams meet the resulting convergence deepens the maritime layer
and the lifting produces clouds which appears as a sheet with its top sharply
defined by the inversion. The very stable layer or inversion which strongly
inhibits vertical motion is a land-derived warm and dry air aloft. From the
limited vertical depth of the maritime layer cumulus clouds must be shallow,
unless daytime heating over land is able to destroy the inversion. Therefore,
over the sea and coastal plains the highest possible cumulus tops are low
enough to produce at most only moderate rain of short duration. Inland if the
inversion is destroyed we might expect much taller clouds.
However the
process of convective mixing that destroys the inversion also brings down the
low dew point characteristic of the air aloft.
Thus the altitude to which surface air must rise to produce tall
clouds must increase or a relatively moist air mass should be present above
the inversion layer. In relative terms when the warm south-easterly flows are
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strong and dominate the mid-troposphere is when deep convective clouds
accompanying heavy thundery showers develop along the scarp and the upper
slopes of the plateau, rather than deep northwesterly flows.
3.

SYNOPTIC SYSTEMS DURING THE SHORT RAINY PERIOD

The ITCZ normally starts its northward migration from its extreme
southern hemisphere position over the Indian Ocean and southeast Africa around
the beginning of February. At this time the southern hemisphere subtropical
anticyclones also start to intensify and advance equatorward.
In the northern hemisphere, the subtropical anticyclones gradually
start to weaken and disintegrate into separate cells.
A series of extra
tropical frontal depressions or cyclones develop over the Mediterranean Sea
and South-western Europe.
These eastward propagating systems start to
penetrate into the lower latitudes along the weak trough between two separate
subtropical high pressure cells.
The cross equatorial northerly winds start
to weaken and north easterly outflow from the periphery of the subtropical
ridge over the Arabian Sea starts to develop.
The main rain producing systems over the horn of Africa and Southern
Arabian
highlands
during
the
period
late
February
to
May
are
(Figs. 7, 8 and 9).
(a)

The interaction between the tropical and extratropical systems.
main extratropical systems influencing the Red Sea Weather are:
( i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

The

Frontal depressions and cyclones;
Cut off lows and highs;
Upper tropospheric troughs and ridges in the westerlies;
Subtropical westerly jet streams;
Blocking highs.

In the normal course of events the extratropical cyclones and frontal
depressions
drift
eastward
often
with
considerable
speed.
Super-imposed upon these eastward drifts are the meridional tendencies
which arise as a result of thermal advection, from cold to warm
regions.
During this period of the year there is a strong cold air
advection from the polar regions which deepens the cyclones.
Following the upper-air troughs the cyclones drift in the south-east
direction and form a zone of weak trough interacting with the tropical
heat lows. These interaction zones in association with deep upper-air
troughs, produce rain and bad weather. This is clearly observed as a
cloud band in the north-south direction on the satellite pictures. In
general cases the bad weather remains for about three to five days and
passes by following the movement of the system until the next cyclone
of the series arrives at the same longitude.
The duration of the
break in the weather depends upon the speed of the system and the
depth of penetration.
In the presence of a blocking high ahead or behind the upper-air
trough, the rainfall and associated weather can stay for about two to
three weeks.
This has been encountered for several years mainly
during April.
A typical blocking situation which persists for about
one week was observed in April 1985 (Fig. 8);
(b)

Another condition favourable to the formation of showers is
presence of cool air in the middle and upper troposphere. This is

the
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found when a mid-latitude cold trough moves eastwards across the near
west. Although the influence of such troughs becomes progressively
weaker at lower latitudes, the penetration of the subtropical westerly
jet stream into the lower latitudes enhances the development of deep
convective clouds.
A strong southward bend in the subtropical westerly jet stream up to
10°N is one of the mechanisms for the development of deep convective
clouds. The situation is frequently observed over the upper air (300
mb and 200 mb) charts.
Satellite pictures also reveal in such a
situation cloud clusters from the ITCZ cloud band are pulled northward
along the highland of Ethiopia up to the northern Red Sea. The cloud
cluster expands eastward covering most of the rift valley following
the propagation of the jet stream;
(c)

The other major cause for active weather is the formation of a high
pressure cell east of the horn of Africa over the Arabian Sea/north of
the Indian Ocean.
This high pressure cell, during the northern
hemisphere winter lies over the Arabian peninsula. Gradually it is
shifted southward and in the month of February to early May it lies
over the Arabian Sea. Easterly outflow on the southern sides of this
anticyclone carry moisture into East Africa from surface up to the
mid-troposphere.
These Easterlies are the main sources of moisture
for the region during the period. Late in the period as the northward
migrating ITCZ arrives the southern coasts of Ethiopia (around 5°N)
southerly and south-westerly winds cut of the southern hemisphere
ridges gradually penetrate into the country (Fig. 7a).
As
the
northern
hemisphere
subtropical anticyclones
and the
mid-latitude transient features start to retreat poleward the short
rains gradually stop over the central and northern parts of the
country about the middle of May. However, the rainfall continues over
the southern and south-western Ethiopia, due to the advance of the
ITCZ.
In its northward migration the ITCZ reaches early on the
western side of Ethiopia (Fig. 10).
Over the areas affected by the weather systems of the short rainy
period, the mean number of rainy days in a decade varies from two to
seven days.

Dominant Synoptic Systems of the Long Rain Period (northern hemisphere summer)
In response to the apparent movement of the sun from the southern
hemisphere to the northern hemisphere the subtropical anticyclones of the
northern hemisphere start to retreat poleward and decrease in intensity early
before the onset of the rains.
The extension of the Azores high which
dominates most of the Sahara in winter is replaced by the heat lows of Central
Africa.
Similarly, the anticyclone over Arabia is replaced by the seasonal
heat lows.
The ITCZ is a zone of maximum discontinuity of surface moisture. The
contrast in dew point temperature can be used to locate its surface position.
However, over the Red Sea and the rift valley of Ethiopia, the convergence
zone is poorly defined. As the moist southwesterlies ascend the Ethiopian
highlands lose their moisture and on reaching the lowlands of the rift and the
Red Sea they become dry and converge with the continental air of the northern
hemisphere.
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The ITCZ also advances northward reaching its extreme northward
surface position of 20°N over Central and Western Africa in August. This is
an area in which its annual cycle is relatively smaller than that of the
Eastern Africa and the Indian Ocean (Figs. lOa, 10b).
Over West Africa it remains north of the equator throughout the year
whereas it oscillates between 20°N and 20°S over East Africa east of 30°E
longitude. As south-western Ethiopia is under the influence of the former
branch of the ITCZ, the region is under its influence as early as February.
However, over the southern and southeastern it reaches late March and early
April.
But over these lowland areas the weather activity is rather weak,
mainly for two reasons.
First the moist southwesterlies are not well
established and strong.
Second the ITCZ periodically oscillates in position
and intensity, in response to the mid-latitude weather systems of both
hemispheres.
Over central, north-western and northern Ethiopia the short rainy
period shows a marked decrease in intensity and a real coverage in early May.
In fact, except for the western and northwestern regions the period mid-May to
early June is a transitional period between the short and long rains, whereas
for the southern and southeastern regions it is the end of their long rainy
period.
During the transitional period the following
observed prior to the onset of long rains:

synoptic features

are

(a)

The northern hemisphere mid-latitude features and the
anticyclones shift poleward over the upper-air charts;

subtropical

(b)

A break in the interaction between the tropical and extratropical low
pressure systems;

(c)

Weakening and poleward shift of the subtropical jet streams;

(d)

A tropical cyclone over the Bay of Bengal and a disturbance (cloud
cluster) over the Arabian Sea;

( e)

Establishment of the tropical easterly jet over the southern tip of
the Indian Peninsula;

(f)

An intensification and equatorward movement of the southern hemisphere
anticyclones, mascarene and south anticyclones;

(g)

Establishment of weak southwesterly flow across the east and horn of
Africa at lower levels;

(h)

Retreat of the westerlies over the Red Sea area and the
sub-continent at the middle and upper troposphere;

(i)

Establishment and northward penetration of
Easterlies to the subtropics.

the

upper

Indian

tropospheric

The onset of the long rains is heralded by the prominent monsoon
trough on the surface chart extending from the west coast of Africa to the
east coast of India.
Moreover, an anticyclone lies over the Arabian Sea
supplying moisture to Ethiopia, Somalia and Yemen. On the cyclonic shear side
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of the low level strong winds an onset vortex is formed. The vortex has the
appearance of a tropical storm and moves due north-westward from 10°N to 20°N
then westwards and hits the coast of the Arabian peninsula.
Some of these
depressions first appear in the middle troposphere and then descend to lower
level. Very often the onset vortex may appear over the Bay of Bengal.
Some
Bay of Bengal cyclones can cross over the Indian subcontinent to emerge into
the Arabian Sea as low pressure systems. The advance of the monsoon is very
much influenced by the formation of the vortex. The withdrawal of the monsoon
is also affected by a depression or cyclone which would prolong the withdrawal
of rains. A typical example is the cyclone of October 1977 over the Arabian
Sea (Fig. 11).
The other spectacular features are mid-tropospheric cyclones over the
north-eastern part of the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal that move very
slowly north-westward or remain quasi stationary for many days.
They can
cover about 300 km and have a depth of 5 km. They appear as a closed cyclonic
circulation.
The major components of the long rainy period (the monsoon period) on
which the pattern of weather activity strongly depends upon are:
(a)

The position and intensity of the mascarene anticyclone and the
orientation of its ridge axis.
This sub-tropical anticyclone is
normally centered about 27°S and 50°E.
Its ridge extends as far as
5-10°N and lies over the Indian Ocean adjacent to the East African
coast.
Moist air flows from the southern hemisphere out of this
anticyclone as south-easterly trade winds and after crossing the
equator becomes south-westerly monsoon.
This moist air penetrates
into the northern parts of Ethiopia following the ITCZ. Sometimes the
axis of the ridge lies over the · coasts of East Africa in which case
the moisture flux decreases leading to a decrease or break in the
rainfall;

(b)

Low level jet flow across the equator carrying the major part of the
low level cross equatorial flow from the southern to the northern
hemisphere.
The jet starts as a south-easterly up to the coasts of
Kenya, at about 3°S turns northward crossing the equator as a
southerly and then becomes south-westerly, after crossing the African
continent, as westerly across the Arabian Sea into India.
It splits
into two parts over the sea at about 60°E and the northern branch
reaches the west coast of India near l 7°N, while the southern branch
moves east across just south of India. The jet is divergent south of
the equator and convergent north of the equator;

(c)

One of the essential features of the long rains is the tropical
easterly jet stream. As discussed above, the jet stream first appears
over the Indian subcontinent before the onset of the rains.
It
gradually enlarges to cover East and West Africa around 15°N
latitude.
In mid-summer (July and August) the jet is a prominent
feature near 150 mb level over half of the globe from the east coast
of China to the West Coast of Africa. This jet is associated with an
upper-air divergence which results in mass ascent of the moist monsoon
air.
Studies made to investigate the relation of rainfall over Ethiopia and
the existence of the jet over East Africa (maximum wind reports over
Addis Ababa and Asmara) show that, there is a direct relation between
the intensity of rainfall and the jet stream.
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It is also seen that the maximum rainfall is situated over the
southern side of the jet core.
Moreover, it seems that there is a
link between the seasona l rainfall amount/number of rainy days and the
number of days in which the jet appears over the Red Sea area.
(d)

The Congo air and its boundary is the other feature of the period.
The sub-tropical anticyclone of the south Atlantic penetrates into
central equatorial Africa, during the northern summer.
It generates
moist air mass, which is transformed into equatorial Congo Air after
crossing the equator.
This air mass is highly unstable to a great
depth.
The confluence zone between this air mass and the air mass
from the Indian Ocean defines .;;,. boundary zone which extends northward
along Western Ethiopia following the ITCZ.
The surge of this
equatorial air mass into the south-western and western parts of
Ethiopia gives rise to thunderstorm activity and convergent rain from
active cloud clusters.
When this boundary is displaced westward of
the western parts of Ethiopia a marked decrease in rainfall is noted
over the area. Sometimes when the southern anticyclones are weak, the
boundary becomes weaker and the convergence is not well defined. As a
result a decrease in weather activity around the boundary area is
observed (Fig. 10).
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The following indicators are used to determine
the onset.

(a)

An increase in the rainfall amount and number of
rainy days;
Decrease of air temperature;
Wind direction becoming southerly or southwesterly;
Cessation of thick haze.
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Typical surface chart of "the short rainy"
period , showing a zone of interaction between the
tropical and extra-tropical systems. Note the
anticyclone over the Arabian Sea and the mois t ure flux
into the horn of Africa.

24 hours later , the zone of interaction has shifted eastward by about 5° longi tude
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Fig. 8c: An upper air cut off low
over the Red Sea. The amplitude of the
trough is further deepened.
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Fig. lOa:

Mean surface flow and location of disxontinoities a"d tronsient
features.
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Mean surface flow and location of discontinuities and transient
features.
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Figure 11:

High resolution NOAA-5 satellite VIS picture of 22 October 1977
showing the tropical cyclone over the Gulf of Aden. This
cyclone prolonged the withdrawal of the Kiremt rains.
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PAPER NO. 2
AZIAB WEATHER
by
Ahmad A. Siraj
Meteorology and Environmental Protection Administration (MEPA)
(Jeddah, Saudi Arabia)
Introduction
Since 1972 I have been observing this type of hazardous
weather phenomenon in Saudi Arabia. But due to pressure of work and
my involvement in various other activities of the Department, I could
not get enough time to concentrate on this study. Moreover, data
from neighbouring countries of North Africa and the Sudan were generally
missing.
In order to have a complete picture ofa synoptic situation
relevant to this phenomenon, the Meteorological Services of Egypt and the
Sudan were approached to supply us the missing data by post.
I am
glad to record that the Sudan Meteorological Service was very co-operative
and readily made available the required data in 1972 and again in 1979,
which proved to be very useful in my study of the Aziab phenomenon.
The data when received from various sources were plotted
on relevant synoptic charts, which were re-analysed on the basis of
new information. As the synoptic systems mentioned inc-0nnection with
Aziab phenomenon are mostly of heat-low type which are very shallow,
their influence does not penetrate into higher levels of atmosphere.
MoreoveryRadio Sonde or Temperature data are very sparse in the region
for study of vertical construction of such small sized low pressure
systems. Hence discussion of upper-air charts has not been included
1
in this paper except forfour 850mb charts which were found relevant
to the text of the paper.
Geographical and Topographical Features
Saudi Arabia is a vast quadrangular peninsula of southwestern Asia.
It lies between the Red Sea to the west, and the Arabian
Gulf and Gulf of Oman to the east.
In the north it is bounded by Jordan,
Arab Republic of Syria and Iraq and to the south lie the countries of
Yemen and Oman.
It has a longitudinal extent of about 2400 Kms.
The
area is roughly 2,144,000 Sqr. Km about one-third the area of Europe.
Except in the south and southeast, where sandy desert
predominates, a vast central plateau covers most of Saudi Arabia rising
from about 750 meters in the north to 2100 meters in the southwest. In
the southern and western regions, the plateau is bounded by mountain
chains, having some peaks reaching a height of nearly 3000 meters some
parts of these mountains are extinct volcanoes with large area of lava
fields at the very centre of the plateau.
In the interior, to the
south and north of the plateau, there is a low and 'hot' strip of land
of varying width and partially fertile.
Along the Arabian Gulf, the
plateau slopes to the coast giving~ stretch of arable land 8-16 Km wide.
Definition
Aziab is the local name given in Saudi Arabia to a hot and
dry wind from southerly quadrant.
It is usually a strong wind and
raises a lot of dust.
In the southern part of the Arab Peninsula (Yemen Arab
Republic) it is known as AL-GHOBA.
This wind brings cumulonimbus clouds
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and causes thunderstorm activity in lower parts of Yemen with gusty winds
reaching gale force (34-40 Knots).
It comes from the steppe of TIHAMA
and carries dust and lasts
almost 4-5 days, as we have the duration of
Aziab.
If any chemicals are sprayed ov er the s teppe of Tihama, the
Al-ghoba wind will help in spreading the che micals far and wide as it
does for the dust.
In this way chemicals can be u sed more effective ly with
Al-ghoba than without it for destroying unwanted vegetation o r for
improving desirable plant-growth.
Synoptic situation
Aziab is no ti c e d most frequently in March and April o v e r the
eas t co ast of the Red Sea. It is l es s fr,@.quent •during t he period
~1ay
September. It is generated by low pressure disturbances associated with
fronts o r troughs passing across the re~ion. These disturbances are of
two types:

1.
2.

Khamsin low coming from south-Egypt ;
No r theastward shift of Sudan low.

The synoptic sitqation for the arrival of Khamsin low over the east coast
of the Red Sea i~broadly as follows:
An east Mediterranean depression moving north-eastward, _someti111e s induces
a well marked trough over sou.th Egypt., where later o·n a · .
closed low, called Khamsin develops.
While the primary Mediterranean
depression moves to Syria and north Iraq, the Khamsin travels towards
western Saudi Arabia .
Influence of North African High
An effective rol~ is played by the North African High in
building the synoptic situation for the occurrence of Aziab weather.
In case it is well formed and is close to the Red Sea, the prevaiJin~
wind will be NW over th e Red Se a and Western Saudi Arabia, which is relatively
cooler than SW dry hot wind.
Howeve~when the North African high is
located in a westerly position or is weak, a trou~h of low pressure
would develo~ over the Nile region and might induce ~rmation or Khamsin over
south Egypt which inturn will cause SW flow of air ove~ t he east coast of the
Red Sea and result in Aziab Weather;, The position of N~rth African High
is therefore an important indication for the orientation of a trough
over the Nile region.
Associated Weather
A station will experience the following sequence of weather
under the influence of a Khamsin:
The wind first blows from the east turning to
southerly and
gaining speed . The southerly is dry and is usually very strong, at times,
reaching gale force, and brings with it dust storms.
A velocity of
30-35 knots has been observed during the passage of a deep Khamsin, but
sometimes the wind is dry and of moderate strength throughout. These
conditions of dry and increasingly hot weather, 37 ~ 40°C have been
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experienced at Jeddah and Tabouk during Khamsin activity and may last
more than 24 hours, sometimes 2-3 days; but after the passage of Khamsin
the wind veers to the northwest with a fall in temperatures.
Discussion
(a)

Two typical examples of Aziab weather occulting at Jeddah,
under the influence of a Khamsin low, are described below:
19-3-72(1200Z) to 22-3-72(1200Z): An active Mediterranean
[see Fig. (i) to (iii)J
depression lies south of Nicosia. A trough of low extends
south-ward with two closed low pressure areas Khamsins, one
over south Egypt and the second over the Sudan. The North
African High is located in a westerly position. The second
Khamsin moved eastward to the central Red Sea during the next
24 hours and caused Aziab weather at Jeddah. Jeddah
reported dust-raising winds, from the SW direction, temoerature
33°C and visibility 4 Kilometers
on 20-3-72 at 1200Z.
On 21.3.72 at 1200Z, the wind had changed to NW, tempenature
29°C. The North African High moved eastwards and established
NW'ly winds over the Red Sea, on 22.3.72 at 1200Z; the wind
at Jeddah was NW/15 Knots and temperature 27°C.
Although
the visibility was again bad
the high temperature and
dryness of Aziab weather had decreased.
28-3-72(1200Z) to 31-3-72(1200Z): A Mediterranean depression
[see Fia. (iv) to (vi)J
lies over west of Nicosia. The North African High is in a
westerly position. A Khamsin moved eastward and caused
dust storm, at Jeddah, on 29-3-72 at 1200Z; wind S/20 Knots
temperature 37°C visibility less than 300 meters. Jeddah
wind changed to N/10, on 30-3-72 at 06Z, but the marked
fall in temperature was not realised as the North African
High did not establish marked pressure gradient over the Red Sea.
However, the temperature, which was 33°C on 30-3-72 at
1200Z, was only 31°C on 31-3-72 at 1200Z. This slowingdown of temperature change was due to slow Progression of
Khamsin low over north of Jeddah.

(b)

A third example of Aziab caused by Khamsin low during recent
times, at Tabouk, is described below:
20-4-79(0600Z) to 22-4-79(1200Z): A trough of low lies
[see Fig. (vii) to (ix)J
north of Nicosia. The North African High is weak.
A Khamsin
low lies over south Egypt, during the next 24 hrs the Khamsin
moved NE through the Sinai Peninsula and caused, on 20.4.79 at
1200Z, at Tabouk SW'ly dust-raising winds of 30 Knots,
temperature 37°C and visibility 4 Kilometers, followed by
NW'ly 30 Knots wind, temperature 36°C, visibility less than
200 meters on 21-4'-79 at 1200Z. The surface wind became light,
NW 10 Knots, temperature 26°C and visibility improved to
12 Kilometers on 22-4-79 at 1200Z. An extract from Tabouk
weather register is repr0duced below for details of stonny weather on
21. 4.79
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"Tabouk observatory, at 0600Z, reported 9 Kilometer visibility
wind 350q/05-07 Knots sky was partly cloudy. At 0700Z, hourly,
special weather report indicated sky partly cloudy, wind
180q/20-26 Knots, visibility 4 Kilometer in dust-storm. At
0715Z, another special report indicated visibility of 450rreters
wind 200°/32-40 Knots in severe dust-storm, sky partly cloudy.
At 0800Z, visibility remained 450 meters in dust-storm and
the wind direction 200°/32-40 Knots.
At 0900Z, there was no
improvement . At lOOOZ, the wind reached its maximum of
38/48 Knots, visibility zero in severe dust-storm, and the
direction from south-west .
From .llOOZ to 1400Z there was
no improvement, the wind was still from a southerly direction
at the maximum speed of 46 to 48 Knots; visibility improved
from 180 meters to 630 meters in dust • . At 1500Z, there was
some further improvement as the reported wind was 200°/ :
25/30 Knots and visibility 3-4 Kilometer.
From 1600Z to 2100Z,
weather had improved and visibility became 6-10 Km irn haze".
Advection of Cold Air
A study of 850 rob chart of 20-4-79, 1200Z, [see (x) to (xi)]
shows that there was cold advection at that level on 21-4-79
at 1200Z. A fall of almost 3°C at Al-Wejh is significant.
20.4.79

1200Z Temperature

+

28.8°C

21. 4. 79

1200Z Temperature

+

26.0°C

This shows that the marked fall in the surface
air temperature
after the passage of a Khamsin low is due to cold advection.
In other words, a cold front does exist very close to the
Khamsin low, if not within it.
In fact the col(l pool, at

850 mb, aver east of the Black Sea on 20.4.79 OOZ moved rapidly
southwest to Turkey (Ankara reported temperature 0°C on
21-4-79 OOZ, and the cold air reaching the Sinai Peninsula was
a part of it).
(c)

Aziab weather has also been experienced as a result of a
northward shift of the .Sudan low~ this happens under the
influence of temporary northward advance of monsoon current
over NE Africa. The I.T.C.Z. also shows similar northward
shift. An example of this situation is described below:
19-4-79 (1200Z) :.tci 21-4-79 (0600Z)
[see Fiq. (vii) to . (ix)]
Northward advance of monsoon current caused a :st.e.ep pressure
gradient over south of , the Red Se6. Jeddah ~xoerienced a dust ·storm
with SW/30 Knots, visibility less than 500 meters, temperature
40°C on 21-4-79 at 1200Z. Aziab lasted for almost 24 hours.
On 22-4-79 at 1200Z, Jeddah wind was SE/30 Knots, visibility
less than 400 meters and temperature 39°C. However~on
23-4-79 a ridge of high pressure built over the North Red Sea
caused a shift of wirid to NW. On 23.4.79 wind a+. :Jeddah was
WNW/10 Knots, visibility 10 Kilometers, and temperature 33°C.
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The ridge of high was associated with eastward progression
of North African High o
Effect of Aziab on Human Beings
The dust-raising winds cause serious inconvenience to
human beings, people suffer from increased infection of the respiratory
system. A report from the Ear-Nose-Throat Department of the Central
Hospital at Jeddah for the month of April 197~ shows that during an
Aziab period i.e. 19-21 April 1979, the number of patients suffering
from Ear-Nose-Throat disease increased markedly. (see graph at

figµre (xii)).
On an enquiry, the. Director of Central Hospital, Jedda~
has clearly indicated that Asthma and Semi-Asthma conditions has also
aggravated under the influence of Aziab weather (see Appendix xiii).
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PAPER NO. 3

SUMMER MONSOON OVER COUNTRIES

AROUND

THE RED SEA

Barga Sabera
National Meteorological Services Agency
P . O. Box 1090 Addis Ababa , Ethiopia
(January 1 986)
INTRODUCTION
The Sum mer Monsoon (South-west Monsoon) is a very important large
scale component of the general circuiation of the atmosphere that
affects countries
a.round the Red Sea.
The synoptic components of the
summer monsoon :- Monsoon Trough; Inter-Tropical Convergence Zones;
Mascarine Anticyclone ; Low Level Cross - equatorial Jet; Tropical
Easterly Jet; Monsoon cluster ; Monsoon Rains; the Congo Air and its
Bounda ry Monsoon Depression ; Onset Vortex and Monsoon fluctuations are
discussed.
The Monsoon has been used to describe the annual complete reversal
on wind flow in the lower atmosphere in the Tropics , particularly over
the Indian Ocean and adja ce nt area.
The monsoon has the following components of synoptic parameters:
1.

The Monsoon Trough

This is the prominent feature on the surface synoptic chart and is part
of the global Equatorial Trough of northern summer season.
I t extends
from the west coast of Africa to the east coast of I nda - China . (Fig 1).
2.

Inter - Tropical Convergence Zone

The ITCZ (Fig 1 and 2 ) is the zone separating northern and southern
hemisphere lower tropospheric flow.
The term I nter -tropi cal front(ITF)
is used to indicate a narrow zone in the lower troposphere where winter
and summer ai r are mixing.
At some places, practically the ITCZ is a
re gion of maximum disconti n uity of surface moisture.
This discontinuity
is revealed by the 15oc dew - point isotherm over Africa.
Over the Red Sea area and the Rift Valley of Ethiopia, the southern
hemisphere air is descending the escarpment and loses its moisture and
flows parallel with the continental dry air over the Red Sea .
The
convergence zone is defused and no confluence is observed .
Cloudiness
is observed at the same latitude as that of the west coast over the
high lands of Saudi Arabia and Yemen where moist air again is revealed .
Then the ITCZ follows the heat lows over southern Arabia into India.
Over the north coast of Somalia and the escarpments of Harar the ITCZ
is also defuse d
but there seems to be some confluence between the ai r
that flows parallel to the Red Sea and the southern hemisphere air
subsiding across the high lands of Harar and Somalia .
The IT CZ has seasonal , diurnal and periodical movements .
The seasonal
movement is the south - north migration of the IT CZ with the equatorial
trough following the seasonal march of the sun . (Fig lb and c) .
The diurnal movement is revealed by the local fl uctuation.
Th e IT CZ moves
south during the morning and northwards
during the afternoon .
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The order of movement is tens of km.
The periodical or intermediate movement of th e order of hundreds of
km consists of sovtnward
movement followed by .northward
lasting
for several days.
It is associated with t he oscillatio n and fl u ctuation of the sub-tropical anticyclones and th e passage and int e raction
with mid-latitude troughs, cyclones and fro n ts. (Fig. 10.)
3.

_The Mascarene Anticyclone

This is the sub-tropical anticyclone centred at about 2?0S and 50°E
over the Mascarene Islands, east of Madagascar.
Air flows from
southern hemisphere from the
Maacarene High as a south-easterly
trade wind is deflected by the coriolis force and after crossing
the Equator becomes south.. wester_ly monsoon. The air stream penetrates
into Ethiopia after reaching the Kenyan coast south of 20s. (Fig.1 and 2)

•
·{

4.

L

Low-level Cross Equatorial Jet (Somali

Jet).

Low level jet flows across the Equator carrying southern hemisvhere
air into northern hemisphere.
The flow starts as a south..:.easterly
from northern periphery of Mascarene High into the coast of Kenya
at about 3°S and turns northwa rd
crossing the Equator as a southerly
and then becomes south .. westerly a·fter crossing .the -African continent,
as westerly across the Arabian Sea into India.
It splits into two
parts over the sea at abocf.t 600E and the northern branch reaches the
west coast of India near 17 N while the southern branch moves east
across just - south of India. (Fig 3a).
The jet is sometimes re-inforced by a southerly stream in the Mozambique
channel. (Fig 3b).
Th e axis of the jet moves west and northward
the African coast by June. (Fig. 3c).
This

from February and reaches

low-level jet is more pronounced at a height of 1-1.5 km.

The axis flows from the Ocean near Mauritius over the northern tip
of Madagascar and reaches the coast of Kenya approximately 30s and
crosses the Eq uator at about 380E and swings into the Arabian Sea
at about 10°N.
During June, July and August the oscillation of the jet is associated
with an interaction between Mid-latitude transient lows, troughs and
frontal systems of southern hemisphere.
5.

Tropical Easterly Jet

One of the most important feature of the monsoon system is the tropical
easter l y jet (TEJ) near 150 hPa . (Fig 4a).
The seasonal change over the
northern tropics shows the reversal of the effects of the westerly subtropical jet, which often penetrates lower than 150latitude in winter
and spring, to the Tropical Easterly Jet.
The easterly jet extends
nearly over half of the globe from the east coast of China to the west
coast of Africa with a core roughly along 15°N and with a speed of
50m/ s. (Fig 4a, b and c).
This jet produces divergence at the upper
level which results in mass ascent of the moist monsoon air.
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6.

Monsoon Cluster

Satellite pictureshave shown north of the Equator large areas of
heavy convective clouds with cirrus decks forming over the Arabian
Sea and advance northwards.
Theseclouds are termed as monsoon
clusters. (Fig. 5).

?.

Monsoon Rains

In addition to the convective type of precipitation steady wide
spread rain which is not thundery in character occurs during
mornings or nights in monsoon season.
These rains develop whenever
there is a mass lifting of moisture.
Usually an extensive sheet of
low and middle cloud extend in thick layer 3 - 5 km.
They are not
accompanied with strong downdraft winds and hail.
They are mainly
associated with the monsoon circulation .
We shall call them convergent rains.
The monsoon rains both convective and convergent are
termed in Ethiopia as " Kiremt ".
The onset of the "Kiremt" rains is
shown in Fig . 6.
B.

T he Congo Air and its Boundary

The sub -tropical anticyclone of the south Atlantic generates moist
air mass, which passes over the Equatorial Africa where it is transformed into Equatorial air mass, the Congo Air, (Fig.2) which is
moist and unstable to a great depth.
The boundary which sepa~ates
this air mass and the air mass from the I ndian Ocean is termed as
the Congo Air Boundary CAB (Fig. 2).
The surge of this equatorial air mass into the south-western and
western parts of Ethiopia gives rise to thunderstorm activity
followed by convergent rain from active aloud clusters.
Heavy
fall s occur over this part of the country where there is prolonged•
rainy season over the south-western parts.
9.

Monsoon Depression

One to three depressions form p.er month particularly in July and
August in the north-eastern part of the Arabian Sea and Bay of
Bengal .
These monsoon depressions are intense low pressure systems
with maximum winds of 25 mps and cover an area of 500-1500 km in
di am et er. (Fig, ? a & b) .
They have cold core with vertical axis tilting eastwards
with a
rather warm core above .
They are associated with heavy rain falls.
The area west of the cyclone centre is characterized by a rising
motion while sinking motion prevails east.
Mid-Tropospheric Cyclones
Mainly found over north-eastern part of the .Arabian Sea and Bay of
Bengal moves very slowly n·orthwestward
or remain.rquasi stationary
for many days.
They can cover an ar e a of about 3000 km and have a depth
of 5 km .
They appear as a closed cyclonic circulation.
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They have warm core above the middle level and slightly cold below.
They produce intense convective and non convective rainfall. (Fig 8).
10.

Onset Vortex

During the pre-onset period of the monsoon, prominent anticyclone which
is the source of low level moisture flux to Ethiopia, Somalia , Yemen
Arab Republic and People~ Democratic Yemen lies over the Arabian
Sea.
A vortex forms on the cyclonic shear side of the low-level strong
wind and the region of confluence over the eastern Arabian Sea.
(Fig 9a & b).
The confluence is formed between the dry air of the
Arabian desert and the cross equatorial monsoon flow.
The onset vortex has the appearance of tropical storm.
Once forme~
the onset vortex moves due northwestward
from
1 o0 N to 200N, then
westwards.
(Fig 9c). Landfall
is over the Coast of. the Arabian
Peninsula. (Fig 9e).
A few of these depressions first appear in the middle troposphere
level and then descend downwards.
Very often the onset vortex may appear over the Bay of Bengal.
The low pressure systems that have travelled from the east and
regenerate over the Bay.
Sometimes these low pressures can be
remnant
of a tropical storm that moves from the West Pacific. In the
same way some Bay of Bengal cyclones can cross over the I ndian
Peninsula to emerge into the Arabian Sea as a low pressure system.
The advancement of the monsoon is very much influenced by the formation
of the vortex.
A feable system of low pressure or a trough has a weak influence
over the south-wes terly flow and its northward progress.
A closed low or a depression or a tropical cyclone has very strong
influence and the progress is rapid.
The withdrawal of the monsoon is also affected by a depression or
cyclone which would prolong the withdrawal of rains.
Notable
example is the cyclone of October 1977 over the Arabian Sea.
(Fig 9f & g).
Fig. 9d gives balloon trajectories after the onset of the monsoon
and illustra tes the cross equatorial circulation.
11.

Monsoon Fluctuation or Br e aks on the Monsoon

The lull in the rainfall of the monsoon is known as the break.
During the break;cloud cover will decrease, the maximum temperatur e
will be high because of th e insolation.
However; during this p e riod we could have a strong conditional
instability. Relatively isolated and scattered thunderstorms ·
accompa ni ed by hail can occur.
Th e main rain belt sometimes might move further to th e north with
t he ITCZ.
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There is also evidence that the monsoon rainfall is weaker when the
wind intensity of the Somali jet is weak .
This is associated with
the passage of disturbance in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 10 a&b )
and these disturbance influences the Mascarene Anticyclone and the
South Atlantic anticyclone to change their circulation and hence
lessen the drift flow and weaken the Somali jet .

'Eastward
moving depressions at mid-latitude in the sout~ern ~emisphere
will produce a lull in the south-east e r~y trade winds and is a significant
effect on the flow over the Equator and across it in northern hemisphere .
Fronts and upper troughs with the approaching divergent field will
draw southward the cloud system.
The IT CZ response by m~ving southwards,
and . the cloud cluster~ associated with it would be disturbed or decreased .
Ii should be noted that hail occurre nce is more often asaociated towards
the end of the dry spell which is part of the fluctuation o f the
monsoon.
This fluctuation has a quasi bi-weekly oscillation with a
range of 14 + 2 days.
The maximum cross-equato r ial moisture f lux takes place near th e East
Africa Coast where the low - level Somali Jet is.
I~creased cro~s 
e~uatorial flux is associated with increased monsoon rain over Ethiopia.
During a drought year the seasonal mean of the Somali Jet is weaker
than th at of a normal year.
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Figure l(a):

Mean sea level pressure for July, showing monsoon trough,
Mascarene High, ITCZ, CAB. (From H. Van de Booganrd, 1977)
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Figure l(b) ~ Mean surface flow and location of discontinuities and transient
features.
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Figure l(c): Mean surface flow and location of disxnntinuities and tronsient
features.
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Figure 2:

Main surface features of the monsoon over Africa.
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Fig. 3(a): Wind field at 1 km for
July over the Arabian Sea and the
Indian Ocean showing the low level
Jet. (Somal i Jet) (From J. Findlater,
1971).

Fig. 3(b): The L.L.J. Fed by
flow from the Mozambique Channel
26 July 1966. (From J. Findlater,
1969)0
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Figure 3(c):
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Month-by-month progress of L.L.J o from February through July
(From Jo Findlater, 1971).
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Figure 4(a):

The Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) as depicted by the resultant
wind speed at 150 hPa during July-August (From Ha Flohn, 1964)
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Figure 4(b):

July 200 hPa zonal wind mps. Contains a broad easterly current
(shaded) between the subtropical ridges. Over the Indian Ocean
the easterly component extends from 30°N to 15°s and attain a
maximum of 24 mps near 10°N. The Belt narrows westwards to the
West Africa between 20°N and the Equator. (From J.C . Sadler, 1977) .
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Figure 4(c):

Mean 200 hPa flow - July (1960- 1973) (From J.C. Sadler, 1975).
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Figure 5:

GOES Indian Ocean IR cloud picture 5 June 1979.
Showing monsoon cluster.
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Figure 6:
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Mean pentade of onset of the "Kiremt Rains"o
The onset of the "Kiremt" at a station was
determined by using most of these indicators:

.

(a)

An increase in the rainfall amount;
Decrease of air temperature;
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(c)

Wind direction becoming southerly,
southwesterly, or northwesterly;

( d)

Cessation of thick haze sometimes
confused as cirrostratuso
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A monsoon depression 850 hPa flow 8 July 1979.

A monsoon dep ression and the associated flow.
(From T.N. Krishnamurti and et al., 1980)
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A well developed mid-trospheric
cyclone over the East Arabian Sea
during July 1963. (From Miller and
Keshavamurthy, 1968).

14 June 1979 - 850 hPa.
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Figure 9(b):
Figure 9:

19 June 1979 - 850 hPa.

A vortex forming on the cyclonic shear side of
th e strong low level wind and region of
confluence.
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vortex (depression) of June 1979.
Once formed the depression moved
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and land fall was the coast of Oman.
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Trajectory of constant level balloon during
during July 1979 after the onset
(From D. Cadet, 1979) .

Figure 9(e) :

GOES Indian Ocean satellite VIS pictu re of
tropical depression (of the onset vor tex)
at 0430 GMT 19 June 1979 .
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Figure 9(f):

Figure 9(g):

High resolution NOAA-5 satellite VIS picture of 22 October 1977
showing the tropical cyclone over the Gulf of Aden. This
cyclone prolonged the withdrawal of the Ki~emt rains.

ComposiieNOAA-5 satellite VIS picture of 25 October 1977. Note
the ITCZ cloud band from the Gulf of Guinea to Sri Lanka. The
cloud band has spread to the north over the longitude of Ethiopia.

w
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Figure lO(a):

Normal ITCZ and the cloud system to
the south of it. METEOSAT 2 August 1983,
1155 GMT (VIS)

Figure lO(b): A depression and its associat ed front
off the southern tip of Africa drawing southwards
the ITCZ cloud system. Note cloud decrease over
the Sudan, Central African Republic, Somalia and
Ethiopia. The cloud has increased over the Equator.
METEOSAT 5 August 1983, 1155 GMT (VIS).
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PAPER NO. 4
THUNDERSTORM DEVELOPMENT IN THE RED SEA AREA
BY

Ahmad A, S~ra j
Meteorology and Environmental Protection Administration (MEPA)
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Tropographical Features:
The Red Sea stretches along a length of about 1200
miles from the Suez in the NNW and to Ras Bab-Elmandab in the south,
between Latitude 30.0° and 12°40'N and Longitude 32°20' and 43°25'E.
The Saudi Arabian coast lying to the east as a sloping valley
is flanked by a range of hills. This range of hills rise 5 to the size
of mountains with peaks reaching a height of 8000 - 10,000 feet in
the central and adjoining southern parts of the Sea. At the north end
of the Red Sea lies the Sina plateau of height ranging well over
8000 feet.
Noteworthy features of the African coast lying to the west
of the Red Sea are the mountain terrainsof Sudan, Somalia and Ethiopia
in the central& southern parts and the plains of Egypt of the Red Sea.
Climatological and Synoptic Conditions:
Table I shows the frequency distribution of thunderstorms at some representative stations for which observations are
available for the period Amman, (1970-76), Tabouk, (1970-79) in the
north, Jeddah/Taif (1970-79) in the central and Jizan in the southern
sections of the Red Sea are taken as representative of these respective
sections of the Red Sea.
It will be seen that, climatologically,
thunderstorms are most frequent in autumn and winter months (Oct. to
Mar.) in the northern area, in winter and spring months (Nov. to May)
in the central region ana in summer months (July to Oct.) in the southern
parts of the Red Sea area:
TABLE I
Frequency of Thunderstorms
MONTH

JAN FEB MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC. DATA

AMMAN

0.6 0.5 1.3

1.1

0.1 0.1

o.o o.o

0.6

0.3

1.0

0.3

1970-76

TABOUK

2.0 3.0 3.0

1.0

4.0 0.0

0.0

0.0

o.o o.o

1.0

1970-79

JEDDAH

1. 2 0.3 0.1

0.3

0.3

o.o

o.o

0.2

0.2

0.4

6.0
.0.2

0.8

1970-79

TAIF

1.1 0.4 3.1

4.7

7.0 1.2

0.9

2.3

2.5

3.2

1.7

1.1

1970-79

JI ZAN

0.6 0.0 0.2

0.6

1. 4 0.4

2.8

3.4

3.0

3.4

1.8

o.o

1975-7~

1.0

1.0

ADEN

1.0

1. 0 2.0

1.0

1.0

1960-6~

(- means "No data available")
The above sessional occurrence of thunderstorms is
occasioned
by the following synoptic situations which affect the region.
Secondaries of extratropical depressions which travel eastwards across
the eastern Mediterranean sea are conspicuous in the winter months
and tbunderstorms are generated in the northern sector in the wake of
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cold fronts associated with such :disturbances. Oscillations of the
ITCZ passing through Sudan low pressure and the southern parts of the
Red Sea appear to cause the summer peak of thunderstorms in the
southern parts of the Red Sea. NW or N winds in the northern region
and the SE or S winds in the southern sector are the characteristic
low level wind flows which accompany
the thundery activity. The
Central parts of the Red Sea form a transition zone between these two
regions and has a characteristic 'Winter and spring maxima of thundery
activity . This is generally cau~ed by the formation of low pressure at
the central Red Sea and adjoining parts at the trailing cold front of
a mediterranean disturbance; at other times, the mechanism of thunderstorms in this region appears to be the northward extension of the .
Sudan low, which eventually move~ eastwards as a cut-off low across
the central parts of Red Sea and ;adjoining Saudi Arabia.
In all the above-mentioned situations, the mechanism
of low level convergence is obvious.
Immature cumulonimbus cells
often develop on the windward side of the hills near the west coast of
Arabia, mainly in the afternoon when thermal instability in the low
levels seemsto aid orographic formation of these clouds.
It is,
·
however , observed that if the synoptic situation is accompanied by a
wave trough in the upper westerlies close to, but to the west of , the
Red Sea in all the seasons excluding the summer, or by the portion of
an accelerating jet stream, development of thunderstorms in the
respective portions of the Red Sea area is found to be favoured.
In
such a combination of low level oonvergence and upper level divergence,
some thunderstorms actually become rather violent causing local squally
winds and hail showers.
Typical Synoptic Case of

Thunder~torm:

Figures 1 to 5 show a typical case of thunderstorms
occurringat Jeddah in November 1980.
References:
.1.

Jordan Meteorological

Dep~rtment

(Monthly) Climatological Data

2.

World Meteorological Orgaqization, World Distribution of
Thunderstorm days (WMO ~o.21 T.P.6)

3.

Synoptic charts of

Genera~

Directorat~

of Meteorology, Jeddah.
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Fig . 2

Surface chart of 9 November 1980, 12 GMT
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PAPER # 5
THE WEATHER OVER ERITREA
by
Asefaw H. Michaele
National Meteorological Services Agency
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

1.

Introduction

One
of
the cardinal factors for weather disturbances,
besides
convection, frontal system etc. is the topography of a locality . Looking from
south to north, the topography of Eritrea is, however, a part of the high
grounds of Ethiopia. But looking from the west to the east, the grounds slope
to the Sudan gradually (about 8,000 ft) while to the Red Sea rapidly (about
10,000ft).

SUDAN

Fig. 1

Topography of Eritrea

All the escarpments are very much up with hills and valleys running in
all directions and give the impression that it would be quite impossible for a
wind to ascend them.
As a matter of fact, the climate distribution zones in Eritrea are
based on two fundamental factors, temperature and rainfall.
Proceeding from
Massawa towards Asmara, to an approximate elevation of 2325 metres, one can
notice a narrow coastal strip of arid steppe.
Following this area there is a
more extensive strip known as the hot grounds (up to an altitude of 1,800 2,000 metres).
Above this there is the temperate zone Cup to 2,400 - 2,500
metres) and above 3,000 metres is the cold zone where, during relatively cold
months, the temperature frequently drops to several degrees below zero. These
same types are also found on the western part, but the extensions and
altitudes of each are different.
As in the case of rainfall, the rainfall does not follow the
altitude. The mean annual rainfall (540 mm) at Asmara is three times that of
Massawa ( 180 mm).
The increase of rainfall from Massawa to the plateau of
Eritrea does not proceed regularly and simply according to the rule of the
increase of altitude.
A true example of this is Ghinda, where the annual
rainfall ( 771.1 mm) is much higher than that of Asmara .
This is because
Ghinda shares the precipitation of the Red Sea and of the plateau. Where this
action can be confirmed in other localities, similar in position and altitude
to Ghinda .
In conjunction wit h
consider the winds.
CRDP ID 2713)

the

effect

of topography,

it is appropriate to
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The winds at the Eritrea p l ateau, fr om the surface up to a bout 1 0 , 00 0
f t ., are domina t ed by east wind s in wint er; b eca u se , as you know, wind s on the
sout h side o f the Subtropica l High Pre ssu re ar e from the east.
Eur ope an di s t u rbances, travelling eastwards in Autumn , Wint e r and
Sp r i ng , g ive temporary southeast winds , and occasionally west winds in winter .
The upper troughs that occur from October to May give northeast winds.
The effect of
monsoon/ rainy season.

the

I . T . C.Z.

gives

northwest

winds

during

our

Generally speaking, there are diurnal variations of winds in Eritrea .
Most significant of these are the anabatic winds which develop during the
daytime up the slopes of the escarpments.
These anabatic winds meet with the
prevailing wind at the plateau level.
If the prevailing wind is west, as in
the case of summer, the western anabatic wind will dominate the plateau . The
conv ergence line between the western anabatic wind and the eastern one will be
right over the eastern edge of the escarpment of Asmara.
The wind aloft at
this period, is from the east and for this reason storms drift westwards .
Similarly, if the prevailing wind is east, as in the case of winter,
the eastern anabatic wind will dominate the plateau.
The convergence line
between the two anabatic winds will be over the western edge of the plateau.
The winds aloft, at this period, are from the west and for this reason storms
drift eastwards.
During the other months, the eastern anabatic wind will dominate the
eastern edge of the plateau while the western one will dominate the western
edge of the plateau. The winds aloft are not definite.
However, there are two distinct periods of rain.
The first extends
from the month of March to about the middle of May.
It is not a continuous
period but is one in which wet periods alternate with dry periods and the
intensity of the rain might be e xpected to be slight. From mid May to the end
of June there is a definite dry period and then follows the second rainy
period which e x tends more or less continuously to the beginning of September
and which is much more intense than the first one.
The first period is referred to as "Little Rains".
The second period
is referred as "Big Rains".
Apart from these two rainy periods, with the
exception of the Autumn rains, the rest of the year is normally fine, with
almost no clouds.
In both periods, the rainfall is of the afternoon thunderstorm type.
In the little rains, the thunderstorms are more scattered and less intense and
there are intervals in the period when they do not occur.
In the big rains,
the thunderstorms are mo re widespread, more intense and, once the period has
got well underway, they occur more or less every day.
We will now proceed to discuss the exact nature of the Eritrea weather
seasonally.
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2.

Weather during winter

Based on the factor of the topography of Eritrea, let us have a
portrayal picture of Eritrea diurnal variations of the wind, before proceeding
to
the
discussion
of
the
weather
during
the
season
of
winter.

ALOFT GENERAL FLOW
~

Fig.

~

~

Diurnal variations of upper wind with surface
anabatic flows, during winter

Most of the year, Eritrea is under the direct influence of the Arabian
and Saharan surface-high-pressure centers, whose air masses are mainly of
cool, dry continental nature reflecting, of course, their source region (i.e.
modified air masses).
The Arabian high pressure brings a rather warmer air
mass than does the Saharan high.
The
centers
of
these
two
highs
are
balanced
by
the
Subtropical-High-Pressure Belt.
This belt is just north of Eritrea in
winter.
As this season progresses, it moves northwards and reaches a latitude
of about 30°N in summer. In winter, winds on the south of this belt are from
north to northeast winds Cup to about 13 ,OOO ft) affect our region and for
this reason Eritrea has fine days in winter.
These winds are usually
extremely dry, not only because of their continental origin but also because
they subside or descend from higher altitude as they move south .
During summer, the surface-high-pressure of the Arabian desert gives
place entirely to an area of low pressure while the surface-high-pressure of
the Saharan desert weakens as a whole.
Though winter is the
the slopes of the escarpment
the winds of the Arabian and
converge to form the Red Sea
Sea .

dry season over Eritrea, the Red Sea Coasts and
of Eritrea get precipitation. The reason is that
of that of the Saharan anticyclonic circulations
Convergence Zone (R . S.C.Z.) over the Central Red

This zone, of calm or light and variable winds, is a zone where the
northwesterly Red Sea winds converge with the southerly Red Sea winds.
It
oscillates during October to May in the area between north of Bab-Almanded and
Jeddah.
In September it moves from its southerly position rapidly northwards
and reaches about 20°N by October .
It remains in this position until about
the month of February after which it moves slowly southwards and reaches about
16°N by May.
By June, with the collapse of the Arabian anticyclonic
circulation and with the strengthening of the northwesterly Red Sea flow, the
southeasterly Red Sea flow completely disappears from the Red Sea.
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The Red Sea Convergence Zone is accompanied by rainfall during winter,
producing a relatively wet region around the southern Red Sea.
The northwesterlies, however, are associated with eastward movement of
cold fronts crossing Egypt, and that when such a cold front has advanced far
to the east so that a ridge of surface-high-pressure builds over Saudi Arabia,
then the east-north easterlies over the gulf of Aden strengthen, giving a
pulse through the Bab-Almanded.
Massawa area, during the months of November to February, as the rest
of the middle of the Red Sea, appears to be more directly subjected to the
effect of the Red Sea Convergence Zone.
Because during this period an active
frontal system will cause a development of a surface-high-pressure area over
the lower Egypt with a strong ridge extending southwards reaching just north
of Massawa area and results in cold surface northwesterly flow that will be
encountered with southeasterly warm air.
The orographically (west of Massawa) lifted air will be squeezed by a
westerly wind at 5,000 ft. thus extensive layer of stratified clouds that give
rain over the area of Massawa are anticipated.
In the early morning, Massawa will have small cumulus clouds base of
about 2, 500 ft. , tops 5, OOO ft. and dissipates at this level.
In the late
morning, the cumulus clouds base rise but the top continues to be at the 5,000
feet level.
Finally, the clouds become stratified.
This should continue to
and after the sunset, when a stratocumulus cloud deck at this level should
form and continue for 2-3 hours before the sunrise, when the stagnant
condition continues above the 5,000 feet
level for several days,
the
continuous surge of the southeasterly flow will be strong enough to break the
inversion level (5,000 ft. A.M.S.L.) and as a result, thundery cumulus type of
clouds start to build up through the inversion and showers or thunderstorms
are expected over the west high grounds of Massawa.
The base of those clouds
will be about 3,000-4,000 ft. and tops are about 15,000 ft.
But when the tops
exceed 15,0 00 ft., thunderstorms with moderate to severe turbulence are
anticipated over the eastern escarpment of Asmara.
But when the effect of the ridge of the lower Egypt becomes weak, due
to the approach of the European col d front to the Suez Canal, the thundery
clouds are anticipated to be over Port Sudan high grounds.
Massawa area will
report a cloudy morning and fair afternoon.
During this period of the year, too, Asmara reports frequ ently very
low stratus clouds (sometimes associa t ed wi t h fog).
It is true that between
November and March, the valleys of the east and southeast of Asmara are almos t
filled with a deck of stratoc umulus clouds, with a predominantly easter l y flow
(anabatic winds), spill over the eastern escarpment of Asma ra generally and
over the airport particularly as low stratus clouds, sometimes accompanied
with fog.
Usua l ly the spi ll of these clouds, during ear l y morning and
evenings, is after the passag e o f a c o ld front. The heavier the precipitation
at t h e va ll eys a nd the s t r o ng er the ea st er l y-anabati c wind s, jus t a few
hundred feet above the table- l and of Asmara, t h e longer the duration of t h e
f og .
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3.

Weather during spring and autwnn

This is a period which, with many fine spells and fine days, the rains
occurring on isolated days or for short periods usually in the form of
afternoon thunderstorms.
At these seasons (Spring and Autwnn)
wind are as indicated in the sketch below.

w

the diurnal variations of the

E

Fig. 3 Diurnal variations of upper wind
with weak anabatic flows, during spring and autwnn

From March to May, the upper cold troughs ensure that wind aloft is
from the west. This is true because the storms drift eastward and the eastern
escarpment receives more rain than the plateau itself.
At the end of June, the I.T.C.Z. approaches Eritrea from the southwest
and is normally oriented northwest to southeast. The 8,000 ft. and 10,000 ft.
winds are southeasterly and at 15 ,OOO and 20, OOO ft. south-easterlies have
crept in where none existed previously. Examination of the gaps in the little
rains shows a marked return to westerlies at 15,000 and 20,000 ft., a similar
tendency at 10, OOO ft. but only a slight backing of the 8, OOO ft. wind from
southeast to east.
These structures reveal that a potential rain day occurs with a solid
southeasterly and that fine days in the period are associated with the return
of a westerly aloft, the surface southeasterly remaining little changed.
Afternoon thunderstorms will occur at the Eritrea plateau whenever the
following conditions occur:
1.
2.

Warm, moist air at lower level (from ground up to 600 rob);
Cold air aloft.

However, it would appear that an additional factor is present .
A
strong southward bend in the sub-tropical jet stream to about 10°N seems to
have provided a mechanism for the temporary development of deep convection
clouds, fed by moisture from lower tropospheric southeasterly winds flowing
across the Red Sea.
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JET STREAM
ASMARA
LOWER TROPOSPHERE
MOIST SOUTH-EASTERLY
FLOW

Fig. 4 Low-moist .southeasterly flow over Eritrea
high-grounds due to the southward bend of the Subtropical jet stream

The moisture for these rains is provided by persistent southeast winds
in the lower troposphere blowing from the Indian Ocean through the trench of
the southern Red Sea.
It is likely that divergence in the left exit of the jet-speed maximum
favoured deep convection, thereby intensifying and making more widespread the
showers that often occur in this season near the seaward facing escarpments of
the plateau of Ethiopia.
The storms develop beneath the left exit of a
jet-speed maximum, where positive vorticity can be expected to induce
divergence in the upper troposphere, leading to vertical stretching of the
middle and lower troposphere.
Such stretching would have two important
effects on the thermodynamic structure:
1.
Dynamic cooling in the mid-troposphere, accompanied by the generation
of cyclonic vorticity (500 mb. troughs will intensify, eventually leading to a
cyclonic centre), thereby modifying the lapse rate and humidity in favour of
deep, cloudy convection.
2.
Weakening of inversion that usually caps the lower tropospheric
southeasterly winds flowing through the Red Sea trench from the Indian Ocean,
and deepening the moist layer beneath the inversion,
thereby allowing
convection clouds to grow out of the moist layer, especially where daytime
heating over the adjacent mountains enhances convection.
Thus,
the
thundery
rains
often
found
in
spring
along
the
seaward-facing escarpments of the Eritrea plateau and which are fed by
moist-lower-tropospheric southeasterly winds from the Indian Ocean, become
heavier
and
more widespread probably as
a
dynamical
consequence of
developments in the upper troposphere that favoured a temporary increase in
convective activity.
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Fig. 5

Streamlines at 500 mb

during weather disturbances

JET STREAM

Fig. 6

Streamlines at 200 mb

during weather disturbances

As in the case of rains of Autumn, the chief cause of the weather
disturbances is the onset of the upper-European-Cold troughs accompanied by
warm, moist southeasterly wind of the lower troposphere induced by the strong
southward bend of the sub-tropical jet stream.
4.

Weather during transitional period (late May - early June)

This is a fine period with little cloud.
southwest of Eritrea.

The I.T.C.Z. being to the

- 52 The wind structure is very constant.
North-easterlies in the lower
layers veering to easterlies above.
The se become established very quickly
af t er the little ra i ns cease. Th ey reveal an outflowing of warm, dry air from
the northeast.
The I.T.C.Z. is a boundary between this warm, dry outflow and
c ool er, moist air further south .
5.

Weather during big r ains

From mid-June to up to early September, sometimes up to October, the
low level air is so warm and moist that showers (about 15 days per month) are
possible even without the air aloft being cold and this is particularly true
of J uly and August when the monsoon winds bring high dew point so that showers
are both heavy and frequent.

Fig. 7

Diurnal variations of upper winds with surface
anabatic flows, during s:urruner

This is the main rainy period of
falling from heavy afternoon cwnulonimbus
the beginning of the period but gradually
They may occur at any time after midday
evening or during the night.

Eritrea plateau, the precipitation
clouds .
The storms are isolated at
become more widespread and intense.
and occasionally do occur in the

Upper cold troughs become weak or non-existent from June to October,
due to the effect of the I.T.C.Z., which is one of the mechanisms that causes
low-level convergence and mass ascent.
The I.T . C.Z. passes to the north and east and remains there during the
period.
This zone is a zone where the warm,
contine ntal air) converge with the cooler,
(tropical maritime air).

dry northeast trades Ctropical
moist south- west monsoon winds

However, after the gradual and steady journey of the I.T . C.Z. by the
end of June , the monsoon air flow spills over the western Eritrea plateau as
west o r northwest winds.

The wind structure of the period shows a shallow northwesterly with
north-easterlies to easterl ies at a ll heights a bove 10,000 ft.
This indicates
that the cold dome of equatori al air just reaches 10,000 ft. at the Eritrea
plateau. The same continental easterly is present at the Eritrea plateau both
before and after the big rains, when it gives cloudless condition.
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From July to October, winds aloft are usually from the east, so that
storms then drift westward .
Particularly during July and August, storms
develop along the eastern escarpment or at the line of convergence near the
escarpment edge where daytime anabatic wind spills on the plateau and meets
the prevailing west monsoon wind.
It is important to note that the depth of the convective layer, during
this season, is partly controlled by low level wind convergence.
This may
accompany travelling synoptic-scale disturbance, for example, westward-moving
disturbances embedded in the east wind lying above the monsoon winds.
In
fact, it is true that southwesterly monsoon wind at lower level is overlaid by
southeasterly or east-south-easterly air stream at " upper
level
(about
13,000-18,000 ft.) But above 18,000 ft. the wind is from the east.
It is evident that strong insolation, . during the daytime, provides a
trigger to initiate convective instability in the maritime aiF mass.
If the moist air mass in Eritrea plateau is sufficiently deep, up to
about 5,000 ft.
insolation may be able to lift the ground air to the
environment of potential instability and results in the formation of
tall-convective clouds that bring showers and also thunderstorms.
If the
moist layer is shallow insolation by itself it may not be sufficient to push
the moist air up through the layer of inversion above it so that only cumulus
clouds of moderate vertical development may form and dissipate later .
For the most part, the rainfall is intermittent.
Usually, a rainy
period is followed by some days of clear weather.
The length of these
intermediate dry period varies from one to two days to as long as ten days.
This can be explained by the fact that the pressure systems dominating the
climate of Eritrea during this season are not steady and their oscillation can
result in decrease of monsoon activity.
The surge of fresh monsoon current from the west or northwest is,
however, accompanied by northward intensification of the surface-high-pressure
over central Sudan and Ethiopia.
The intensification of the pressure results
in an increase in the usual pressure-gradient for south/southwest winds over
southern Sudan that gradually penetrates to the Eritrea plateau as west or
northwest winds as it is mentioned above .
The intensification of this
pressure is associated with the presence of the Tropical Easterly Jet Stream
over central Ethiopia which considerably disturbs the Arabian surface cyclonic
circulation .
The pressure falls to such a degree as to give way to the
monsoon winds to rush into the Red Sea overcoming, of course, the western high
grounds of Eritrea.
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In July 1980, Asmara reported 405 .7 mm of rain, the second higher ever
recorded (the higher ever recorded was 420. 8 mm in 1953; but there were no
soundings) and during that month the Tropical Easterly Jet Stream was present
quite often. For example:
on
1 July 1980, 090/100 kt at 104 mb was reported as max.
5 July 1980, 100/ 98 kt at 135 mb
7 July 1980 , 100/150 kt at 105 mb
~~~~~~-Y--,J-u{-y-1-9, 8~-B-/-l-2-8-~1=---a-t=--1-3~,-m£>-~'"'---~~-'-'---~~----'"--~~~~~~~~~~~
l O July 1980, 090/ 85 kt at 102 mb
11 July 1980, 090/110 kt at 150 mb
15 July 1980, 100/110 kt at 104 mb
II
19 July 1980, 090/ 85 kt at 130 mb
II
21 July 1980 , 110/ 92 kt at 128 mb
II
23 July 1980, 09 .0 / 80 kt at 117 mb
II
24 July 1980, 100/150 kt at 104 mb
II
25 July 1980, 100/ 93 kt at 148 mb
II
28 July 1980, 090/ 80 kt at 159 mb
II
31 July 1980, 120/146 kt at 102 mb

Out of the total

405 . 7 mm ,

338 . 5 mm was

registered between 1 and

15 July 1980.

Fig. 8

(RDP ID 2713)

Streamlines at 500

mb

during a weather disturbance
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JET STREAM

c1------

Fig. 9:

-----

Streamlines at 200 mb during a weather disturbance

CONCLUSION
It is my conviction that the developments in the upper-troposphere
have influence on the surface disturbances of the Eritrean plateau.
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COLD OUTBREAKS AND WINTER RAINFALL IN YEMEN*
by
Hussein Zohdy
Meteorological Authority
Cl'liro, Egypt
ABSTRACT
~he

4 years (1963-1966) rainfall data of Yemen were
analysed and discussed year by year.
They show an
irreguJar
behaviour during the winter seasons, because during winter
Yemen comes sporadi°cally under the in·f luence of active '. cold
outbreaks which together with local factors, create favourable
c 0 n d i t i on s f or .the o c cur r e n c e of r a i n f a 11 .
An e x a mp l e . o f t h e
winter synoptic situations which lead to rainfall over Yemen
was studied using time and space cross-sec~ions for some selected
radiosonde station·s of the area.
Comparison between the tin.e
I
s~ctions showed the southward migration of the polar
jet strEam
reaching the tropical zone and amalgamating with the subtropjca]
jet stream on the day of ~he heaviest rainfall.

* The full text of this paper was published in the Meteorology Research
Bulletin (1969), Vol. I, No. 2 1 pp 133, Meteorologfcal Authority,
Cairo, Egypt and a copy can be obtained by contacting the author.
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CASE STLDY OF 31 OCTOBER 1984
RAINFALL OVER NORTHWEST OF SAUDI ARABIA
by
Ahmed Mo Ahmed Ali and
Abdool W. Oodally
Meteorology and Environmental Protection Agency (MEPA)
(Jeddah, Saudi Arabia)
Introduction
On the 3lst October, a major rainfall event occurred in the northwest
part of the Kingdom. 122 mm of rain fell in Al-Wejh (Table 1) and hailstones
of up to 2.5 cm in diameter were reported in Tabouk (Figure 1).
Forecasters usually associate this type of weather phenomenon with the
interaction of low level Sudan trough and the upper level trough in the
westerlies. The Sudan trough is known to be present most of the time during
this transition season but the precipitation recorded so far was not as near
to this exceptionally high figure . The reason for the enhancement of the
precipitation is to be investigated from other parameters . A hrief
description of a case occurring in 1975 in the Sinai Desert is mentioned by
Dayan, et al (1) . The rainfall was of the order of 20 to 50 mm

'l'<ibl e 1

f<A INFALL

OC'l'

B•l
RAINFALL

STA'rION

DATE

AMOUN'r

AL JOUF

31 st

1. 4 nun

AH.AR

2Bth
29th

trace
trace

3l s t

2 .4 mm

TABOUK

2Bth

. 8 nun

29lh

. 3 nun

30th

5. 1 nun
12. 4 nun

31 st

TU RAIF

1~AJH

2Bth
30th

9.6 nun

3lst
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3lst*

122.3 nun

. 5 nun
llUll

• Continuous from 08 to 17 LT

F:igu rc

li ed 1 ~tci n Cn

in 'J'tibouk

31 Oc t ober 198 4
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Synoptic situation
During the period 25-27 October, there was an eastward progression of
a 500 hPa level trough from the Libyan coast to the northwest of the Kingdom
(F igures 2(a)-2(c) ). Between the 30th and 3lst October, a second trough
formed at 500 hPa level over the Eastern Mediterranean and deepened very
rapidly.
An amplifying surface trough evolved in the vicinity of the Sudan, to
the Southwest part of the Kingdom during .the period of . 26 to 3lst October
(Figures 3(a)-(c)). Indeed two frontal systems developed to the Northwest of
~~~~~~__._.he-KingrloIILdur.ing_that_
n formed on the 27th as
illustrated by the satellite pictures (Figure 4(a)) and during the following
days this frontal system progressed eastward. This front was rather weak.
The second frontal system developed along a northeast-southwest axis from the
East Mediterranean to Southern Egypt and gradually moved into the northwest of
the Kingdom and intens ified (Figures 4(b ) and (cl).

The movement of the mid-tropospheric trough was a trigerring mechanism
to frontogenesis in the northwest part of the Kingdom.
Methodology
The data set used for the present study was from the GTS and the
upper-air soundjngs of the Kingdom.
A daily vertical profile of relative humidity and 24-hour temperature
changes were constructed for stations in a north-south line from Tabouk to
Gizan.

A domain bounded by latitudes 5°N and 40°N and longitudes 25°E and
60°E was chosen to compute wind components, divergence and vorticity at
selected levels. Wind data were interpolated on a mesh size of
2 112° x 2 112° using streamline and isotach analysis. Divergence and
vorticity were computed as follows:
v

Divergence:

Vorticity:

a

~

=

~:

-

~~ + ~

tan

tan

<I> •••••••••••••••••••••••

(J.)

<I> • • • • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • .. .. .. • • .. •

( 2)

Discussions

Figures 5(a)-5(b) for 27 and 29 October indicate that at low level
there was a gradual incursion of moisture from the south to the northwest part
of the Kingdom. It was also observed that there was a moisture max i mum at the
700 hPa level. This most probably must have been advected by the fresh
southerlies observed in the region (Figures 6(a)-6(b)). A dry zone was
persistent throughout the above period in the mid-troposphere. When the
surface trough and the mid-tropospheric trough became in phase, vigorous
convection took place and the dry zone was eroded (Figure 5(c)).
Temperature anomaly
Temperatures from two upper-air soundJngs for a given location at
24-hour intervals are compared to calculate the change at d1fferent levels.
The 24- hour departures of temperature are chosen to avoid introducing effects
due to diurnal variation.
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On the morning of 27 October, the north-south x-section of the
temperature anomaly did not show any significant feature in the
mid-troposphere (Figure 7(a)). But subsequently, a cold pool showed up to the
north in the mid-troposphere and spread south and intensified
(Figures 7(b)-7(f)) . Associated with this was the approach of a 500 hPa
trough to the northwest of the Kingdom. It was observed that instability in
the region increased gjving rise to convective build-up.
Another interesting feature was that in the upper-troposphere there
was a reversal of the temperature anomaly from -5°C to +5°c.
Divergence
At the 700 hPa level, there is a southeasterly progression of the
first centre of convergence from the 27th to the 3lst October with the passage
of the first frontal system. A second centre of convergence established
itself along the northwest region. The order of convergence was about
lOxl0- 6 sec- 1 in the first case and 15xl0 6 sec- 1 in the second case
(Figures 8(a)-8(c)).
Vorticity
At the 500 hPa level, there is positive vorticity in the northern
region of the Kingdom from 27 to 31 October. However, there was a noticeable
expansion of the region of positive vorticity to cover the southwest region
(Figures 9(a)-9(c)). The order of positive vorticity was about
.3xl0- 5 sec- 1 to .4xl0- 5 sec.
Sub-tropical jet stream
The sub-tropical jet is mainly associated with a baroclinic zone
confined to the upper troposphere. The vertical wind shear and the curvature
of the jet are related by the following equation:

=

1

f+2kv

(

f~
az

vz

8k)
az

......... ... ...

( 3)

Figures lO(a)-(c) shows the vertical wind profile of 27, 29,
31 October. It appears that the shift in wind takes place at the upper-leve ls
prior to the lower levels.
From the last term in equation (3), the increase of wind with height
is augmented (relative to the thermal wind shear) if the anticyclonic
curvature increases.
Figure ll(a) show the splitting of the STJ over the northern part of
the Kingdom. The upper branch had the usual cyclonic curvature and there was
some indication of anlicyclonic tendency in the lower branch.
However, on 29 October, (Figure ll(b)), there was reversal of slope
with height of the STJ. On the following day the anticyclonic curvature and
reversa l of slope became more pronounced. Winds at 300 hPa however, showed
weakening at OOz to pick up again to jet strength by 12z. On 3lst October,
(Figure ll(c)), the STJ had anticyclonic curvature and reversal of slope from
300 to 200 hPa. Both, the wind speed and the anticyclonic curvature of the
STJ increased with height on agreement with equation (3). It is worth noting
on 31 October, that the wind at both Tabouk and Al-Wejh increased between the
200 hPa and 700 hPa levels . The wind maximum of the jet occurred in the
vicinity of Al-Wejh at the 200 hPa level.
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Reiter (2), be lieves that the i nteraction between the sub-tropical jet
and polar jet is a necessary condition for rapid cyclogenesis in the latitudes
of the Middle East . However, in the case of 3lst October, there was no
indicat ion of the polar jet being in the vicinity of the sub-tropical jet.
It has been observed during the period (1975-1981) that in four cases
(Dayan, et al (1)) in the Middle East, the reversal of slope and anticyclonic
curvature of the sub-tropical jet stream brought about a deep and very warm
moist air above the region. All these cases occurred in winter unlike this
one.
It is felt that the jet stream structure was in many ways a necessary
enhancement mechanism to the existing instability arising out of the
interaction of the low level warm moist air (Sudan trough) and the
mid-tropospheric cold pool. There is a lag of about 48 hours between the
reversal of the slope of the STJ with height and the occurrence of the
rainfall event.
Conclusions
The rainfall event may be attributed to the following conditions:
(a)

A deepening Sudan trough;

(b)

Approach of a mid-tropospheric cold pool at 500 hPa;

(cl

Fresh southerlies at the lower levels to bring moisture in the region;

(d)

The coupling of the Sudan trough and the mid-tropospheric trough;

(e)

The reversal of slope and anticyc l onic curvature of the STJ;

(f)

Temperature anomaly and relative humidity profile together with the
satellite picture are good forecasting tools which can be used in the
reg i on.
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PAPER NO . 8

ON THE INTERACTION BETWEEN TROPICAL DISTURBANCES*
Af'.D MIDDLE-LATITUDE CYCLONES
by
Hussein Zohdy
Meteorological Authority
Cairo 1 Egypt
ABSTRACT
The satellite cloud pictures reveal the frequent formation of big cloud masses over the African desert in association with the middle latitude depressions during the non-summer months. An example of the synoptic situations which lead
to the formation of such cloud masses was studied using streamline analysis and time cross-section for the available radiosonde stations in the area. Comparison between the time sections showed southward migration of the polar jet stream and
northward osc~llation of the subtropical jet during the period
of activity.
Streamline
nce of a strong
southerly humid
tively cold air
period of cloud

charts, on the other hand, indicated the preseconvergence zone over the area, between the
warm air stream of tropical origin and the reldstream of middle latitude origin, during the
formation.

* The full text of this paper was published in the Meteorology
Research Bulletin (1971), Vole 3, No. 1, pp 87, Meteorological
Authority, Cairo, Egypt and a copy can be obtained by contacting
the author.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN TROPICAL AND MIDDLE LATITUDE DISTURBANCES
IN WINTER AND SPRING AND RELATED SIGNIFICANT
WEATHER ELEMENTS OVER YEMEN
by
Abdul Karim Mallouhi*
Sana'a, Yemen
1.

Introduction

As the role of meteorology in aviation reached an advanced stage,
efforts should be oriented towards the more urgent aspects as food
production .
The · meteorologist is now asked to provide more accurate and
comprehensive weather information particularly for planning and operation of
the agricultural and water projects and, in general, make life easier for
everyone. Meteorology is now well defined in both the tropics and the middle
latitudes. The weather phenomena over the areas between these two regions are
not identified due to many reasons such as:
( i)

(ii)
(iii)

The rules of meteorology are not precisely applicable;
The lack of meteorological data in general, and on periodic
basis as well; and
The lack of studies on local weather situations.

The Red Sea is located between 12°N and 30°N, that is in the
sub-tropics where atmospheric processes differ decidedly and sufficiently from
those in higher latitudes where the rules of meteorology could be applied
precisely.
The Red Sea Area is located in the subtropical high region which
form a barrier between the tropics and middle-latitude disturbances so that
this area is neither affected by pure tropical nor by the polar disturbances.
This area in many cases comes under an effect induced by the interaction of
the tropical and the middle latitudes disturbances.
This interaction is
discussed in this paper during two seasons, Winter and Spring.
The weather
elements produced as consequence of the foresaid interaction over YAR were
correlated with the respective synoptic situation.
The data of minimum
temperatures in December were processed and the correlation coefficient
deduced proved that there is a scientific relationship between the minimum
temperatures and the trough and ridge situations .
According to this, a
probability graph was prepared as background information for the forecasting
of the minimum temperature.
As the trough and ridge situation3 are a result of the interaction
between tropical and middle latitude disturbances, thus the forecast of these
troughs and ridges situations could be deduced from the movement and
development of the middle latitude disturbances which are easier to forecast
than the low latitude disturbances.

*

PROJECT MANAGER/TRAINING EXPERT, WMO PROJECT .
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The Synoptic Situation in Winter

The Red Sea Area is cons i de r ed either a subtrop ica l or a tropical
region so that it comes under the NE Trade wi nd i n the lower troposphere and
the weste rli es in the upper tropos phere (Riehl, 1979 ) . The YAR position on
the equatori a l side of the subtropica l high pressure be l t , has a great effect
on the weather el ements.
On the equatorial si de of t he s ubtropi ca l high
p ressure be lt the winds in gene r al a re e xtremely dry alof t , especially thos e
orig inat i ng ove r land mass es . Table 1 g i ve s ome indicat i on of this dryne s s,
which inc r eas e wi th he i ght . The a ir a l oft is re l atively warm, a nd extensive
subs i denc e occur s.
The dryness of t he air mass is due l argely to this
s ubsidence , and partl y to the lac k of bot h local evapo r a t i on a nd horizontal
a dvection a t al l leve ls (Wi ll iams , 19 79 ).

Height
indi cated by
pre s sure in mb
Surface
700
500
Table 1 :

Temperature

Relative
humidity
Dry bulb
44
42
21

14.5
08.5
-07.2

Potential
36
39.5
54

Mean temperatures and relative humi dities over Sa na'a in
January 1982-1985.

Subsidence at the right exit of STJ (Abandah, 1966) in the anticyclone
rarely extends through to the surface, since the warm dry subsiding air i s
usually insulated from the surface by a shallow layer of cooler moist air.
This can be seen in Table 1, where the upper air has a higher potential
temperature than that near the surface.
The general situation for the winter season is summarized in January
average (Map l, Annex I). The position of Yemen Arab Republic (YAR) on the
southern edge of the polar westerlies during January i s shown in Map 3 ,
Annex I , but below the 700 mb height, there is a strong subsidence assoc i ated
with hi gh pressure (Maps 1 and 2 , Annex I) . Low level winds are generally
easterly, veering to westerly at 500 mb.
The subtropical jet stream STJ exists at the 200 mb level and about 25°N
(Abandah, 1966 and Lorenz, 1968) . This location is just above the dividing
line
between
westerlies
and
easterlies
in
the
lower
troposphere
(Zohdy, 1971). Such distribution means that the mean position of the STJ lies
right over the axis of the surface subtropical high belt . The remarkable
aridity of the deserts in the Arabian peninsula and in North Africa is
strongly related to the implied descending motion on the northern side of the
jet entrance (Sahara) and the southern side of the jet exit (Arabia),
(Abandah, 1966).
These factors are the reason for the clear sky and the ca lm wi nd in the
winter night s ove r YAR . These two el ement s have been t a ken into conside r ation
i n the mi nimum t emperature f orecasting.

- 71 This general situation is the mean of two contradictory circulations
cyclonic and anticyclonic, alternatively crossing the Middle East.

This type of synoptic situation is reflected in Maps 4 and 5, Annex II.
This usually occurs due to the subsidence of the polar air in the rear of
polar cold fronts which cross the Middle East. The anticyclonic situation is
the main feature during the most period of the winter and it looks like a
southern extension of the Siberian High Pressure.
It is recognized by the
drop in the minimum temperature .to about six degrees centigrade below zero in
some places over the Yemeni Plateau (Dhamar~ January 1986).
Nevertheless, the diurnal heating with relative humidity at the surface
creates cumiliform clouds; · this type of cloud never penetrates above the
trade wind inversion and in many cases stays ,below the inversion layer
(Williams, 1979) and dissipates after sunset.

This type of synoptic situation is reflected in Maps 6 and 7, Annex III.
The trough situation which prevails over the Red ·sea in the Winter
season could not be considered, as a whole, a southern extension of the middle
latitude traveling depressions.
The surface trough situation formed by the
pressure fall over the north part of the Red Sea and this is joined with that
of low pressure area over the south part of the Red Sea.
It could be observed
that the surface situation does not coincide with the upper one.
The relative warm air persisting over the Red Sea, with surface trough,
contribute to the development of the weather conditions as soon as the
modified polar air reaches the Red Sea Area associated with the depressions
centered over the Eastern Mediterranean Sea.
However, the clouds development
remains limited, particularly over the southern part of the Red Sea while over
the northern part a considerable cyclogenisis and active weather occasionally
occur.
The remarkable weather phenomenon in YAR during this situation is the
great increase in surface minimum temperatures.
The minimum temperatures
increase from -06°C to +08°C within few days over some parts of the Yemeni
plateau.
3.

The Correlation Between the Minimum Temperature and the Ridge of High
Pressure Situation in December

Table 2, Annex IV, includes the minimum temperatures in December at
Sana'a Airport for the years 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985 and the
corresponding synoptic situation denoted by SS. This table shows that in 87
out of 97 cases of the ridge situations (R), the minimum temperatures were
~03°C and only in 10 cases the minimum temperatures were between 3 .1 and
4.4°C
The number of the (R) days were plotted against the number of days with
temperatures :503°C (Graph 1, Annex V).
R days and number of days :::;03°c
were represented on X and Y a x is respectively .
The correlation coefficient
between X and Y was calculated according to the formula :

rx , y

=

NEXY - EXEY
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The correlation coefficient r was found equal to 0.95 which is bigger
than the critical value of cor r elation coeffic ient r 0 . 01 (0.92); this means
that r is significant at 0.01 level.
The relative cumulative frequency was calculated for 97 cases, and the
model of normal distribution was found applicable at significant level O. 01
according to Kolmogorov-Smirnovov test (Graph 2, Annex V).
Due to the impact of R situation on minimum temperature, Graph 3,
Annex V that shows the probability of having temperature below a certain value
was prepared as background information for the forecasting of the minimum
temperature at Sana'a Airport.
4.

Synoptic Situation in Spring

In spring the surface high over the Arabian Peninsula weakens due to
warming as a result of the sun movement, and due to the decrease in the
subsidence as the polar jet stream moves northward and the subtropical . jet
weakens (Maps 8, 9 and 10, Annex VI).
The
south-easterly
winds
over
the
Yemeni
plateau
and
the
south-westerly winds over the coastal plains are a result of the movement of
the surface high pressure towards the south . The SE. and SW winds pick up
humidity from the Guld of Aden and the Red Sea respectively and move upward
over the mountains causing condensation, forming Cu clouds and sometimes
precipitation.
In spring the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) arrives at YAR in
March and intensifies in April (Map 11, Annex VII).
This new factor
contributes additional humidity and warming increasing the activity of the
transitional area between the Northern and Southern currents.
By the middle of March, the depressions are usually formed on the
leeward side of the Atlas mountains . The track of these depressions ranges
between eastward and north-eastward directions (Weather in the Mediterranean
Book). These depressions are thermal type depressions and are associated with
warm air advection. The wind veers in the ridge preceding the depressions, as
soon as these depressions reach Egypt . The winds veering at the upper-levels
cause relatively cold advection towards the northern pai;t of the Red Sea.
This cold air advection causing cyclogenisis, permits the southerly trough
extension to become more evident , and this leads in its turn to release the
potential energy of the wet and warm air persisting over the Red Sea (Maps 13
and 14, Annex VIII).
The reason of rainfall in 13 out of 32 rainy days in April 1983-1985
over Sana'a , was the interaction between the tropical and mid-latitude
disturbances i.e. between the ITCZ and the mid-latitude troughs. In the other
19 rainy days, the pronounced synoptic situation in 7 days was mid-latitude
trough and in 12 days was ITCZ. The total amount of rainfall, in the 13 days
of the interaction situation was 136 . 4 mm out of 199. 4 mm total i.e. 68% of
the rainfall in April and about 19% of the yearly total .
These figures
reflect the importance of the synoptic situation induced by interaction
between the southern and northern disturbances .
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5.

Conclusions

The minimum temperature in winter and the rainfall in spring are very
important weather elements particularly over YAR.
The minimum temperature is affected by the ridge and trough synoptic
situations which are formed mainly due to the movement and development of the
middle latitude disturbances.
The effects of cloudiness and wind were
neglected as all winter nights have clear sky and calm wind.
The rainfall is mainly caused by the southward movement of the surface
high pressure towards the Arabian Sea, northward movement of the ITCZ and the
eastward movement of the Khamasin depressions over Libya and Egypt.
In addition to the local effect, which always should be taken into
consideration, the foresaid synoptic situations are also very important
particularly those of middle-latitudes origin. Thus, correlating the local
weather and synoptic situations with those over middle-latitudes will provide
a good background to the forecasters to issue medium-range forecasts which are
nowadays vital for food production and water projects.
These forecasts are
possible now as the movement and development of the middle-latitude
disturbances are well known.
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Annex IV

Minimum Temperature and Synoptic Situation

· Tabl e 2

a.t Sana'a. Airpert in December 1989 - 1985
I

·IJ'

.

SS: Syn0ptic Situation, R: Ridge, T: 'l'rough, O: Nei,i:t:r;al
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PAPER NO. 10

A CASE OF A LOW TROPOSPHERIC EQUATORIAL ANTICYCLONE OVER THE
ARABIAN SEA CAUSED BY LARGE-SCALE CROSS-EQUATORIAL FLOW
Barga Sabera
National Meteorological Services Agency,
P.O.Box 1090, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
(January 1986)
ABSTRACT
An anticyclone development caused by large-scale cross-equatorial
flow from souther~ hemisphere is observed over the North Arabian Sea from
the analysis of satellite derived wind; its existence is confirmed by
the trajectories of balloons from the BALSAMINE experiment and visible
satellite cloud images • . Its effect on the south-west monsoon and on
the weather over Ethiopia and other countries around the Red Sea is
discussed.
DATA
The MONEX data sets of:- satellite derived wind by Laboratoire
de Meteorologie Dynamique (LMD); United States GOES-Indian Ocean and
European Space Agency (ESA) METEOSAT I cloud images, balloon
trajectorYof BALSAMINE experiment; the MONEX USSR and Indian ships
weather observations were used to
study the anticyclone which
developed during the pre-onset phase of the monsoon of 19?9.
DISCUSSION
During the first GRAP Global Experiment (FGGE), in the subprogramme Monsoon Experiment, (MONEX) period May, June, July and
August 19?9, low level wind vectors were determined from sue cessive
position$of cloud images obtained from the United States GOES-Indian
Ocean Geostationary satellite placed for this · occasion
in equatorial
geostationary orbit at longitude 600E.
The wind vectors were inferred
from the cloud pictures movements, most Ly visible, between 0?00 and
0?30 GMT, about noon local time by Laboratoire de Meteorologie
Dynamique (LMD from 16 May to ? July 19?9' (1) and covered the area
300E to 900E and 35°N to 30°s (Fig. 1).
This data set of the MONEX was used to draw free hand streamlines over the Indian Ocean.
It can be readily seen that there was
a general cross-equatorial drift flow from southern to northern
hemisphere practically all along the equatorial
longitudes from
40 to 90°E on 20 to 22 May ?9 (Fig. 2).
On 2q May most of the
flow became westerly along the Equator from 50 to B0°E', (Fig. 3) and
a ridge extended from 100N 680E to 25°N ?1°E.
This ridge was also
positioned, on 23 May, on the same axis but extended from further
south 20N 58°E. (Fig. 4).
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The most notable synoptic feature observed from this analysis
was an anticyclone having its genesis between 24 and 25 May 1979
and centred 130N 69°E (Fig.5).
The antidyclone could be recognised
from GOES-Indian Ocean visible image of 25 May 19?9 at 0?30 GMT which
showed a sunglint where the anticyclone was positioned. (Fig.6).
Another data set of the MONEX period that con f irmed the existence
of the anticyclone was the trajectory of a constant level superpressure
balloon, BALSAM .INE (BALlons Surpressurises pour l 'Analyse de .la
Mousson INdienne d'Ete ) experiment.
This experiment was performed
during the MONEX period by LMD to study the bounda r_y layer monsoo n flow
over the Indian Ocean .
88 superpressure constant level ba lloons,
flying at about 900 hPa
were launchal. from 15 May to 8 July 19?9 during
the Arabian Sea phase, from the Seychelles and Disgo-Suarez (2).
Balloons No. 923 and 935 launched from the Seychelles on 25 May ended
their flight ~ver Oman on 30 May practically heading towards the north
after cros sing the Equator and thus followed the flow on,the western
part of the anticyclone. (Fig. ? ) .
The anticyclone enhanced confluence between Southerly and northernlies over its southern periphery where a deep convective band, a~ound
5° - 10° N, had formed south of the sun-glint (Fig.6).
As the anticyclone moved further to the west (Fig.BJ the cloud
also spread to the west and south (Figs. 9) and affected Somalia,
North Yemen and the Ogaden where some stations reported widespread
rain showers.
It was also the cause of low level moisture flux over
other parts of Ethiopia, and North Yem~n where there was a~ interaction
with a high latitude synoptic feature causing the development of deep
convective clouds. (as seen from IR pictures on 28 May to 1 June).
The MONEX USSR ships were on stationary polygon 16 to 29 May
(Fig. 10):- Academic KOROLYOV (6. 3N 59.0°EJ.
Academic SHIRSHOV
(6. 4N 54.6°EJ PRILIV (3.9N 5?.1E) and VOLNA (8.?N 5?.00).
In this
area th e weather was f ai r and there was no convective activity until
18 May but Acad6'Tlic KOROLYOV experienced some thundery showers on the
1 Bt h. By 22 May some convective activity could be seen by VOLNA and
SHIRSHOV; on 24 May the activity affected all the ships and after
25 May the intensity of convection increased all over the area and
continued up to 28 May .
With the replacement of the anticyclone with
a ridge the activity in this area decreased.
PRIBOY stationary over
the Equator at 49°E from 16 to 25 May reported showers but the
convective activity was intense from 25 May and as it moved towards
the east along the Equator till 30 May.
On the other hand the Indian
ships DARSHAK (9.0°N 68.00E) stationary on 25 May to 3 June did not
report
any precipitation.
Fujita ( 3) using motion fields obtained · frqm _the ATS data over
the East-North Pacific showed how flow from south hemisphere formed
an anticyclone in the other hemisphere as a surge of air moved across
the Equator.
As this anticyclone migrated north-westwards created a
confluence zon e along its leading edge where a cloud band developed.
T his band was an acti v e producer of weather.
Fujita developed a
model for the life cycle of the migratory Equatorial Anticyc lon e
(Fig.11 and 12).
The anticyclone which developed on 25 May 19?9
over the Arabian Sea was similar to the case observed by T .T , Fujita
et al.
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The flow between 25 and 29 May 19?9 described an anticyclonic
circulation over the Arabian Sea with northerly flow over India,
thus blocking the south-west cross-equatorial stream from the other
hemisphere; but becoming source of moisture for countries to the
west of it.
There was some interaction with the high latitude synoptic
feature which moved towards the south-east.
This system could
be
-identified from the cloud band
of the
Goes-Indian Ocean satellite cloud · image.
This band extended from
we~t of Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia
across the Red Sea into Northern
Ethiopia (Fig.9) and interacted over Ethiopia, North Yemen with
the moisture flux which moved from the east because of the anticyclone.
CONCLUSIONS
The anticyclone formed over the Arabian sea on 25 May as a
result of a large-scale cross equato rial
flow.
The anticyclone which developed over the Arabian Sea at this
particular season was similar to the case observed by T.T Fujita et al
over Eastern North Pacific during September 196?.
The anticyclone which dominated the circulation over the North
Arabian Sea between 25 and 29 May 19?9 acted as a blocking feature and
prevented the south-west monsoon, the cross-equatorial flow, to reach
India and thus contributed to the retardation of the monsoon over I ndia
in 19?9 season which was characterized by late onset of about two weeks
de lay.
It enhanced cloudiness and
western leading edge and southern
widespread rains over Somalia , and
parts of Ethiopia where it was the

convective precipitations on its
periphery and thus was the cause of
the Ogaden North Yemen and other
cause of low level moisture flux.

The anticyclone also interacted with a synoptic feature from
high latitude.
Since one can infere the existence of this anticyclone from
visible satellite images, one could examine other polar orbiting
satellite data of other years of the Arabian Sea and might observe
the existe.nce of such type of anticyclones and could explain the
late onset and partly the break
on monsoon and movement to the west
of convective cloud clusters which would produce rain.
This study also proves the usefulness and the essentiality
of data from geostationary satellite over the I ndian Ocean for
predicting the weather over countries aTound the Red Sea.
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THE VERTICAL MOTION FIELDS DURING A WINTER*
COLD OUTBREAK OVER YEMEN
by
Hussein Zohdy
Meteorological Authority
Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
The vertical motion fields over Yemen and neighbouring
regions are computed during an active c~se of winter cold outbreak occured on the 15 th of December 1964. The fields reveal
the presence of a zo~al circulation in the vertex predominating
over the area through the lower and middle troposphere whtre at
the upper troposphere the the circlation with lesser order of
magnitude is reversed in its direction. The introduction of the
vertical motion induced by the orographic features , of the area
as boundary condition for the fOmputation. of the large scale
vertical motion fields gives no material change, neither for tt.~
distribution nor for the values, from the above mentioned field s
of vertical motion, showing that the orographic factor aJone is
not sufficient to cause such weather activitie~ ove r the area.

* The full text of this paper was published in the Meteorology Research
Bulletin (i970), Vol. II, No. 1, pp 117, Meteorological Authority,
Cairo, Egypt and a copy can be obtained by contacting the author.
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PAPER NO. 12

BAROTROT.lIC INSTABILITY OF THE MIDDLE AND
UPPER TROPOSPHERIC MEAN MONTHLY ZONAL WIND

PROFILES OVER SAUDI ARABIA
by
Dr. Prakki Satyamurty* and Mr. Abdul-Wahab S. Mashat
Department of Meteorlogy, King Abdulaziz Univer sity

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The upper-tropospheric waves are linked to the ba rocli nic development of the lower and middle tropospheric extratropical weather systems. As
such, the upper tropospheric waves may be initiated by the barotropic inst ability mechanism. Th e preferred season for the generation of barotropically
unstable waves over the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and adjoining , regions is
November-December in 1979. The mean zonal wind profiles at 200 mb present
appreciable instability while the 500 mb profiles are marginally unstable in
June, October, November and December months.
The results are compared with
the monthly rainfall data.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of development of the surf ace pressure systems emphasizes the
i mportance of vorticity advection at the level of mondivergence (LND), thickness advection and the upper-level convergence and divergence fields. These
advections and divergence are provided by the upper-tropospheric synoptic
waves which propagate with phase velocities di ffe rent from the basic flow
vector.
These waves either are associated with the surface pressure systems
or are generated independently.
The mechanism of such a generation of upper
ai r waves independent of the lower troposphere could be barotropic instability
due to the horizontal shear of a jet flow.
This kinetic energy of the
mean flow (jet) provides the necessary energy for the growth of the wave.
In
the trop ical and subtropical lati tudes the horizontal temperature gradients
are weak and meridional variation of the Coriolis parameter,
f is lar ge.
In
such circumstances barotropic instab~lity may become more important than
baroclinic instability.
In the region of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) in winter the extratropical baroclinic systems approach from the Mediterranean area.
Their
decay or growth and their subsequent changes in the weather of the region
at the surface are affected by the stabilization or destabilization of the
associated upper-air waves.
A theoretical assessment of the susceptibility
of the upper-air mean flows in KSA region to the synoptic wave perturbations
may reveal useful stability characteristics . The objective is to get informat ion about the seasons in which and levels at which instability conditions
prevail in the upper air over the region.
PROCEDURE OUTLINE
The governin g equation of the small barotropic nondiver ge nt perturbations
s u perposed on a basic zonal flow u(y) is give n by [1]

c--1
at

a 2li
+ -u -a) 'i72ijJ + ((3- Cly;:)
Clx

ClijJ Clx - 0

l

Assuming normal mode solutions of
wh ere ijJ i s pert urbation stream function.
the form
2
ijJ(x,y, t) = 'I' ( y) exp (ik(x-ct))

- 93 where k = 2n/L is the zonal wavenumber, c = er + ici is the complex phase
speed and '¥ the amplitude at t = 0 1 fl;'ol!J Eq, 1 we get

cu-c) ca2'l' - k2'l') - ca2u - S)'l'
ay2
ay2

0

The fluid, for simplicity, is considered to be bounded by two rigid walls at
y = Yo and y = Yo +D.
As the observed basic flow (u(y)) profiles are not
quite analytical, Eq. 3 is solved by using a uniformly spaced finite difference grid.
Eq. 3 applied at equally spaced y' s between y 0 and y 0 + D along
with the boundary conditions
4

gives a closed set of linear algebraic equations of the f6rm
(A -

cl) '¥

=

0

5

where '¥ is the column vector of the discrete values of '¥, A is the coefficie~
matrix-involving basic flow parameters u, S and k and the grid distance chosen,
and I is the unit matrix.
For '¥ to be nontrivial the condition is
I' (A -

cI)

I

=

O

wh.ich means that the complex phase speed c is the eigenvalue

of the matrix A.

If, for a given L = 2n/k, all eigenvalues are real, as per Eq. 2, there
is no growth of the amplitude of wave.
If at least one eigenvalue is complex
the growth rate of the wave is given by kci•
Or, the e-folding time,T~,bf the
amplitude of th.e wave is given by 1. O/kui.
If there is more than one
cqmplex eigenvalue the most unstable (least e-folding time) mode is considered . For a given u(y), e-folding times for several wavelengths in the range
of 500 - 10000 km are obtained and a graph of e-folding time against wavelength is drawn.
Such a graph shall be called instability spectrum .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean monthly . zonal wind profiles (u)for 1979 at 500 mb and 200 mb levels
over KSA region are obtained from observations available in MEPA (KSA)
between 15°N and 35°N. The instability spectra (IS) of these profiles are
calculated according to the outlined procedure.
The results are discussed in
this section.
The u profiles at 200 mb clearly show a jet like structure with a maximum speed varying from 40 m/sec to 60 m/sec located around 30°N except in
July to September.
In .these months the jet is clearly north of 350N which
could not be taken into account with the limited data available.
At 500 mb
the jet is almost absent except in December and February with a maximum
speed less than 40 m/sec located around 300N.
Figures 1-4 show some of the
u profiles.
ThG mgan zcnal wind In Saudi Arabia and ngJghbourhccd
fer March 1979 at 200 mb
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The September flow at 500 mb is absolutely stable because the meridional
variation of absolute vorticity

(~~~

- S) for the profile (given in Fig. 3)

is everywhere of the same sign (negative) thus ruling out' the possibility of
instability.
Fig. 5 gives the IS corresponding to the u prof~les shown in
Fig. 4. At 500 mb the only month with appreciable instability is June
(Fig. 5), the most unstable wave length being 2500 km with an e-folding time
of 1.6 days.
By and large barotropic instability of reasonable intensity
(e-folding time $1 day) is not found at 500 mb in 1979.
If 500 mb level
represents LND,stabilization of wave perturbations at this level makes the
advection of vorticity unavailable for the development of the surface systems.
The November and December profiles at 500 mb present weak instability (Te$3.0
days, figures not given).
The 200 mb wind profiles present
strong instability in the months of
October through December (Figs. 6-8)
~ B
at wavelengths of the order of 2000 km <c::i
with e-folding times of 0.9; 1.2 and
6
0.6 days.
June month has an e-folding
r
time of 1.2 days at 4000 km.
A
summary of the barotropic instability
characteristics for all months at the
Lm
2500 km
two levels is given in Table 1. The
monthly rainfall amounts in 1979 at ·
~
Te rv 1 . 6 days
the two northern stations, Badana and
Hail, are given in Table 2 for compar__________
_
WAVE LENGTH •CE03 km>
___j
ison.
The heavy rains in the winter
months compared to summer months
indicate a relation between the upper
Fig. (5)
air flow instability and the weather
conditions. On the whole October December seems to be the most favourBarotrOpicTnStabili
tv Spectlum
able season for barotropic wave disfor 011c11mb11r 1979 et 200 mb
turbances to grow near 200 mb. Around
Badana there is an indication of
weather development in May also. The
heavy January and February rainfall
may be due to strong instability in
the proceeding December or due to a
different mechanism.
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Summary of barotropic instability characteristics of the mean
zonal wind profile at 200 mb and 500 mb levels in 1979 from
January to December. Lm - most unstable wave length in km.
Te - e-folding time of the growth of the wave perturbations in days
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Table 2. Monthly rainfall amounts in mm at two northern stations

Month

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

s

T

1.0

6.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.7 22.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 56.1

Badana
(30054'N
41°08E)

34.2

6.2

Hail
(27028'N
41°38')

69.8

2.0 0.0

0

0.1 14.7

0.0

7.5

0.4

The wind profiles in this study are obtained in a very crude way due to
lack of data in the region.
The artificial rigid boundaries assumed at 150N
and 35°N have no physical justification.
If the channel width is increased,
the wavelengths of maximum growth rates also increase.
Therefore the wavelength s of -v2000 km obtained in most unstable months is not representative of
the real situation.
For a good climatological assessment of the role of
barotropic instability mechanism over the region a more reliable set of
climatological data over a period of 10 years or more must be compiled. With
all these limitations, our study is just a preliminary exerc ise and more
complete study, hopefully, will be undertaken.
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PAPER NO. 13

LARGE - SCALE VERT I CAL MOTi ON AND
THE WEATHER OVER SAUDI ARABIA
MOSTAFA M. IBRAHIM

King Abdulaziz University
Department of Meteorology

MURAD HASHEM

Meteorological Environment
and Protection Agency

ABS T RACT
Vertical velocities over Saudi Arabia are computed for three days
in the month of November, 1985 when a severe storm .with heavy precipitation
and thunder affected large area of the Kingdom. The synoptic situation
during this period is marked by the passage of an upper-air trough associated with intense low level Sudan monsoon low. The latter advects
moisture necessary for heavy rain showers.
A comparison of the vertical motion field with weather system,
indicates that with the present number of surface and upper-air stations
over the Arabian peninsula, the Omega equation is adequate in representing
the large-scale vertical motion over the Kingdom.

1 -

INTRODUCTION

The importance of vertical motions in diagnostic and progonostic
studies of large-scale atmospheric circulation is well known (Burnett, 1961~
These fields are also essential for evaluating vertical and horizontal
transport processes, as well as explaining some weather phenomena such as
sudden warming.
The magnitude of large-scale vertical motion is of the
order of few centimeters per second and as a result is often too small
to be measured directly. There are several known methods for obtaining
estimates of the large-scale vertical wind velocity from conventional
meteorological observations.
From these, the adiabatic, kinematic, and
omega equation methods (Haltiner and Martin, 1957). The adiabatic method
uses the first law of. thermodynamics and utilizes observed local temperature changes, advective changes and static stability to compute the
vertical velocity.
In the kinematic method the continuity equation is
used and the horizontal wind velocity divergence is integrated to yield
the vertical velocity.
The omega equation method uses the vorticity and
the first law of thermodynamics for obtaining a second order partial
differential equation in the vertical velocity which may be solved from
known velocity and temperature fields.
A comparison of vertical motions
computed by the various methods was made by Panofsky et al (1959),
Philip and Lin (1978).
In this work the omega equation method will be used.
Results
obtained by the method are consistently accepted (Ellsaesser, 1960;
Cressman, 1963). Fundamentally the diagnostic relation £or this method
is derived by eliminating time derivative terms between the vorticity
and thermodynamic equations. The complexity of this equation depends on
the assumptions made in the derivation, varying from the relatively simple
quasi-geostrohic mode l to the complete Linear balance model (Krishnamurti,
1968). A particular advantage is that geostrophic or balanced wind
formulation can be utilized, thus eliminating the need to use actual
measured wind.
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2 -

OUTLINE OF THE CURRENT STUDY

The primary goal of this work was to study the possible use of the
vertical motion field in weather forecasting over Saudi Arabia. But our
synoptic experience gained during the last two years is that surface and
upper-air observations in the Middle East are not adequate for good
analysis. Besides, generally more than 20% of these raw data is not
available at the time of analysis. As a result it was decided to start
by estimating how far, with the available analysis, the field of vertical
motion, represents the weather over Saudi Arabia.
In this paper a case study for the period 17 - 19 November, 1985
is shown. The vertical motion fields are calculated using three dimensional grid points. The horizontal grid interval is 2.5° of latitude.
The model extended from 1000 mb to 100 mb with vertical interval of 50 mb.
Non-standard levels are obtained by a cubic interpolation procedure
(Akima, 1970). The computed vertical motion fields are compared with
cloud pictures and surface observations.

3 -

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF VERTICAL .MOTION

The model employed is a consistently formulated quasi-geostrophic
baroclinic model in x, y, p coordinates.
It may be writte~ in the form
(Haltiner and Martin, 1957)
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The winds and vorticity employed in the right . hand side of equation (1)
are obtained by their quasi-geostrop'hic value,s as
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In this study G"" .is taken constant · ( 1 m3 cb
ton
) and f 0 = 2 ..:i~ Sin( 22.5).
The vertical. boundaries are obtained by setting W = 0 at 1000 mb and 100 mb.

4 -

SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS

During the period 18 - 20 November, 1985,
abnormal rain showers with severe thunderstorms
affected large area of Saudi Arabia as a result
of the passage of an upper trough associated
with the low level intense Sudan trough.
This
is a typical transition summer to winter situation where intense thunder showers are expected.
The surface and upper air analysis together with
th e sat e llite imagery suggest that on 17th of
Nov e mber, 1985 a weak polar front has passed
north of the Kingdom which led to the intensification of the Sudan trough and the invasion
of larg e amount of moist warm air from the
south (Fig.1). The clouds shown in these
pictures are mainly stratiform clouds.

( Figure 1
Infra-red satellite
picture for 1200 GMT
arr November 17, 1985
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On November 18, 1985 an upper trough has approached the north-west region
of the Kingdom. This trough caused advection of cold air over the moist
warm air brought by the Sudan Law. The cloud pictures on November 18 and
19 indicate the development of a clear cold front (Fig.2) .
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(Fig.2)Infra-red Satellite Picture for 1200 GMT on November 18 & 19, 1985
[ Figure a and b respectively ]
Fig. 3 shows on 18 November 1200 GMT the marked Sudan monsoon low on the
surface chart and the upper trough at 500 mb over the north-west of the
Kingdom.

( Figure 3a )

Figure 3b

Surface analysis for 1200 GMT
on November 18, 1985

Contours at 500 mb for 1200 GMT
on November 18, 1985
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5 -

VERTICAL. MOTION AND WEATHER

Numerical computation of vertical motions using equation (1) at
18 and 19 November, 1985, 1200 GMT are done following the discussed procedure. Fig. 4 shows the calculated 500 mb vertical motion field.
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November 18, 1985
November 19, 1985
[ ( •
) Upward Motion ;
( •
) Downward Motion ]
( Figure 4 ): 500 mb W field ( 10- 5 cb sec-l ) for 1200 GMT
Important feature, that can be noticed, is the fair agreement between the
cloud (cloud-free) area and the upward (downward) vertical motion.
It is
also found that the surface station with heavy rainfall lies within the
area of maximum upward vertical motion. The most important feature to be
noticed is the good indic~tion for the coid front position as well as its
motion as seen from the position of the zero line of vertical motion that
sep;uate the_ maximum and minimum vertical motion field.
Fig. 5 display

(Figure 5 ) : The zero line of the vertical motion as well as the
position of the cold front as seen from the infra-red picture
in figure 2.
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the zero line of vertical motion as well as the position of the cold front
as seen from the cloud photos, figure 2. The main spatial error in the
frontal position is anticipated to be due to analysis as well as small
scale effects as orography.
6 -

CONCLUSIONS

An investigation of large-scale vertical motions computed by
nineteen - level model has been made for one synoptic situation with
severe thunder showers over Saudi Arabia. Observed cloudiness and
precipitation patterns were used as a means to determine the representativeness of the computations. The results indicate fair agreement of
the frontal motion and the vertical velocity fields.
The center of
maximum upward vertical motion appear to show a good correlation with the
area of severe thunder showers. In this study terrain effect is not taken
into account, althoug~ it is expected to play an important role especially
in the western and southern region of the Kingdom.· The variation of
static stability with height is also neglected in this case study.
It
is our intention to include the orographic effect as well as study the
expected important role of static stability. Several synoptic situations
will be studied to obtain enough sample of vertical motion estimates for . .
the assessment of the model.
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PAPER NO. 14

A SEMI- IMPLICIT SCHEME FOR DYNAMICAL INITIALIZATION*
by
Said Mo Helmy
Meteorological Authority
Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT

A semi - implicit scheme was developed to be used in a dynamical
initialization procedure.
The scheme was tested on a barotropic
free surface model and compared with an explicit scheme developed
by Nitta (1968).
The semi-implicit . scheme proves to be more
economical thah the explicit scheme, with a computational time
ratio ranging from 1:2 to
1:5
depending on the specification of
the grid distance and characteristic gravity wave speed.
Some
experiments concerning the adjustment mechanism were carried
out and the mutual adjustment proved to give the most balanced
fields for the cases studied.

* The full text of this paper was published in the Meteorology Research
Bulletin (1975), 7, pp 81, Meteorological Authority, Cairo, Egypt.

A copy can be obtained by contacting the author.
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AN OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS SCHEME*
FOR SPARES DATA AREAS
by
A.A. Hassan
and
M.I. Shams El-Din
Meteorological Authority
Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT
A method objective analysis for upper-level maps is
described.
The method is called successive corrections method.
In order to overcome the spares data areas problems, to
some extent, hieraichic technique has been developed.
Its main
concept is the organization of grid-points according to the
density of stations around them.
This technique makes i t possible
to use previously calculated grid-points, which come from dense
data areas, as stations, for the calculation of the next grid-points.
Verification of the analysis was made by computing the mean absolute
difference between the geopotential values at stations and the corresponding calculated values.

* The full text of this paper was published in the Meteorology Research
Bulletin (1980), 12, pp 33, Meteorological Authority, Cairo, Egypt.
A copy can be obtained by contacting the author.
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PAPER NO. 16

OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF HYDRODYNAMIC
MODELS FOR THE RED SEA
by
Abdul Ghani Qawas and Don Schaff
Meteorology and Environmental Protection Agency (MEPA)
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Hydrodynamic models have been run operationally at the !!ational
and ~nvironmental £enter in Jeddah for several years.
Marine products generated by these models are used by forecasters as
primary tools to prepare sea state forecasts for the Red Sea and the
Arabian Gulf .
This pres~rtation will provide an outline of the marine
products.
~eteorological

A functional description of the various computer models can be
divided into sections as follows:
1. Marine Wind model

2. Singular Wave model

3. Surface Current model

4. Oil Spill model

5 . Basin and Harbor )!ydrodynamic Numerical (HN) models
6. Tide Reduction model
These model s are run at NHEC on the Cyber 730 computer system in
conjunction with the Objective Analysis System. Figures (1) and (2) show
the functional relationships between the various models and their input
and output . They are used as a basic approach to numerical prediction of
oceanic circulations.
We try to include a good surface wind field, a
realistic coastline configuration and bathymetry.
The results can be
used for current prediction, surge prediction and tide prediction. But
there is always diffi culty with providing enough wind coverage, having
good boundary conditions and quality .control.
The primary purpose of the Marine Wind model is to output fields
that drive the wave model, current model and oil spill model. To allow
more distant observations to influence the marine wind field in the
absence of obs in the local area, the wind analysis grid encompasses both
basins. It allows for expected increases in data densities. It has 125
x 125 grid points to adequately cover the water areas of interest. The
axis is rotated ~elative to north to minimize the amount of land as seen
in Figure 3 .
Due to the small amount of observational data compared to the
resolution of the models, the generation of the first guess field is very
important
In summer, to min1m1ze the
d i~rnal
effects and take
advantage of late data, a 24-hour guess field is used . In winter , six
hour objective analysis fields are used .
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The geostrophic wind is modified to includ e a drag coefficient to
decrease the wind speed as it would b e effected by the increased density
of marine air.
This also caus e s the wind to turn toward lower pressure.
To control this we include another tuning constant to limit the amount of
cross - isobar flow.
The advective Singular Wave model produces wave analysis fields.
The structure of this model is based on four major
phases : 1) initialization 2) sea computation 3) swell computation and
4) combined sea and swell computation.
In the first phases, the model
obtains the previous 30 hours of available winds.
It also obtains sea
and swell records or generates them if these records are missing. Figure

7

is a sample combined wave product.
The purpose of the Surface Current model is to provide an
operational field of surface ocean circulation . The model is capable of
handling drift currents caused by wind and waves and tide currents caused
by astronomical influence as affected by shallow water.
Density currents
which are controlled by the distribution of temperature and salinity
below the surface are not calculated due to the lack of subsurface data.
Many computations are made invo]ying shear velocity , sea roughness,
deflection, coriolis and many tide elements .
A sample is seen in Figure

4.

Six harbors have been modeled to assess geological problems affected by
currents and to determine surge conditions.
These harbors are: Yenbu,
Jeddah and Jizan on the Red Sea and Jubail, Ras Tanura and Dammam on the
Arabian Gulf.
The purpose of the Oil Spill model is to track oil slicks and to
simulate spreading of a spill.
It also considers dispersion to the air
and water column bay evaporation.
The center of mass of an oil slick is
advected by the surface current and can accept on sight data supplied by
the user .
It also has a history file capability.
We also used it to
track the drifting of mines in the Red Sea as shown in Figure 5. The four
types of oil which can be specified for spreading and dispersion are: 1)
Light Crude 2) Heavy Crude 3) Fuel Oil #2 and 4)Fuel Oil #4.
The purpose of the Tide Reduction Model is to analyze tide gauge
data and predict tidal heights.
Elements for the tide portion of the
surface current calculations are also developed.
Various rables and
almanacs were used to determine the sun and moon elements. Shallow water
components of the astronomical data
are also determined.
The most
significant ones are used as a default selection.
One of the side
benefits of this software is the availability of tide tables.
Figure 9
is a sample.
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QUALITY CONTROL Software allows input of pressure, temperature of
wind or wind to correct deficiencies or to add data.
This bogus
information will over.ride the data in the guess field and bypa!;ses all
other built in quality checks . Note the two areas of concern in Figure 8
for the 9th of January 1986. One is near the Gulf of Aqaba and the other
across the centel:' of the Red Sea south of 24N. These "bulls eyes " in the
sea heights are a result of bad data. After reviewing other reports and
the synoptic situation, new data was entered at these locations through
BOGUS and the map for 1800 UTC for the same day shows a return to
rormal .
Figure 8 applies.
The maps are showing combined waves in
centimeters. To correct sea
height we must enter new wind data not sea
height data. Quality Control is a never ending process but necessary to
provide reasonable support to our customers.
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Figure 6:

(Missing)

Figure 7
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A METHOD FOR FORECASTING CONVECTIVE ACTIVITY
by
Ahmed Affan and Abdool W. Oodally
Meteorology and Environmental Protection Agency (MEPA)
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT

Previously, prediction of convective activity has been based on finding a
suitable instability index using the upper air sounding for a specific place. This
study shows an alternative method for providing a quick predictive tool to the
operational forecaster using lapse rate, advection and time cross-sections . This
method is capable of identifying the asymmetry in the convective system.
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THE NECESSITY OF USING THE TIME-DEPENDENT
OMEGA EQUATION FOR SAHARA DEPRESSIONS

by
Ahmed Adel Hassan
Egyptian Meteorological Authority
Koubry El-Quobba
Cairo, Egypt
ABSTRACT

This study is concerned with developing atmospheric systems in
sub-tropical regions. It deals, specifically, with Sahara depressions which
develop frequently during the spring months causing occasional Sand Storms.
The results show the necessity and importance of using the time-dependent
terms in computing the vertical motion (omega) field for this kind of
phenomenon. This importance arises from the rapidity of the development
associated with significant diurnal variation of the dynamical fields. The
results from a model using the time-dependent terms, show an increase in the
amplitude of the omega field. This increase has been interpreted as a rapid
mass change relative to velocity change.
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE MECHANISM OF DEVELOPMENT
AND THE EXTRA-TROPICAL WEATHER SYSTEMS AFFECTING
SAUDI ARABIA
by
Prakki Satyamurty
and
Salah E. Yousif Mohammed
King Abdul Aziz University
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

ABSTRACT

The two important ingredients in the baroclinic development of the
extratropical weather systems are the vertical wind shear (of the horizontal
temperature gradient) and the tilt of the pressure systems in the vertical. There is
an underlying assumption in the theory of development that the three-dimensional
system be moving with the same phase velocity everywhere. This may be called the
normal mode assumption. The necessary conditions for the barotropic development are
the presence of a jet like wind structure in the horizontal and the horizontal tilt
(relative to the north) of the waves that are embedded in the jet flow. The Sudan Low
. which affects the weather in the Kingdom, though largely stationary, changes its
intensity and tilt quite substantially. It also changes its position to a lesser
degree. The questions raised are: 1) What can be made out from the aspects of Sudan
Low at a given time about the weather in the Kingdom (at least in the western part)?
2) How far is the normal mode assumption valid and necessary? These points are under
study and the results obtained till the date of seminar shall be discussed.
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AN OPERATIONAL SIGMA-LEVEL PRIMITIVE EQUATION MODEL FOR
SHORT-RANGE WEATHER PREDICTION
by
Said M. Helmy
Meteorological Authority
Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

Adaptation of the fine-mesh limited area primitive model developed by
F. Mesinger et al., to be suitable for synoptic scale prediction with limited
computing facilities is done. The time integration splitting technique to
minimize computational time toget her with coarse-grid is incorporated. The
new version was tested by historical and on-line data and was noticed to give
satisfactory results. The importance of well distributed correct observations
was clearly a dominant factor in forecasting precision.

PAPERS ORIGINALYY INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAMME BUT
NOT PRESENTED

- 113 THE ORIGIN AND BEHAVIOUR OF UNUSUAL COLD FREONTS
IN THE SUDAN DURING THE WINTER AND SPRING PERIOD
by
Jefferies Adali Paramena
Meteorological Department
Khartoum, Sudan

A case study is presented of an extra-tropical frontal depression
which moved from the neighbourhood of the British Isles to the eastern
Mediterranean during April 1970.
Its motion was examined by reference to the
surface features, 500 hPa and the jet stream level charts.
The regeneration
of the same depression there followed the amalgamation of the Polar Front and
the Sub-Tropical Jet Stream Systems. Because of this, a cold pool was created
in the eastern Mediterranean. Cold air then sank and spread at lower levels
down to the surface in southward and eastward directions.
Thus a steep
pressure gradient was created behind the surface cold front and in the Sudan
this led to strong northerly surface and low level winds which lifted dust
mechanically from the surface over large areas of the barren desert and
semi-desert regions of Northern and Central Sudan where the ground cover is
dry and loose.
The dust was progressively advected southwards and the
Intertropical Discontinuity was displaced from near 13°N to the extreme south
of the Sudan and beyond.
The southward movement of the cold front and dust
was closely synchronized to the low-level jet stream phenomenon, the Sudd
region as well as bush and forest fires in the Southern Sudan .
Some forecasting application is also presented while further research
is suggested.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the study of cold fronts affecting the Sudan stems
from four factors which may conveniently be summarized along the following
lines of reasoning:
(a)

The first factor is obvious and has to do with the cold spell that
usually follows the onset of a cold front.
Past records have shown
that the lowest temperature on record in the Sudan occurred on a day
during December 1917 when a temperature of -2°C was recorded at
Dongola Cl9°10'N, 30°29'E).
For such a latitude, this is very cold
weather indeed (bhalstra, 1963);

(b)

The second factor relates to the relief from the oppressive heat
associated with
the
northward movement
of
the
Inter-tropical
Discontinuity (ITD) across the Central Sudan during April and May at
which months the incidence of a cold wave is welcome .
Al though the
cold wave spell is short-lived, its contributory effect in relieving
the prevalent stifling conditions is invigorating;

(c)

The most important third and single factor, however, is in connection
with dust storms that often accompany cold fronts.
There are many
problems associated with dust. Nobody certainly wishes to live in a
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Medically, the problems of dust relate to the
chemical or organic properties of the particles .
Under great
e xposure, for e xample, to one of the most common of all minerals,
silica,
fibrosis
of
the
lungs occurs followed
frequently by
tuberculosis.
The dust condition found during severe and prolonged
dust storms is equivalent in severity to that found in industry, and
probably, cause deterioration of the lungs,
(Rodger, 1972).
In
hospitals, cross infection between patients occurs frequently by
inhalation of dust particles on which bacteria are carried.
Dust also
soils, erodes and damages buildings and property.
For e xample, in a
dusty atmosphere, the working life of a calculating machine is between
40 and 60% of the working life that would be expected in a dust-free
atmosphere.
The most important aspect of the dust problem caused by
cold fronts
is
to be
found
in aviation.
For
this
reason,
meteorologists and aviation authorities alike are very much concerned
with deteriorating visibilities in thick dust associated with the
passage of such cold fronts.
It is this factor alone which prompted
my undertaking of the study of unusual cold fronts;
(d)

Finally, the last factor has a bearing on the general circulation.
Because the cold fronts are a synoptic system in the sense that they
influence and affect events over large areas, it gives some concern to
the concept of the intercoupling between temperate and tropical
latitude systems so that a study of temperate meteorology alone on its
own and vice versa is not sufficient.
Both have got to be studied
simultaneously.
In fact, some numerical prediction researchers have
recognized the importance of this intercoupling mechanism.
Take for
instance the displacement of the !TD by some 8 to 10 degrees of
latitude from Central Sudan to the extreme south of the country (see
frontspiece) .
The cumulonimbus clouds which these researchers have
taken into consideration when these are parameterized into the
numerical model have been displaced at least for the time being far to
the south. How then does such behaviour affect the energy budget of
the atmosphere in temperate latitudes as regards new developments
there?
Certain properties, for instance, matter as exemplified in
radioactive debris from nuclear bomb explosions may be transported
from their source regions over long distances through such interaction
(or coupling) mechanisms. Indeed , this becomes a global problem. ,

2.

TERMINOLOGIES

In this paper, the following terminologies will be used. Unusual here
is meant to convey the impression that an unusual cold front causes widespread
and severe dust storms and the widespreadness in turn is to mean a dust storm
event affecting the whole Sudan and some parts of Uganda (latitudinal sense) .
The severity is to be associated with very poor or low visibilities of the
order of 100 metres perhaps less and remaining unchanged for a time of the
order of 6 hours or more and in strong surface winds of 20 to 35 knots with
very strong low-level jet stream at about 2000 to 3000 feet of strength
60 knots (minimum threshold values of upper-tropospheric jet streams).
In the manner in which the classification of the seasons has been
made, winter starts on 21 December and ends on 21 March , wherefrom spring
begins on 21 March and ends on 21 June. A factor which makes the whole cold
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effects can extend as far south as Juba (Q4°52'N, 31°36'E) in the Southern
Sudan.
To determine this frequency, all visibility data for Juba from the
time observations were first made there beginning in 1937 were assembled.
For
the investigation, all deteriorations in visibility due to dust at various
thresholds were marked off.
It may be noted here that dust can sometimes be
raised, by strong local winds resulting from cumulonimbus downdraughts in
areas where the ground cover is dry and loose. However, these are known to be
short-lived.
Juba was chosen for the fact that it is the most southerly
station in the Sudan with a fairly long record of obse.rvations.
The main
interest is in the southward extension of the cold front (and of course
dust).
From 1937 to 1973, a period of some 36 years, there had been 8 cases
of dust storm of this kind in the study and these had all affected Juba. The
events are given in Appendix 1 .
This gave a frequency of 1 case every
4-1/2 years.
For some parts of the Sudan, for example, Dongola, the frequency
is 122 cases every 4-1/2 years. In terms of probabilities, this means that if
there is a cold front approaching the northern boundaries of the Sudan, it has
a 1/123 chance of reaching Juba or a probability of some 0.8%.
And therefore,
most certainly this is a very unusual phenomenon.
3.

SYNOPSIS

During the third week of April 1970, an unusual, widespread and severe
dust storm affected the whole Sudan.
The event was marked by strong surface
and low-level wind fields associated with an active cold front that led to the
advection of Saharan dust right to the neighbourhood of the Equator, thus
affecting some . parts of Northern and Central Uganda.
During a week of
stagnation following the strong northerlies, visibilities remained less than
10 km often less than 5 km in many parts of the Sudan and led to the
disruption of normal flights in many parts of the country.
There was a
remarkable displacement of the ITD, for a day before the onset of the episode,
stations in the southern parts of the country were reporting very active
thunderstorm developments there.
The dust storm started affecting the Sudan
on 17 April, sweeping across the country successively and reaching the
southern most tip of the country some 2 to 3 days later. The source region of
dust is the vast Saharan Desert northwards of about the 14th parallel.
Most
of the area is covered by sand or loose soil unprotected over large stretches
by vegetation thus making it vulnerable to deflation by strong winds.
It was not until the 24th April that there was a reduction in
visibility in any part of the Sudan due to dust.
To tackle this problem, it
was considered necessary to trace the origin of the cold front by looking at
the synoptic situation over Western Europe, Africa and some parts of Western
Asia one week prior to the onset of the dust storm in the Sudan.
Analyses
were carried out at three levels, namely: surface, 500 hPa and the jet stream
levels.
3.1

The origin of the cold front

3 .1.1

At 1200 GMT on 11 April, a frontal wave depression lay in the
north-eastern Atlantic to the west of Ireland with its warm front trailing
eastwards to link up with the cold front associated with a second depression
to the north of the Baltic Sea. At lower latitudes , a Saharan depression was
centred to the north of Libya . These low and high latitude synoptic systems
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10°E and 25°E near 50°N joining the Azores High to the western intrusion of
the Siberian High, Figure 1.
The systems displayed signs of deepening and
movement as shown by the sequence of 1200 GMT sea level charts. On 13 April,
the depression in the neighbourhood of Ireland after moving towards south-east
was now centred on Czechoslovakia with a secondary depression in its wake on
Belgium.
The depression over the Baltic Sea had also shifted south-eastwards.
At this time, the Saharan depression was centred on eastern Turkey
with its cold front passing through the Middle East, cutting the northern tip
of the Red Sea through Egypt and approaching the northern boundary of the
Sudan (Figure 2).
On 15 April, Figure 3, the Azores High showed a dramatic degree of
intensification for it now pushed north-eastwards through Western Europe
thence to Scandinavia and invaded the north-west Sahara at the same time.
This gave impetus to the depression previously on Czechoslovakia which rapidly
moved to between Greece and Turkey.
The depression on Western Russia
(originally centred on the Baltic Sea) had then filled up.
The cold front
associated with the Saharan depression was almost stationary at this time.
The Azores High continued to intensify for by the 16th of April
(Figure 4), it had linked up with the Siberian High across the whole of Europe
and thus an effective blocking situation had developed.
The depression
centred between Greece and Turkey was further pushed eastwards, the cold front
associated with it trailing through near Cyprus to Southern Egypt.
At this
moment northerlies streamed across the central Mediterranean to the northern
coasts of Africa.
By 17 April (Figure 5), the depression had moved over to
Iraq, and its cold front had by which time started to affect the Sudan with
tight pressure gradients to its rear.
By 18 April (Figure 6), the Azores and
the Saharan Highs were dominating.
A low now extended from central eastern
Sudan across the Red Sea into Arabia and northwards through Iran and Iraq into
Southern Russia.
This northward extension of the Sudan Low was enhanced by
the development of two secondary frontal depressions having centres between
the Black and the Caspian Seas.
Thus a northerly air current flowed
uninterrupted from Russia through the eastern Mediterranean to reach the Sudan.
3.1.2.

The 500 hPa circulation

A mid-tropospheric cyclone was centred on Scotland at 1200 GMT on
11 April (Figure 7).
Further, 1200 GMT sequences of 500 hPa charts showed the
movement, intensification and decay of this upper cyclone which gradually
moved into low latitudes.
There was a rapid movement of the low south
eastwards tearing across the British Isles to be centred approximately on
Belgium on April 13 (Figure 8), by which time it had developed a cyclonic
'eye' with strong north-westernly currents to the south-west of its centre.
By 15 April (Figure 9), the low had moved further south eastwards showing
signs of filling up as evidenced by the small area of closed circulation.
Considerable warming was now taking place over Western Europe as evidenced by
the ridging with strong northerlies sweeping across Germany and France to
Tunisia and Algeria.
Rapid regeneration (cyclogenesis) followed on 16 April (Figure 10), as
evidenced by the large area of intense closed circulation over the North
Central Mediterranean with centre on Albania and southern Yugoslavia with
northerlies again sweeping across Italy to Tunisia and northern Libya. By
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Mediterranean Sea (Figure 11). Strong northerlies streamed across the central
Mediterranean becoming north-westerlies to westerlies across Eastern North
Africa.
Thus on 17 April, a large cold pool had been formed covering the
eastern Mediterranean, Turkey and the Black Sea.
On the 18th (Figure 12),
only a trough line was left of the cold pool. The sequence of events that led
to the depletion of the cold pool will be examined later in this paper, for
the time being exploration is made of the third level containing the jet
stream systems.
3 .1. 3

For the analysis of the jet stream systems the 300 and 200 hPa levels
were considered relevant.
Table 1 shows the jet stream core speeds at
1200 GMT for the Polar Front Jet Stream (PFJ) and the Sub-Tropical Jet Stream
CSTJ) from 11 to 18 April 1970.
TABLE 1
PFJ and STJ core speeds (in knots)

PFJ

Date
April 1970
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

300 hPa
75
65
100
80
80
95
120
120

STJ
200 hPa
60
40
60
60
90
110
115
80

300 hPa

200 hPa

80
100
80
60
100
95
120
120

100
100
90
85
90
110
115
110

From Table 1 it is clear that the PFJ was located at the 300 hPa
while the STJ was at 200 hPa until 15 April. The directional characteristics,
however, are illustrated by corresponding (to sea level and the 500 hPa)
sequence of charts (Figures 13 to 18).
Figure 13 shows the jet stream systems at 1200 GMT on April 11
together with the depression centres of the sea level features which (for
convenience and in order to avoid the task of reproducing the whole surface
features for a particular map time) have only been provided.
The PFJ swept
across the south-western tip of the British Isles from a north-westerly
direction with jet core speed of 75 knots.
In the sub-tropics, the axis of
the STJ almost formed a complete wave with amplitude of about 20 degrees of
latitude between 20°N and 40°N and having a wave length of about 50 degrees of
longitude between 10°W and 40°E the jet core speed being about 100 knots
aligned in a direction from near Tripoli to the north of Greece.

On April 13 (Figure 14), the PFJ shifted slightly off the south-west
tip of the British Isles, but maintaining the same direction and gaining a
ma ximum core wind strength of 100 knots.
The core of the STJ continued to be
aligned in the same direction but there was a shift northward in its position
though slight but with maximum wind along its axis falling to 90 knots.
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On April 15 (Figure 15), the amalgamation between the PFJ and the STJ
was accomplished upstream .
The PFJ now formed the left jet finger with
maximum axial speed of 80 knots and the STJ forming the right finger, 90 knots
downstream.
We may note from Table 1 how both the PFJ and the STJ became
aware of each other on April 15 when amalgamation upstream was accomplished -the PFJ had its ma x imum axial speed displaced towards 2000 hPa, 90 knots while
the STJ had its maximum axial speed displaced towards 300 hPa, 100 knots (the
directions of the arrows).

Complete amalgamation between the PFJ and the STJ occurred on April 16
and through April 17 with wind speeds of 120 knots (Figures 16 and 17).
However, on the 18th the PFJ detached from the STJ giving a left jet finger
(considering the 200 hPa) with maximum axial speed of 80 knots near 35°N
between longitudes 20°E and 40°E while the main current was aligned
west-to-east near 25°N between longitudes 20°E and 50°E (Figure 18) . Here we
may note that at the 300 hPa, the PFJ and the STJ remained as a single entity,
120 knots.

3 .1.4

Interaction between the various levels

The interaction between the sea, 500 hPa and the jet stream levels
have been e xamined to give an insight into the activities that ultimately led
to the incidence of the widespread and severe dust storm that had affected the
Sudan progressively between 17 and 24 April 1970. The main characteristics at
the surface comprised the following :
(a)

The disappearance
April 15;

of

the

Baltic

Sea

and

Saharan

( b)

The
steering
of
the
north-east
north-eastern Mediterranean;

( c)

The intensification of the Azores and the Siberian Highs, their merger
and then the dominance of the situation of the Azores and Saharan
Highs;

(d)

The development of two frontal depressions in the region of the Black
and Caspian Seas augmenting the effect of the main depression ?Y way
of increasing the baroclinicity across the frontal system;

( e)

The
linking
up
of
the
main
depression
N.E. Atlantic) with the Sudan Low on April 18.

Atlantic

depressions

depression

(originally

to

in

by

the

the

At the 500 hPa significant developments started by the organization of
the flow into an intense closed circulation on April 13.
This was reflected
at the surface by the rapid movement of the surface depression from the
neighbourhood
of
the
British
Isles
and
Ireland
to
be
centred
on
Czechoslovakia.
With regard to the jet stream system this movement and
intensification was reflected in the increasing jet core maximum (100 knots)
of the PFJ (see Table 1), so that on April 13 the surface depression had come
to lie in the left forward quadrant of the jet max imum (Figure 14), in an area
of positive vorticity advection in an area of upper-level divergence and
surface convergence.
On April 15, the surface depression and the 500 hPa cyclone showed no
major changes though both continued to move south-eastwards under the
influence of the PFJ. On April 16, there was a regeneration at the 500 hPa as
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(Figure 10). This coincided with the complete amalgamation of the PFJ and the
STJ on April 16 (Figure 16).
This was mainly a mid and upper-tropospheric
phenomenon because by the l 7th of April (Figure 11), a cold pool had been
created at the 500 hPa. On the same day (April 17) widespread and severe dust
storm started to affect the Sudan (the whole country being reached by
April 20).
Thus, the amalgamation of the PFJ and the STJ led to the
involvement of cold air from the north being drawn into the circulation over a
wide area in sub-tropical latitudes.
This amalgamation did not last long for
on April 18, the jet finger at the 200 hPa had disappeared.
This reflected
the detachment of the PFJ from the STJ and had the additional factor of
initiating the twin depressions between the Black and Caspian Seas on April 18
(Figure 6), with resultant effect of augmenting the baroclinicity in the main
depression system now further south, that is, more cold air was drawn into the
system.
With regard to events in the Sudan, this meant increasing the
temperature contrasts (hence steep pressure gradient to strong northerly
surface winds) between the advancing and retreating air masses.
The end
result was that in these surface (and low level) winds, the advection of dust
from its source region in North and Central Sudan to the extreme south
(non-source region for dust) of the country was affected.
Of practical
interest is the linking up of the "N . E. Atlantic" depression and the Sudan Low
on April 18 (Figure 6), two days before dust reached Juba about 4° of latitude
within reach of the Equator.
Apart from the dynamical interactions that led to the regeneration of
the "N. E. Atlantic" depression on April 16, some other factors could not be
ruled out.
One . of these could be thermal.
The flow of cold air over the
warmer Mediterranean Sea would naturally result in instability at the lower
levels.
This would be expected to greatly augment the dynamical aspect
leading to intense proportions of circulation throughout great depths of the
whole biosphere.
A second factor would be in the topography of the
Mediterranean area itself. The surrounding features would also help in
increasing the instability through vertical stretch at favourable locations.
Thus the Mediterranean and its surroundings can be considered as having a
profound effect upon the pattern of weather in the Sudan during the winter and
the spring.
3.2

The behaviour of the cold front over north-east Africa and the Sudan
plains

It has already been seen that the cold pool which was formed in the
North-Central Mediterranean was depleted by April 17.
It follows that there
must be a mechanism for this depletion.
(Palmen and Newton, 1951) in a study
of cold air outbreak in the United States, found that the outbreak was
accompanied by air sinking from a mid-tropospheric cold pool and that air
spread eastwards and southwards.
To place our problem into perspective
therefore, we examine the frontal contours at the lower troposphere (700 and
850 hPa) and the surface beginning April 16, the day regeneration occurred in
the North-Central Mediterranean with a view of getting some idea about what
was happening to the cold pool so created after the regeneration.
3.2.1
Figure
19
shows
the frontal
contour
chart
at
1200
GMT
on
April 16 1970.
The 700 hPa contour enclosed a small area initially being
almost enclosed to the west, south and south-east by the 850 hPa frontal
contour.
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contour. This showed that most spreading of air was taking place between the
850 hPa and the surface. The frontal shape was thus rather steep between 700
and the 850 hPa and became somewhat flat between 850 hPa and the surface.
In
the Sudan, the ITD was well south at about 12°N.
On April 17 (Figure 20), spreading of cold air continued southwards
and eastwards and remained pronounced between the 850 hPa and the surface
although both the 850 and the 700 hPa frontal contours had simultaneously
expanded in area.
The spread was synunetric in the south-east quadrant
considering concentric
rings
centred on Greece
the centre of the
mid-tropospheric regeneration activity.
The ITD had changed little in its
position.
On April 18 (Figure 21), the spread acquired a tongue-shaped form of
spread, cold air at the 700 hPa invading most if not all of the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea.
Marked spreading occurred towards the south-east between
the 700 and the 850 hPa over Egypt and along the Northern Red Sea but there
was little spreading to the west. The surface cold front coupled with the ITD
and there was much spreading between the surface and the 850 hPa which
spreading extended down to 10°N and westward to 5°E.
Figure 22 on April 19 shows how well developed the tongue had become
and significant spreading was occurring between the 700 and the 850 hPa over
parts of North and Central Sudan, the middle Red Sea and the north-west of
Saudi Arabia.
There was little spreading westwards between 700 hPa and the
850 hPa and eastwards between the 850 hPa and the surface in the region of the
base of tongue . Much of the Sahara had been invaded by the spreading below
850 hPa and the surface and now this extended to 5°W.
There was a wave like
ripple where the surface cold front coupled with the ITD.
By April 20 (Figure 23), marked spreading was occurring in the Sudan
between the 700 and the 850 hPa. The ITD had been displaced far to the south
to be on Juba. Thus from April 17 until April 20, almost all of the Sudan had
been invaded by the cold air outbreak with widespread and severe (in places)
dust behind the surface cold front.
The south-eastward displacement of the
tip of the cold tongue was very noticeable at the 700 and 850 hPa.
By
April 20, the 700 hPa tongue tip of the cold air remained near latitude 18°N
while that at 850 hPa remained near 7°N.
3.2.2

The ~bility
the Sudan

2f_t~e_c2l~

front

1agd_d~s~)_tQ

reach the

~x~r~m~

south of

The cold front is a prime initiator of dust storms in the Sudan during
the winter and spring.
Generally, its approach is witnessed by the creation
of strong pressure gradients for northerly surface and low-level winds which
are able to lift dust mechanically from the surface over large areas in the
desert and semi-desert areas of Northern and Central Sudan as well as to
advect the dust southward.
With the increased instability at lower levels
during the day resulting from solar heating of the ground, the dust can also
be transported vertically (to the top of the cold air mass).
By using
radiosonde ascent and pilot balloon ascent data, the maximum height to which
the dust can be lifted has been found to vary from north to south across the
Sudan, being 10, OOO feet near Abu Hamed, 7000 feet at Khartoum and 5000 feet
at Malakal and below 5000 feet at Juba.
The advection of a property necessarily requires the presence of an
efficient air (or fluid) stream and in this investigation we naturally explore
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To do this, we first examine the
diurnal variation in speed of the cold tongues at the 70 0 and the 850 hPa as
well as at the surface from 16 to 20 April. Naturally, the greater the speed
of the cold tongue, the greater the wind strength behind it. We compute the
average southward speed of each tongue tip successively at 12-hour intervals
for the 700 and the 850 hPa.
For the surface, the average speeds are
calculated along the 30°E meridian.
The results are shown in Table 2 from
which we draw the important conclusion that the average southward speed of
each tongue was subject to a diurnal oscillation - especially over land. The
southward speed of the tongue tip was greater for the period 200 to 2400 GMT
than for 0000 to 1200 GMT at least for the 850 hPa and the surface. The point
to emphasize here is that the speeds are correspondingly greater during the
evening/night and early morning than during the daylight hours.
Table 2:

Date
April 1970

Average
00-12 GMT

12-hour southward average speeds of frontal
contours in metres per second

Speed
12-24 GMT

Average
00-12 GMT

850 hPa

700 hPa
16
17
18
19
20

3.2.2 .1

4.2
10". 5
2.1
8.4
5.6

Speed
12-24 GMT

2.8
9.1
8.4
3.5

3.5
13.3
4.9
4.2
6.3

12.6
13.3
18.9
7.7

Average
00-12 GMT
Sea

Speed
12-24 GMT

Level

14.0
2.1
2.1
10.5
3.5

33.0
12.0
3.5
4.2

The influence of the low-level jet stream (LLJ) phenomenon

The low-level jet stream (LLJ) is a phenomenon where the wind speed
reaches a sharp maximum at heights of the order of 1000 to 5000 feet above the
ground surface.
Vertical wind shears are of the order of 1. 5 metres per
second per 10 metres (m5- 1 (lOm)- 1 ) in the lowest 100 metres and often
20-40 ms- 1 km- 1 with speeds of 25 -30 m5- 1 •
In upper-tropospheric jet
streams vertical shears of 5 -10 ms- 1 km- 1 are often found (Reiter, 1963).
According to Hoecker (1965), the LLJ is a boundary layer phenomenon. During a
part of the afternoon pressure gradient, Coriolis and frictional foras are in
balance and the wind does not accelerate. When friction decreases in the late
afternoon and evening/night, the forces become unbalanced and the wind
accelerates to super-geostrophic values. However, it is not the radiative and
frictional effects which occur locally and create the highly concentrated
flow, but rather the bulk properties of the flow caused by large scale
pressure systems. Without this bulk property, there could not be a basic flow
on which frictional stresses could operate diurnally and so give the diurnal
LLJ characteristic of a region (Wexter, 1961).
With regard to the Sudan
situation, the Sahara High can be thought of as providing the bulk property or
the basic flow upon which the radiative and frictional effects could operate
the involvement with the cold air outbreak.
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(from
pilot
balloon
ascents)
in
the
approximate
cross
section
Dongola-Kareima-Abu Hamed - Port Sudan revealed some interesting points. The
cross section (not shown) was for April 16 and therefore before the arrival of
the cold front in the Sudan. It is noted that very strong north-easterlies or
easterlies (maximum speed 45 knots at 5000 feet at 060 0 GMT over Dongola)
existed at the lower levels 2 to 5000 feet above the surface at both 0000 GMT
and 0600 GMT over Dongola, Kareima and Abu Hamed.
The features at 1200 GMT
and at 1800 GMT on the same day were a little different and al though the
north-easterlies or easterlies were present, their speeds were correspondingly
lower compared to the morning ones for the same levels in the portion of the
troposphere considered here. The illustration is intended to demonstrate the
oscillatory nature of the low-level wind field exhibiting a maximum during the
night and early morning hours.
As a second illustration, a vertical time section for Khartoum is
presented (not shown) for the period 16 to 20 April, that is, before and after
the passage of the cold front over Khartoum (which it did after 1800 GMT on
April 17).
The same diurnal oscillation is again noted in the wind field
below 7000 feet. Above this, the winds were light and disorganized.
The explanation for the prevalence of the north-easterlies or
easterlies before the arrival of the cold front to the Sudan may be sought in
the behaviour of the Saharan and Arabian anticyclones merging and operating
simultaneously to give an unbroken cell of high pressure across the Sahara and
the Arabian deserts. But as the cold front approaches the Sudan, the systems
of highs might be expected to break up leaving the Saharan anticyclone to play
the dominant role providing the large scale basis on which frictional and
radiative effects could operate to give the diurnal variation in the low- level
wind field.
This means there would be a tendency to have the cold tongue
located on the eastern flank or the escarpment of the Saharan High. The tip
of tongue would then have to lie on the core of the strongest low-level winds,
that is in a region where the escarpment is steep.
The approximate vertical time cross section El Fasher - El Nahud El Obeid - Kosti - Gedaref for 19 and 20 April (not shown), show that the low
level jet core between El Nahud and Kosti, that is, almost on the tip of the
cold tongue. The jet core would therefore be expected to advect the cold (and
dust) more rapidly than on either side of the tongue. Garbell (1947) showed
that the fresh polar character of the cold air in the immediate vicinity of
the advancing front depends upon the speed of the front. As soon as a polar
outbreak slows down, a rapid modification of the polar air mass results in its
disappearance within a matter of hours.
Juba in the extreme south of the
Sudan was affected by dust on April 20 following a day when Northern and
Central Sudan were experiencing maxima of northerly low-level jets. Dongola
reported a 60-knot wind at 3000 feet at 1200 GMT on April 19; Malakal reported
46 knots at 2000 feet at 1200 GMT on the same day. These low-level jets of
April 19 could be expected to act as the main pulses that advected the dust
southwards enabling the dust to reach the extreme south .of the country on its
own inertia since the low-level wind field in Juba revealed northerly winds of
less than 10 knots just before the incidence of the hazy weather there around
0600 GMT on April 20.
The occurrence of the low-level jets at Dongola and
Malakal at 1250 GMT on April 19 needs an explanation, somehow. It is probable
that because of the dusty atmosphere prevailing over Northern and Central
Sudan at the time, the incoming solar radiation was considerably reduced at
the surface and the frictional and radiative processes required for the
formation and/or destruction of the LLJ were upset.
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700 hPa) can also be attributed to the prevalence of the LLJ .
It is noticed
that very little spreading of the tongue of cold air took place to the west.
This was probably due to the intensification (warming) of the Saharan High in
sympathy with the Azores High which at the time was intensifying north and
north eastwards causing a blocking situation in Western Europe.
The spread of
the cold air westwards thus was strongly resisted by the intensifying Sahara
High.
Subsidence within the Saharan anticyclone itself could further lead to
adiabatic warming which at the upper layers of the lower troposphere could
augment the baroclinicity on the western edge of the tongue.
With regard to
the
little
spread eastwards
(Bhalotra, 1963),
attributed this
to the
prevalence of the Red Sea and the Ethiopian highlands which have the tendency
to retard the advance of the cold front.
Thus, the characteristic nature of
the cold tongue follows naturally due to the retardation on both sides of it
and the existence of the jet core along the centre (tip) · already discussed
elsewhere.

3.2.2.2

The role of forest and bush fires

The role of forest and bush fires in aiding the advection of dust
to reach the extreme south of the Sudan is offered as a possibility though no
concrete evidences exist in real life.
However, from the aerodynamic
viewpoint the proposition offers a logical conclusion.
The Southern Sudan (southwards of the lOth parallel) forms part of
the Sudan Plains.
There are no major relief features here except for the
Imatong hills to the south-east and the gently rising grounds to the
south-west towards the Nile-Zaire water divide.
Both features are almost at
the borders, thus there are no physical barriers to airflow from the north.
For some two to four months (December/January to March/April) in
the year, the Southern Sudan experiences a spell of dry weather marked by the
absence of rainfall.
In many areas and over vast stretches, the grass dries
up completely. There are few inhabitants in some parts of these stretches and
even then they are far in between.
Often, the local inhabitants set fire to
the grass and because the burning is uncontrolled, vast stretches are burnt
unintentionally.
Paramena (1976), attributed the burning to two reasons:
first, to facilitate the land for tilling during the next rainy season and
second, to aid in rounding up wild game during hunting (poaching) expeditions
of the local inhabitants.
In vigorous forest and bush fires, not only is the
grass burnt but small bushes and even leaves and branches of tall trees are
destroyed, some permanently. The removal of the leaves and stems leaves only
the tree trunks through which air carrying dust can pass easily.
Thus, where
there are few trees, vast areas approximating almost featureless terrain could
be found similar in appearance to those of the semi-arid lands of Central
Sudan.
The importance of this "featureless terrain" lies in its ability to
"offer" no resistance to airflow over it as would have been the case with a
vegetative cover.
Airflow will therefore be 'aerodynamically smooth' (apart
from the influence of ground surface, tree trunks and stems) and the drag
exerted on the flow above is lessened .
This means that the general effect
will be to minimize the transport of momentum from the lower layers of the
troposphere to the surface where it is consumed by friction and hence slowing
down the motion as a whole.
The essential fact is that the quantity of
momentum at each level above remains unchanged so that advection of dust
southwards is maintained by the low-level wind field.
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dust lifting and spread. Over limited areas, a forest or bush fire could be
approximated to a solar-heated land mass, however, the difference is that the
forest fire adds to the prevailing level of obscurities (dust) by throwing
ashes upwards.
Because of the thermal instability set up by the fire,
fire-whirlwinds would be common. Velocities in the vortex of a whirlwind are
extremely high, the greatest speed occurring near the centre (Graham, 1955).
A strong vertical current is capable of raising burning debris to great
heights and with it the dust. The dust will then be advected by the northerly
air stream of the low-level jet.
There is also a feedback effect.
With
strong vertical and horizontal wind shears arising from the low-level
windfield, the fire may also spread and this may aid in spreading (advecting)
the dust.
It therefore, seems plausible to say that since the unusual cold
fronts occur between February and April (see Appendix 1), forest fires may
have a role to play in accomplishing the advection of dust to the extreme
south of the Sudan and beyond.
3.2.2.3

The role of the Sudd Region

The Sudd region is an area of extensive swamps covering the basin
of the Upper Nile from Bor to south of Malakal and about 2-3 degrees of
longitude wide at the mean distance between Bor and Malakal.
The region is
mainly covered by papyrus grass for most of the year and therefore could be
approximated to a "featureless terrain" with few large trees of comparable
sizes. It is also marked by the absence of topographical barriers. This vast
area would be expected to offer a 'smooth' flow for the northerly air streams
and thus would aid in the advection of dust southwards. In fact, the tip of
the cold tongue at 850 hPa was located almost on the north-to-south axis of
the Sudd region and was near its southern edge on April 20.
4.

FORECASTING APPLICATION

One cannot study an unusual case of a cold front without exploring
the possibility of forecasting the phenomenon.
Here, we examine if the
results are of relevance to forecasting.
To this end, we develop a model
based on our findings regarding the sea level synoptic setting and the
circulation at the 500 hPa and jet stream levels prior to the onset of the
dust storm episode.
In addition we examine the spatial and temporal
variations of the surface temperature, visibility and the surface wind in the
Sudan during the event having in mind the concept of forecasting 'similar'
cases in the future. However, before embarking upon this kind of analysis, we
assume that the following criteria in the model are satisfied.
These
criteria, illustrated by Figures 24, 25 and 26 are:
Ca)

Steering of a surface frontal depression from the neighbourhood of
the British Isles and Ireland to the North Central or the Eastern
Mediterranean by the PFJ;

(b)

Mid-tropospheric
Mediterranean;

(cl

Amalgamation of the PFJ and the STJ in the same general area of the
Mediterranean.

regeneration

in

the

same

general

area

of

the
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north-western boundary of the Sudan.
4.1

cold

front

is

observed

at

the

Selection of data, analyses and discussion

The data used consisted of 3-hourly synoptic time observations of
surface wind, visibility and temperature for 18 selected principal stations in
the Sudan (Figure 27).

To begin with, the temporal changes of the three elements at each
station were examined successively for the first indicator(s) in the incidence
of the dust storm event.
We may note that strengthening surface wind above
its 'normal' value to northerly or north-westerly, deterioration in visibility
and drop (or rise?) in temperature are possible indicators.
The areal
distribution of these indicators is given in Figure 28. This is in answer to
the question: In an identical situation as has been in this case study, where
would you as a forecaster look, and for which element(s), as possible
indicators of the incidence of the dust storm?
(a)

Surface wind
The distribution is shown in area Cl) of Figure 28.
This probably
reflected the establishment of a local pressure gradient ahead of the
actual cold air mass.
This would give rise to the strengthening of
northerly
surface
winds
(above
its normal
value).
Here,
the
distribution
being
entirely along
the
Nile
Valley
and
about
approximately on the north-to-south axis of the cold tongue at 850 hPa
and also on the north- to-south axis of the low-level jet core.

Area (2) of Figure 28.
This could possibly
resulting from the strengthening surface wind.

be

due

to

advection

Area ( 3) of Figure 28 shows this.
I t could entirely be due to the
presence of the cold air mass.
It appears in the characteristic shape
of the cold front, its southern boundary coinciding with about the
surface position of the ITD before the two entities (ITD and cold
front) coupled, Figure 27. We may note that at this time the ITD was
moving in association and in phase with the Sudan monsoonal low where
hot stifling conditions were often prevalent.
A marked temperature
contrast thus existed between the polar air mass and the dry or
semi-humid tropical continental air. However, away from the ITD and to
the south of it, temperature levels comparable to (or above) these in
the cold front were being maintained as a result of thundery
activities.
I t is this fact which would mask any large drops or
contrasts in temperature across the front thus making temperature
difficult to be used as an indicator.
Equally important, the use of
temperature as the first indicator of the incidence of the dust storm
is rather difficult particularly during the daylight hours in northern
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(hence modification of the polar air mass) that occurs.
Significant
masking of temperature changes (drops) temporarily become the r ul e.

Area (4) of Figure
Nile Vall ey , etc.

28

-

as

in

(a),

the

distribution

is along

the

Area (5) of Figure 28 - only around El Geneira .and this is suggestive
of week surface northerly winds there.
4.1.2

!i~e_l~p~e_b~t~e~n_t~e_o~s~t_of ~h~ fi£S~ ~i~iQi!i~y_d~t~rlo£a~iQn_a~d
~h~ QC~U£r~n~e_of ~h~ ~O£S~ ~i~iQi!i~y

This is in reply to the questions:
Ca)

Now that the dust storm has set in and the visibility has started to
deteriorate at Dongo la for instance, . how long is this downward trend
going to continue there before a permanent upswing in improving
visibility can be realized?
(May note that the poorest visibility in this downward trend can be
suitably chosen for each station from climatological records of
visibility).

(b)

Which areas will have the worst visibility conditions?
Figure 29 shows that the largest time lapses (maximum 27 hours at
Dongola) were confined to Northern and Central Sudan decreasing
southwards ( being zero at Wan). Again the distribution can be regarded
as being approx imately along or parallel to the Nile Valley and to the
axis of the low-level jet and the 850 hPa cold tongue.
The coincidence
of this distribution with the low-level wind field suggests dynamical
considerations as a principal factor .
Figure 30 shows the distribution of the
relation to Figure 29.

4.1.3

~r~a!

~i~t£iQu~iQn_of

worst

visibilities

~i~iQi!i~y_CQn~i~UQU.§.ly

arid

its

in

the

~h£e.§.hQl~ ~ ~ ~

From the aviation viewpoint, a surface horizontal visibility of 2 km or
less constitutes a critical point below which aircraft operations (take-off
and particularly landing) become difficult and hazardous.
An inspection of
the visibility data at each station revealed the duration in hours of the
prevalence of visibility continuously uninterrupted in the threshold :$ 2 km
(Figure 31). The questions posed are:
(a)

How long continuously is an aerodrome likely to remain unoperational
during the dust storm event?

(b)

Which regions are likely to be affected most in this way?
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Sudan had the maxima of duration.
The Dongola, Kareima areas were probably
likely because of the scooping action of strong low-level and surface winds
prevalent there and which lifted the dust mechanically into the air. The same
reasoning might hold for the Khartoum zone C33 hours) augmented by motor
vehicles. The prevalence of maxima in Kassala and the Blue Nile Provinces was
due to advection mechanisms.
The Southern Sudan (20 hours) was due to
stagnation, that is, the absence of moderately strong (surface and low-level)
winds to advect and disperse the dust.
The zero isopleth shows that the visibility never dropped below 2 km
during the dust storm event.
4.1.4

~r~al

Qi§.t_£i~u~iQn_o!_

QU_£a~iQn_o!_

~i§.i~ili~y_i!!

the

~h_£e§_hQlQ

10 km

1i!!t~r~i~t~n~ly ~bQV~ lO_~)

A surface visibility of 10 km or more is considered good in which case
the cessation of visibility in the threshold less than 10 km can be equated to
the expiry of the dust storm event. Hence the question posed is:
How long does the dust storm event last in the various parts of the
Sudan?
Figure 32 shows that areas of maximum duration lay in Northern Sudan
(3 days) and in the Southern Sudan (4 days) with minima in the Eastern Sudan
(Blue Nile Province) and in West-Central Sudan. The explanation is that there
was a prevalence of strong surface and low-level winds in Northern Sudan and
stagnation in the Southern Sudan.

The question posed is:
What are the extreme temperature conditions to be expected?
Figure 33 shows that the largest drops were mainly confined to the
Northern Sudan (excess of 15°C) especially along and to the west of the
River Nile.
Dongola had the largest drop (16°C).
The changes decreased
southwards.
Of course some areas south of the !TD because of thundery
activities there had temperatures comparable to those behind the cold front
so that the large temperature differences were often blurred.
This partly
explains the decrease southwards in the distribution of the largest
temperature changes in the Central Sudan. In addition, warming of the polar
air mass over the desert and the semi-desert regions of North and Central
Sudan could also raise its temperature again blurring any temperature
differences.
An interesting feature is the zero isopleth which encloses the
provinces of the Upper Nile, Jonglei, Bahr el Ghazal and Lakes. There was a
reversal of the temperature pattern here with the advancing air now playing
the role of a "warm front".
In fact, for Malakal and Wau, the surface
temperature took an upward trend with the incidence of the dust storm event
reaching maximum (warming) temperature rises of 7 and 14°C respectively.
It
is probably this warming which enhanced the stagnation of dust in the Southern
Sudan. On the other hand, it is doubtful if solar radiation could account for
this rise in a dusty atmosphere. Another point of interest here is the fact
that the terminology "cold front" must be applied with caution during such a
situation as in this study.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation was carried out in the hope of uncovering the
origin and behaviour of a cold front that affected the whole Sudan during the
period 17 to 24 April 1970.
The study shows that in the main the notion that
tropical meteorology as distinct from temperate or mid-latitude meteorology
cannot be studied in isolation.
On April 17, the cold front struck the north western boundaries of the
Sudan.
Behind it visibilities successively dropped as in Dongola (100 m) on
April 18.
Malakal and Wau were affected the same day, April 19, with
visibilities of 200 m and 2 km respectively.
Juba was affected on April 20
(2 km) .
By April 20, however, visibilities in North and Central Sudan rapidly
improved but in the Southern Sudan they remained below 2 and 4 km.
Continuously until April 23 when improvement to above 5 km occurred.
By
April 24, visibilities were again good all over the Sudan.
In this study, the steering of an extratropical surface frontal
depression which one week prior to the onset of the dust storm in the Sudan
was located in the neighbourhood of the British Isles and Ireland was the
starting event.
This was also reflected at the middle troposphere ( 500 hPa)
and the role of the PFJ in steering mechanism is well illustrated.
On its way
down to low latitudes, the air mass involved in the process underwent
modification especially with regard to temperature so that the amalgamation of
the PFJ and the STJ systems in the North Central Eastern Mediterranean was the
crowning mechanism by which a rapid regeneration took place in the same
general area.
This had the ability to draw a further and fresh supply of cold
air into the system. This was followed on April 17 by the formation of a cold
upper pool in the same general area.
Cold air then sank and spread eastwards
and southwards.
Another secondary phenomenon following the amalgamation was
the formation of a jet finger to the north.
This could be taken as the
detachment of the PFJ from the STJ the former having the ability to initiate
the development of twin secondary depressions in the region between the Black
and Caspian Seas in the left forward quadrant of the jet finger maximum.
With
the
twin
secondary depressions
and
the
"main"
depression
(from the
N.E. Atlantic) aligned in a north-to-south direction, further flow of cold air
from the interior of Euroasia was accomplished with the added fact that the
baroclinicity in the "main" depression was increased.
The surface pressure
gradient in the Sudan was thus well adjusted favouring strong surface and
low-level winds capable of advecting dust to reach the extreme south of the
Sudan on April 20.
That the dust storm event occurred in April has some implications with
regard to the general circulation.
According to Reiter (1963), the frequency
of blocking anticyclones in the Atlantic shows a well-defined peak during the
period April to May.
The increase in blocking activity into spring is
explained as being due to the narrowing of the jet stream which is observed in
this season.
The heat budget of the atmosphere is very disturbed during the
transition months (from winter to spring) when insolation of the polar cap is
more rapid.
The temperature gradient between the north pole and the Equator
becomes reduced and the atmosphere can no longer maintain the symmetric
circulation (westerlies) in middle latitudes so the system breaks down with
cold air outbreaks in lower latitudes.
The organized westerly flow of high
latitudes is thus disturbed giving rise to temporary meridional flow during a
period of low zonal inde x .
This means that the core of the maximum westerlies
is displaced equatorwards with the sub-tropical belt in tur n e x periencing a
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Thus, the
expansion of the circumpolar vorte x , that is, the increase in the area
circumscribed by the hemispheric jet strea m belt of high latitudes is a
prerequisite for a cold air outbreak associated with wi despread and severe
dust storms in the Sudan .
Thus the general circulation cannot be considered
physically as a continuous process whereby the same air is displaced north or
south gaining or losing properties but in large part the actual air masses
themselves are transformed discontinuously between different latitudes.
The
incidence of a widespread and severe dust storm was thus associated with a low
zonal inde x situation resulting from a low-latitude meridional blocking in the
N.E. Atlantic, Western and Central Europe (see Figures 3, 4 or 5 for example)
and lasting 3 days.
The onset of the dust storm event was preceded by the
decline in the blocking situation and trapping of an upper cold pool in the
Eastern Mediterranean and on the eastern flanks of the blocking anticyclone.
Following regeneration in the North Central Mediterranean, the spread
of the cold air from the cold pool so formed over onto North East Africa took
the shape of a cold tongue at the 850 hPa and at the 700 hPa behind the
surface cold front. The Saharan High was also found to play in a role in the
advection of the cold air (and dust) over the Sudan Plains to reach the
extreme south of the country.
Here the High provided the basic flow upon
which frictional and radiative effects could operate to produce the diurnal
oscillation in the low-level wind field - this being stronger winds during the
evening, night and early morning hours and weak surface and low-level winds
during the daylight hours.
Essentially then the superimposition of the cold
air outbreak on this diurnal phenomenon had a self-propagating effect upon the
advance of the tQngue, the whole system becoming self-propelling . The role of
forest fires and the Sudd region (though inconclusive in the light of the
present study) has also been presented as possible reasoning in this advection
mechanism.
Analysis of radiosonde and pilot balloon ascent data at Khartoum for
the period during the cold polar outbreak showed that the cold air (plus dust)
did not extend very far upwards.
This was found to be about 10, OOO feet at
Abu Hamed, 7000 feet at Khartoum and Malakal and about 5000 feet at Juba .
Vertical cross and time sections showed the prevalence of a low- level jet
stream synchronized to the diurnal variation of the radiative and frictional
effects along or parallel to the Nile Valley.
This had the effect of raising
considerable dust (scooping action and surface drag).
At the same time, this
low-level jet had the ability to advect the dust more rapidly than on either
side of the tongue giving the polar outbreak the characteristic shape (of the
tongue).
Some forecasting applications of the study have also been presented but
these are not as yet considered conclusive until sufficient samples of cases
have been subjected to study.
However, in a general way, there was an
indication of the magnitude of the usefulness of the cold front in which
several
aerodromes can remain unoperational for longer than 24 hours
continuously . Many of these aerodromes by "coincidence" came to lie along or
parallel to the low-level jet core already referred to elsewhere.
The cold
front took three days to sweep across the whole breadth and length of the
Sudan affecting the whole country successively though the effect of dust
remained appreciably longer at some places than at others -- three days in the
North and Central Sudan in fact because of the scooping action of strong
surface and low-level winds; and four days in the Southe rn Region because of
stagnation -- the effect being less in Weste rn Sudan and the Red Sea area.
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FUTURE STUDIES PROPOSED

The information presented in this report relates to just one case and
we propose to extend the study to cover several cases so it is too early to
draw any valid conclusions as regards the origin and behaviour of unusual cold
fronts in the Sudan. Certain large scale mechanisms seem to pose as the main
ones but it is not certain if their effects are not modified by others
unknown. We are giving below some examples:
{a)

The amalgamation of the PFJ and the STJ systems.
We ponder if this is
the chief mechanism or is there a modification, for example, by
air-sea surface temperatures and differing air masses in initiating
regeneration or is it the effect of the surrounding topography of the
Mediterranean Sea which might lead to the formation of standing
{ leewaves?) and which might help the vertical stretch favourable to
cyclogenesis?;

{b)

The sinking mechanism that led to the spreading of cold air over
North-East Africa.
For this, a quantitative treatment is essential if
we are to get an insight into the whole problem of the formation of
cold pools and sinking theref rom;

{c)

The low-level jet stream phenomenon in the Sudan.
Of late, generally
the low-level jet stream has received considerable attention from many
workers.
In the Sudan, we expect to go into more detail of its
formation,
structure
and other
characteristics
not
necessarily
involved with a cold air outbreak .
This will furnish us with
information on the behaviour of the Sahara High {modification by the
Azores High?);

{d)

The forecasting application will be the crowning glory of the whole
study. In particular, the movement and prediction of the surface cold
front is synchronized to the diurnal oscillation of the low-level wind
field so the accuracy here will very much depend on a critical survey
of the synchronization phenomenon;

{e)

Last but by no means the least, the study of such severe cases as has
been presented here will act as the ultimate standard against . which
other instances of behaviour not necessarily unusual will be judged .
That is to say, if we know the behaviour of the unusual cases, then
the complexity of the whole problem is lessened when we come to deal
with the less vigorous cases.
We are very optimistic that by
understanding this aspect of the problem, we wi ll have gone a long way
to perfecting the prediction of the evolution, movement and behaviour,
decay, etc., of cold fronts affecting the Sudan in general during the
winter and the spring.
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DUST STORM-RELATED EVENTS AT JUBA 1937-1973
Month of event

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

March 1946
February 1950
February/March 1952
February 1954
April 1958
February 1962
April 1970
March 1973

Minimum visibility recorded
60 0 metres
300 metres
2 km
3.5 km
2 km
2 km
2 km
100 metres
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Fig . 23 :

Frontal contour chart at
1200Z on 19 o4ol0

Fig. 24:

Sea level model (schematic)

Fig . 26 :

Jet stream level model
(schematic)
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Frontal contour chart at 1200Z
on 20 04.70

Fig . 25 :

Fig. 22:

500 mb level model (schematic)
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- 139 SOME LARGE-SCALE CLIMATOLOGICAL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE OCCURRENCE OF RAIN AT THE
PORT SUDAN AREA OF THE RED SEA IN THE SUDAN
by
J.A. Paramena and
S.M. Suleiman
Meteorological Department
Khartoum, Sudan

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is a well known fact that up currents of moist air leading to
rainfall may broadly be divided into two types: those caused by mountains
acting as a barrier to horizontally flowing streams of air and those
associated with low-level convergence of the wind field within disturbances,
particularly those developing in areas of horizontal temperature gradients.
Disturbances with low-level convergence occur over a wide range of scales but
for convenience may be considered as either convection (small scale,
short-lived showers or sometimes larger and longer-lived self-propagating
convective storms) or synoptic-scale disturbances.
Over a flat country like the Sudan, barrier effects as a significant
source of rainfall are rather rare to come by CPedgley, 1969). The Sudan
extends between 3 and 23°N to the south of the Sahara, see Figure 1.
The
country is generally a vast plain broken by the Marra mountains in the west
with peaks over 3000 metres, the Nuba mountains (1000-1500 metres) of southern
Kordofan in Central Sudan, the Imatong mountains in the extreme south-east of
the country with peaks above 3000 metres and in the north-east are the Red Sea
hills (1000-1500 metres) which run parallel to the coast with peaks over
2000 metres . These mountain ranges are not very extensive and their climatic
effects should be localized (Osman and Hastenrath, 1969). Away from areas of
falling rain, the only source of water vapour is the earth's surface and over
the Sudan, the swamps and cultivated areas along the River Nile and its
tributaries are local sources together with the Red Sea, but it is likely that
the majority of the water vapour in the equatorial westerlies have been
advected over long distances especially from the south Atlantic Ocean. Water
vapour is carried upwards by both convection and mass ascent within large
disturbances.
Horizontal advection may also be significant near the
Intertropical Discontinuity (ITD) where moisture gradients are large.
Thus
the moisture content is itself controlled by the wind flow including both
convective and advective elements.
I t is the aim of this paper to bring to light the climatological
circulation features associated with the occurrence of rain at the Port Sudan
area of the Red Sea in the Sudan. It is hoped that based on an understanding
of the role of these features on rain bearing there, some forecasting
capabilities and skill may be developed.
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LARGE-SCALE CONTROLLING SYSTEMS

The large . scale features that control .the incidence of rainfall at
Port Sudan are part of a larger set of systems that dominate the · weather
patterns in the Sudan as a whole . Generally speaking, the winds blowing over
the Sudan are controlled by large scale pressure systems in both the Northern
and the Southern Hemispheres. These systems are illustrated by Figure 2.
In the northern hemisphere, these are the high pressure areas over the
Azores islands of the western coast of North Africa in the Atlantic Ocean, the
sub-tropical high pressure area over continental North-West Africa and the
south-westward extension of the .Siberian High . in the central Asiatic continent
to cover the Arabian peninsula.
In the southern hemisphere, the s e are the high pressure areas over the
Indian and the Atlantic Oceans on either side of the continent south of the
Equator.
There is also the seasonal heat low belt which migrates back and
forth across the Equator in sympathy with the movement of the overhead sun.
2.1

The dry season situation

One can . broadly distinguish two seasons in the southern part of the
Sudan: wet and dry and these are separated by transiti_onal periods which
become progressively longer northwards until about 19°N, the wet season
vanishes completely leaving two seasons of cold dry and warm (or hot) dry.
During the dry season, the sun reaches its extreme southern overhead
position in December . ·At this time, the Azores high pressure system extends
eastwards to cover a large part of North Africa. At this time also, the heat
low is · situated in · Central Africa in the region of the lakes system there
south of the Equator. The result of this configuration is that cool sometimes
cold, dry northerly winds blow over most of the Sudan (Figure 3) .
2.2

The wet (or rainy) season situation

With the sun at its e xtreme northerly position, both the dominat ing
high pressure areas over North Africa and the Arabian peninsula decline in
intensity.
At this time, the heat low will have reached a position as far
north as 20°N in the north-east part of the Sudan. . Both the high pressure
systems in the Indian and Atlantic Oceans south of the Equator move to the
north too.
The result of this configuration is that south to southwesterly
winds blow over most of the Sudan bringing in a lot of moisture and subsequent
cloud formation and rainfall (Figure 4).
2.3

The Intertropical Discontinuity CITD)

The Sudan lies in the convergence zone of northern and southern
hemispheric wind regimes.
Thus, the Intertropical Discontinuity is the
boundary that separates dry northerly winds blowing from the northern
hemisphere from the moisture-laden south-westerly winds originating in the
southern hemisphere.
The ITD moves north or south with the preva i ling heat
low.
Thus, in January the ITD is in central Africa, in April around 10°N in
eastern Sudan and in August around 20°N in eastern and northern Sudan.
The
ITD begins its southward retreat in September so that in October it i s at 15°N
and in November, over the southern region of the Sudan.
The retreat of the
ITD is more rapid than its northward march.
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from two areas:
one over the Atlantic and moistened over the Gulf of Guinea;
the other over the Indian Ocean, first as south-easterly winds changing to
south-westerly over
southeast Sudan after crossing the Equator.
The
south-westerly winds are moisture-laden and give copious rainfall in areas to
the south of the ITD and on account of this give rise to dust storms in
northern parts of the Sudan where the ground cover is loose and the vegetation
sparse.
North of the ITD, the prevailing winds are dry northerlies or
north-easterlies throughout the year. However, · during the winter months, the
Sudan is affected by cold fronts associated with mobile eastwards depressions
three to four on average per month, in the Mediterranean Sea during the months
of November to April.
The effects of the cold fronts reach the northern parts
of the Sudan whenever these depressions are in the region of Cyprus in the
Eastern Mediterranean Sea.
The rest of the Sudan is affected as these
depressions progressively advance eastwards. The cold front then extends from
the south-west to the north-east across the Sudan until the centre of the
depression is reached.
Temperatures fall behind the cold front, the wind
increases in speed giving rise to dust and sand storms on occasions.
Otherwise, in the absence of cold fronts, the weather is dry, settled with
occasional medium and high clouds.
3.

THE RED SEA COASTAL AREA SITUATION

Climatological normals for Port Sudan show that rain can occur at any
month of the year.
However, the monthly totals show that the amounts are
concentrated into two preferred periods, namely: Octobe~ to January, that is,
during the autumn/winter seasons and also during July and August or the summer
season, see Table l, in Appendix 1. The total number of rainy days with falls
equal to or greater than 0.1 mm tabulated month by month during the past six
years ending December 1984 also showed the concentration of rainfall periods
to the autumn/winter and swnmer, Table 2 in Appendix 1.
The peak months of
rainfall are November and July.
From this broad generalization, it is
possible to examine the major circulation patterns over the Red Sea and
adjacent areas in slightly more detail using mean monthly data contained in
the Monthly Climatic Data for the World.
3.1

November circulation patterns

The surface pattern is illustrated by Figure 5(a), which shows a
low-latitude troughing extending from north-east Sudan across the central Red
Sea towards the north east into Saudi Arabia.
At the 500 hPa level,
Figure 5 (b), a ridge covers Egypt and the north-western Sudan.
A ridge of
similar intensity is over the Saudi Arabian peninsula.
These ridges are
separated by a troughing system along the Red Sea.
The 700 hPa shows a
westerly troughing over the northern half of the Red Sea, Figure 5(c).
Southern Egypt and the southern Arabian peninsula are under the influence of a
ridge extending west to east . The 500 hPa configuration is rather similar to
that of the 700 hPa except that the ridging over Egypt is slightly displaced
to the south, Figure 5(d).
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July circulation patterns

At the surface, a fascinating feature is the existence of the
Intertropical Discontinuity aligned west to east across the Sudan; north-west
to south-east along the Red Sea and south-west to north-east across the
Arabian peninsula (Figure 6(a)). At 850 hPa, Figure 6(b), a trough though not
clearly defined is aligned with axis south-west to north-east across Egypt and
the northern Sudan, the Red Sea and into the Gulf States.
Both the 700 hPa
and the 500 hPa levels (Figures 6(c) and 6(d)), respectively display similar
configurations. The eastward extension of .the Sahara sub-tropical high system
provides a ridging over west central Arabian peninsula.
4.

DISCUSSION

4.1

November conditions

Both the surface and the 850 hPa flow patterns have got easterly
wave-looking shapes over the Red Sea, this being more pronounced for the
surface field.
The alleged easterly wave picture must, however, not be
confused
with
the
genuine
easterly
wave
systems
of
West
Africa
CSabah El Kheir, 1979).
The picture presented in this investigation is a
permanent feature of this part of the Red Sea at this time, however, it
undergoes noticeable day-to-day changes in its position and intensity.
The
reason for the existence of this picture is not difficult to come by.
Surface wind blowing over the sea has a very strong tendency to blow
along the length of the Red Sea either from the north-west or from the
south-east (Pedgley, 1966). This uniformity of flow is due to the fact that
both the north-west and the south-east air streams have very stable
temperature structures so that they have very little chance of climbing the
mounta i n walls that bound the Red Sea, especially in the southern part where
the walls maintain an elevation between 2 and 3 km continuously for about
1000 km on both sides.
The winds are notable not only for their persistence
in direction but also for the high wind speeds and 20-30 knots are common.
The east-north-east winds of the Gulf of Aden (Figure 7) are cooled and
moistened in the lowest layers through contact with the sea surface with the
result that a persistent cool and moist layer is present with a depth of
1-2 km varying from day to day.
This cool layer passes through the Bab
El Mandeb like water through a breached dam accelerating to 20-30 knots and
can flow as far as 17°N or more especially when the east-north-east winds over
the Gulf of Aden strengthen as a result of a ridge of high pressure building
over Saudi Arabia following the eastward movement of cold fronts far to the
east accompanying disturbances crossing the Near East.
The north-westerly
winds along the Red Sea are associated with the eastward passage of cold
fronts.
The north-westerlies and the south-easterlies meet in a region of
calm or light variable winds which Pedgley (1966) refers to as the Red Sea
Convergence Zone (RSCZ).
The north-westerlies are a feature of the autumn and
winter months whereas the south-easterlies persist throughout a larger part of
the year.
Over land on the western side of the central Red Sea, there are
north-easterlies blowing along the eastern edge of the ridge at the 850 hPa.
These north-easterlies together with the south-easterlies from the Red Sea
give a false impression that the south-easterlies recurve towards the
south-west over the Sudan.
On daily charts, the picture is one of a
low-latitude troughing resembling an easterly wave which in actual fact is not
there. The situation is illustrated schematically by Figure 7.
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at the 850 hPa.
The air at the 700 hPa is dry (Delsi, 1967) so that
convection through the 700 hPa level is restricted.
This ridge is broken
during instances of the passage eastwards of overhead westerly troughs
accompanied by associated cold fronts at the surface.
In favourable
situations when the westerly trough interacts in conjunction with the
low-level low-latitude persistent troughing prevalent at . the 850 hPa and
below, rainfall may occur at Port Sudan and neighbourhood. This is because
the westerly troughing favours vertical motion through instability.
During
the presence of an inversion of the 700 hPa level (Delsi, 1967), has again
shown that the inversion is weakened sufficiently to enable convection to
proceed uninterrupted.
In the Port Sudan area, westerly troughing has been found to lead to
the formation of cut-offs in the upper westerlies.
The troughing and
subsequent cut-offs may also induce cloud formation and therefore rainfall
there. At times a cold pool is produced at the surface by the resulting
rainfall which also cools the air, thus giving the impression of a suddenly
developed cold front that cannot be traced systematically from one chart . to
another.
Several consecutive days with rainfall may follow due to the
presence of a cut-off.
In passing, mention may be made here of the moisture content
requirements for thunderstorm development at Port Sudan. Delsi (1967) found
that a critical value of relative humidity of at least 65% was required at the
850 hPa level and about 35% in the 700-850 hPa layer.
4.2

July conditions

For the development of active weather in Port Sudan, the station and
adjacent areas should lie within the humid air mass south of the !TD. This
follows as a result of widespread rains between Khartoum and the Ethiopian
highlands and this cools the lower layers considerably leading to the
development of an isallobaric high pressure dome with resultant ageostrophic
gradients for south-westerly winds which advect moisture towards Port Sudan
and beyond.
A humid layer up to the 700 hPa level may be established in
favourable circumstances. In any event, thunderstorms develop only in a few
number of cases suggesting that high humidity though necessary, is not the
only requirement for thunderstorms to develop.
The 700 hPa circulation shows the presence of a ridge which is an
extension of the Sahara sub-tropical high above the surface thermal low . The
ridge has been found to transport dry continental air into the Sudan providing
as it were, a dry layer separating the low-level humid flow originating over
the south Atlantic Ocean from the upper tropospheric humid layer easterlies at
this time over most of the Sudan (Figure 6(e)). The easterlies are capable of
advecting moisture from the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean. Cumulus clouds
of considerable vert i cal development only form when the 700 hPa level is humid
enough and Delsi (1967) has shown that the critical relative humidity value
for thunderstorm development is 40% for all layers from the 850 hPa to near
below the 500 hPa level.
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The role of orography

The Red Sea hills are situated some 20-40 km inland parallel to the
coastline and stretch for some 400 km or more from the latitude of Aqiq in the
south-east to the latitude of Halaib in the north-west (Figure 8).
The
highest peak is Jebel Oda ( 7412 feet) midway between Port Sudan and Halaib
whilst the lowest peak, Jebel Erba (5165 feet) lies in the latitude of
Suakin.
Thus the average elevation of the
hills
is
near 6300 feet
(= 2000 metres).
This is about 2/5 the highest point of the Rocky Mountains
system in North America (Mount Elbert, 14 431 feet) or 1/5 of Mount Everest
(29 028 feet) in India and compares rather well with the height of the
850-700 hPa layer in the Port Sudan area. The Rocky Motllltains range are known
to distort the flow patterns of air streams from the Pacific Ocean leading to
the formation of leewaves on the eastern side of the ranges over · continental
United States. Under favourable conditions such as in the presence of passing
cold fronts from the west, violent storms have been known to occur to the
eastern side of the ranges.
No such analogy is possible with the Red Sea
hills because in this situation, the air streams are not subject to great
depths of orographic lifting.
Orography is an amplification factor in the rain-producing mechanisms
in the Port Sudan area of the Red Sea during both November and July.
The
differential heating of the coastline area and the neighbouring hills may lead
to an earlier convection inland than at the coastline with the· result that
thunderstorm development and subsequent rain may ensue first over the hills.
This led Delsi (1967) to hint that the Red Sea hills have more occurrences of
thunderstorm activities than the coastline and this mainly happened during the
swnmer.
Thus the Red Sea hills may either initiate or enhance rainfall
through both local convection and orographic lifting.
For the orographic
effect, one may look into the situations when this would be possible.
The
distortion of air streams may not be appreciable, however, lifting of moisture
can occur when winds approach the hills at right angles either from the east
or the west.
An ideal situation may exist with the south-westerlies which are
humid.
In the event of a cumulonimbus cloud developing over the hills, the
cloud would be advected westwards by the upper easterlies (see Figure 6(e))
and no precipitation (if any) would be recorded at the coastline.
However,
during
November
when
the
clouds
form
as
a
result of lifting of
north-easterlies directly from the Sea, the cumulonimbus clouds would be
advected
eastwards
under
the
influence
of
the
westerlies
in
the
upper-troposphere (Figure 5(e)) and some rain would be likely to be registered
at Port Sudan.
We intend to pursue further studies in this direction using
Radar and Satellite pictures as aids.
4.4

Meso-scale rainfall-producing systems

We have not touched on the problem of rainfall formation due to the
presence of sea- and land-breezes at the coastal area of the Red Sea.
However, for all purposes and intent, these are a common feature of any
coastal area and at the Red Sea coast one may expect them to be more frequent
during the summer than during the winter on account of the larger differences
in temperature between the land and the sea surface.
This, we have
deliberately left out but will constitute a separate topic for a future
study.
Therefore, the discussion of the wider problem of rainfall resulting
from sea/land-breezes together with the interaction of these systems with
orography on the rainfall patterns will be presented in future communications.
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CONCLUSION

Some
large-scale
climatological
features
associated
with
the
occurrence of rain at the Port Sudan area of the Red Sea in the Sudan have
been investigated. Two distinct periods of rainfall have been found to exist:
one during the autumn/winter months typified by November and the other during
the sununer months of July and August typified by July.
The flow patterns at
the surface, 850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 and 200 hPa levels have been examined for
these two representative periods.
During November, there is a low-latitude troughing across the Red Sea
central at the lower levels. This pattern is a persistent feature of the area
at this time.
The flows at the 700 and 500 hPa levels are rather similar and
show a westerly troughing over the northern part of the Red Sea with ridging
to both its south-west and south-east over the Northern Sudan and the Arabian
peninsula respectively.
The sub-tropical jet stream at 200 hPa is far to the
north near 27°N. A fairly broad area of strong westerly flows of 60 knots or
more extend from about the latitude of Port Sudan northwards.
In July, the ITD is positioned in the region of Port Sudan but this
undergoes day-to-day changes in its position with south-westerly flow up to
the 850 hPa reaching Port Sudan.
The Sudan thermal low associated with the
ITD is overlaid by a ridge both at the 700 and the 500 hPa levels.
Rain
occurs at Port Sudan only when there exists a deep moist air over Port Sudan.
A broad easterly flow region of 30-40 knots exists in the upper-troposphere as
shown by the 200 hPa pattern.
The role of orography on rainfall-producing mechanisms is discussed
hypothetically.
Orographic lifting and effects on convection may be localized
due to the presence of the Red Sea hills amplifying the rainfall mechanisms
there during both November and July.
We have tried to present the broad scale and gross features necessary
for understanding the rain-forming processes in the Port Sudan area.
We are
convinced that with this background knowledge, it will be possible to develop
the forecasting techniques necessary for the prediction of both the spatial
and temporal distribution of rain in the Red Sea littoral of the Sudan.
Further work, however, is required of case studies of actual situations
particularly those producing excessive precipitation to enable a formulation
of the necessary forecasting model(s) for rain occurrence.
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TAf3LE 1

Normal

(1951-1980)

Month

J

F

M

Rainfall mm

6

1

TR

Monthly

1

Rainfall

M

J

J

1

TR

5

Totals

2

for

Port

Sudan

s

0

N

D

0

10

43

15

84

N

D

Total

Total

TAf3LE 2

Number of Rainy Days at Port Sudan during the
last six years ending 31 December 1984

Year/
Month

s

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

2

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0

1

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

4
0
0
6
0
2

2
2
1
4
0
4

0
1
3
0
0
4

11
5
4
13
0
11

Total

4

1

0

2

0

0

1

2

1

12

13

8

44
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Fig. 5:

Surface (A),
700 hPa (C),
Profiles and
200 hPa (E),

850 hPa (B),
500 hPa (D).
winds at
during November

Fig. 6:

Surface (A), 850 hPo (B), 700 hPa (C),
500 hPa (D). Profile and winds at
200 hPa (E) during July.
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The orientation of the Red Seo hills
with respect to the coastal and some
inland stations.
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LEADING TO PRECIPITATION AT THE RED SEA
COASTAL AREA OF THE SUDAN
by
H.M. Hassan
Meteorological Department
Khartoum, Sudan
SUMMARY
A study of two-rainy periods was done according ' to the synoptic
situation at the Red Sea coastal area of the Sudan.
It revealed that these
rains are a result of the interaction of the Sudan thermal low which extends
along the Red Sea as an easterly trough, and a westerly trough at the
mid-tropospheric layer. The study also showed that the end of a rainy period
is associated with the passage of cold fronts at the area.
·
INTRODUCTION
The coast of the Red Sea in the Sudan extends between 18°N and 23°N in
an orientation from south-east to north-west. To the west extend the Red Sea
hills with heights up to 3000 ft to the south west of Aqiq and up to 2000 ft
to the west of Port Sudan (Fig. 1).
The main meteorological stations are Halayeb (22° · 13 'N, 36° 30 'E),
Port Sudan (19° 35'N, 37°E) and Aqiq (18° 14'N, 38°E) beside the second class
stations of Arbaat, Sawakin and Tokar. (Figure 1).
1.

CLIMATOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

1.1

Rain

The Red Sea area receives its majority of rain between October and
January, i.e. during the first .half of the winter season. 'The greatest amount
of precipitation oc·c urs in November at Halayeb and Port Sudan. However, Aqiq
receives its greatest amount of rain in December .
.The normal rainfall in November at the three stations shows that
Port Sudan which lies between Halayeb and Aqiq has a normal of 43 mm while
Halayeb to the north has 27 mm and Aqiq to the south has 40 nun, which means
that the maximum amount of rainfall occurs in the middle of the area and
decreases both northwards and southwards (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (a),(b),(c)).
Figures 3(b) and (c) show that another peak of the annual rainfall
amount at the Red Sea area occurs in the sununer, namely in July, which can be
ascribed to the movement of the Intertropical Convergence Zone ( ITCZ).
In
this study, these sununer rains are not considered because they are very rare
and few in amount compared to October-January rains.
1.2

Pressure patterns during winter

The main pressure systems are the sub-tropical anticyclone over the
Sahara and the smaller one over the Arabian Peninsula . These two anticyclones
are supposed to be a continuous sub-tropical high pressure belt but t he Sudan
thermal l ow extends northwards along the Red Sea with t he Red Sea hi ll s as an

- 151 upper source of heat, separating the two anticyclones (El Fandy, 1950).
Therefore, there is always an easterly trough at this area, shrinking to the
south just after the passage of a cold front and extending northwards to the
East Mediterranean at other times.
2.

CASE STUDY

2.1

Two rainy periods that occurred during November 1985

The first rainy period started on the 4th day and ended by the 6th of
November 1985. (See Table 1 below).
Table 1
Showing the first rainy period at Port Sudan during November 1985
Day

Amount of rain

4/11
5/11
6/11
7/11

TR
16.7 mm
20.4 mm
NIL

8/11
9/11
10/11

NIL
NIL
TR

Remarks

On the 7th, 8th and 9th
about 3 to 4 octs of c.
clouds were reported.
Day of passage of a cold
front.

On the 6th day of the month when the greatest amount of rain was
collected, the 1200Z charts show that a depression was located over Italy
associated with a cold front passing across Libya. A high pressure was over
the northern part of the Arabian Peninsula.
The thermal low over the Sudan
was extending northwards along the Red Sea (Figure 4(a)) - the 700 hPa chart
(Figure 4 (b)) showed a westerly trough just above the lower easterly trough.
The lower easterly trough was strengthening until it was pushed southwards on
the lOth of November when the cold front passed across
the area
(Figure 4(c)). The second rainy period began on the 16th day and ended on the
20th, as shown on Table 2.

TABLE 2
Day
15/11
16/11
17/11
18/11
19/11
20/11
21/11

Amount of Rain
NIL
16.2
NIL
24.8 mm
10.0 mm
7.8 mm
NIL

Remarks

Halayeb received 40 mm.
Halayeb received 11.5 mm.
Halayeb received 5.8 mm.
Day of passage of front.

Table 2 shows the second rainy period at Port Sudan in November 1985.
During this period there was no depression on the Mediterranean but the
(RDP3280)
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manner that a depression was formed at northern Saudi ~rabia, it acquired cold
and warm fronts and proceeded eastwards. Figures 5(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e)
show the synoptic situation at 1200Z on the 19th of November. The pattern of
Isobars and contours reveals the easterly trough at the surface and 850 hPa
level and a westerly trough at the 700 hPa and 500 hPa. A new feature is the
orientation of the jet stream from north west to south east just above the
area considered at an altitude of 297 hPa at Cairo, 288 hPa at Aswan.
The
cold front passed Port Sudan on the 20th of November.

Figure 6 shows the surface wind at Port Sudan during November 1985
beside the lifting condensation level at 1200Z.
In the first third of the
month the stream wa·s north-easterly in general with light or moderate wind
speed. But it showed a clear decrease in the level of condensation during the
rainy period 4th to 7th.
3.

DISCUSSION

3.1
To have rain producing clouds we need a satisfactory amount of
moisture and a criterion through which this . moisture can be converted into
clouds .~
The existence of the thermal easterly trough along the Red Sea at the
lower _layers of the troposphere leads to the establishment of a southerly wind
stream.
This stream flowing over the Arabian Sea and the .Red Sea picks up the
needed amount of water vapour.
But this flow of air proceeds northwards
without being capable of climbing the Red Sea hills because of the remarked
stability at the level layers lOOOhPa - 700 hPa (Zohdy, 1969).
Pegdley,
(1966) showed that the southerly winds can reach as far to the north as
latitude 20°N where they face the northerly winds at what Pegdley named the
Red Sea Convergence Zone
(RSCZ).
The RSCZ oscillates northwards and
southwards according to the interaction 9f the thermal trough with the cold
fronts associating the Mediterranean depressions as they pass over the east
Mediterranean.
To the south of RSCZ the air is quite humid to form shallow
cumuli-formed clouds which may give light rain. But the existence of an upper
westerly trough as at the 700 hPa and 500 hPa levels leads to the advection of
cold air over the .warm humid air below and a case of instability forms
associated with the formation -of large convective clouds and thunder
activities.
This case happened during the· two rainy spells given in Tables 1
and 2. A helping factor is the approach of the polar jet stream which was a
result of the amalgamation of the polar and the sub-tropical jet streams.
This action releases energy at the mid-tropospheric layers (Zhody, 1969)
making them more unstable.
The continuation of the cold advection at the middle layers results in
subsidence just at the rear of the cold front and leading to a rise in
pressure therefore, a stable weather will be established and the chance of
rain becomes smaller .
This is clear in the case of a depression moving
eastwards at the Mediterranean (Figure 4(a)).
But when there is no such a
depression and there is a mere easterly trough at the lower troposphere over
the Red Sea area, a depression over northern Saudi Arabia is generally
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This depression acquires cold and warm fronts.
Cold air in such a situation pours towards the Red Sea area as the depression
moves eastwards.
Table 3 shows five rainy periods, with the greatest ~ amount of rain
received on the day of the passage of the cold front and an abrupt cut-off of
the rainy period by that day.
3.2
November is the most rainy month of the year at Port Sudan and Halayeb
due to the movement of the RSCZ northwards, hence the moist southerly wind.
These winds are more frequent at Port Sudan in the middle than at Halayeb to
the north.
The . extension of .. the 700 hPa and 500 hPa westerly trough to the
south gives rise to instability at Halayeb and Port Sudan. The latter however
has enough moisture at the lower layers, so rain-producing clouds form more
than at Halayeb where the moisture is less. On the other hand, Aqiq at the
south is affected by the upper westerly trough to a lower value compared to
Port Sudan. Therefore, the formation of rain-producing clouds is weaker than
that at Port Sudan in spite of the domination of the southerly moist winds.
During December the winter pressure patterns are well defined, larger
anticyclones strengthening the northerly winds and a deep westerly trough at
the mid-tropospheric layers.
The amount of rain decreases at Port Sudan and
Halayeb; whereas at Aqiq the two necessary conditions, moist air and upper
trough leading to instability, are dominant. That is why Aqiq has its maximum
rain during December.
CONCLUSION
The Red Sea coastal area of the Sudan receives
conditions are established.

its

rains when two

(a) An easterly trough at the surface and lower troposphere;
(b) A westerly trough at the mid-tropospheric layers.
The passage of the cold fronts gives an end to the rainy spell . .
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Table 3 - showing rain spells at Port Sudan

Date

Rainfall

22/11/84
23/11/84
24/11/84
25/11 / 84

0.4
0.4
TR
3. 8

26/11/ 84

NIL

Remarks

Day of passage
of cold front.

Date

Rainfall

4/11/85
5/11/85
6/11/85
7/11 / 85

TR
16. 7
0.2

8/11/85
9/11/85

NIL
NIL

Remarks
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4.0
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NIL

14/12/84
15/12/84
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NIL
TR
2.2
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18/12/84
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Day of
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cold front .

Day of passage
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of cold front.

15/11/85
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NIL
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Fig . 1: The Red Seo and the main meteorological
stations at the Sudanese coast of the Red Sea.
The Red Sea hills are shown at the western side
of the main stations.
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Fig. 4:

(a) - 1200Z surface chart of 6 . Novembe~ 1985
showing the extension of the Sudan thermal
low northwards.
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(a), (b), and (c) - show the monthly normal
rainfall at Halayeb (o), Port Sudan (b), and
Aqiq )c) .

Fig. 4(c):

The location of the cold front at 1200Z
on 11 November 1985, when the first
ra i ny period had come to an end .
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Fi9. 5(a):

The l200Z surface chart of 19 November 1985.

Fig •. 5(c):

Fig. 5(b) :

700 hPe chert of 19 November 1985.

850 hPe 1200Z chert of 19 November 1985.

Fig. 5(d) :

500 hPe 1200Z chert of 19 November 1985.
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Fig. 5(e):

300 hPa 1200Z chart of 19 November 1985.
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Fig. 6: The lifting condensation level at Port Sudan at 1200Z
throughout the month. Besides the surface wind, it shows a link
between the southerly winds and the low lifting condensation
levels during the rainy periods (4-6 November and 15-20 November).
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